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ABSTRACT
Understanding how environmental attributes can influence the behavior of
pedestrians is of concern for public health officials, transportation engineers,
and urban planners. To what degree, if any, do these various environmental
characteristics influence how much and for how long people walk? To answer
these questions, this thesis analyzes large-scale spatiotemporal pedestrian activity records collected from the users of a mobile phone application in Greater
Boston, Massachusetts and the San Francisco Bay Area, California. The dataset
contains the locative traces of recreational and utilitarian pedestrian walking
activities which include the GPS and temporal records of individuals. In sum,
this dissertation considered over 2.2 million trips from 135,000 people.
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This thesis addresses the topic in three parts. The first study examines the
impacts of climate and environment on active transportation trips, and finds
varying effects of different types of weather. However, these associated effects are influenced by a trip's purpose, as well as by season and location.
The second study analyzes the impact of built environment characteristics on
walking activities at the urban scale. These characteristics are generally defined
as components of the density, diversity, and design of urban spaces. The study
finds that activity characteristics are moderated by the features of location, and
that infrastructure for walking, transportation access, and destinations have a
positive influence on walking volume. Walking durations are largely invariant to
these factors. The third study explores the effects of urban attributes on the aggregated route choices of individuals through the use of revealed preferences.
The study's findings suggest that pedestrians are sensitive to the presence of
retail destinations and transit availability in their choice of path. Despite this,
architectural and street-level design features have mixed effects.
These analyses contribute a new approach to understanding the interrelationships between the built environment and pedestrian activity, and how those
effects contribute to the walkability of communities. This thesis also tests the
usefulness of passive, pervasive mobile devices in evaluating urban space, and
considers their potential to aid in the development of human-centered urban
design-from an analysis of the quantified self toward the understanding of the
quantified community.
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ONE
I

NTRODUCTION

REVISITING WALKABILITY

"Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?'
'That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,' said the Cat.
'I don't much care where,' said Alice.
'Then it doesn't matter which way you go,' said the Cat."
Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland
13
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1. INTRODUCTION
Walkability and pedestrian activity has become a major topic of conversation in
urban planning and public health, with a new interest in improving pedestrian
facilities, improving safety, and improving the public's general quality of
life (Frumkin, 2002; Heath et al., 2006). Such considerations are being
incorporated into common practice for urban planning (E. Talen & Ellis, 2002).
In policy, the promotion of walking is of increased interest. In public health,
the concern of high obesity rates, confounded by low amounts of physical
activity has drawn attention to the creation of communities amenable to
non-motorized, active transportation (U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, 2001), raising it to the level of the U.S. Surgeon General's 2016 Call to
Action. This program acts as a national rallying cry to better support walking
and walkability where, "improving walkability means that communities are
created or enhanced to make it safe and easy to walk and that pedestrian
activity is encouraged for all people (U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, 2015)." In 2005, the federal government invested in non-motorized
transportation. More than $500 million was budgeted to communities to
construct and promote pedestrian and cycling transportation infrastructure
through the federal SAFETEA-LU (Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act: a Legacy for Users) transportation authorization bill.
The Non-motorized Transportation Pilot Program (NTPP) of the bill specifically
included $100 million for pilot programs in four communities to increase levels
of walking and cycling. An evaluation of the pilot communities observed an
estimated 21.8 percent increase in the number of walking trips. (John A. Volpe
National Transportation Systems Center, 2014), although the specific reasons
for the increase were not analyzed.
This push is driving a dual demand for walkable communities: first, an
understanding of the usage of public spaces, and second, the use of this
knowledge to drive better design of the public spaces.
As such, the design of the built environment to achieve social, cultural,
environmental, and economic goals entails assumptions about the function
15

and performance of urban spaces. Understanding how individuals respond
to the characteristics of existing urban spaces will allow creators of new
public spaces to specify their context and design with more detail and greater
certainly as to how they will actually perform (Forsyth & Southworth, 2008).
Fundamental to the creation of urban space is an understanding of how
individuals are likely to behave within it. Gaining this knowledge requires "wellvalidated, durable criteria for successful outcomes" (Emily Talen & Ellis, 2015).
The difficulty, however, is that the generation of these criteria have long relied
on surveys with small numbers, or anecdotal studies using proxy data. How do
we understand pedestrian behavior at this scale, and how can we enumerate
the impacts of urban space with regard to pedestrian mobility?
Many have sought to bridge the understanding of individuals, their behaviors
and the ultimate (re-)configuration of urban space. In working toward to the
creation of the 1859 plan for the expansion of Barcelona, and the design of
the squared Eixample block, Cerd famously generated a formula to aid in the
creation of the optimal configuration. Among the variables considered, and
requiring a deeper understanding of the inhabitants' behavior, is the number
of people in and traversing around the block (Pallares-Barbera, Duch, Badia,
& others, 2011). In his words, "the building of cities, if not so already, will soon
become a genuine science that calls for major and profound search in every
branch of human knowledge, especially, into social science."
In more recent times, William H. Whyte (1980) notably used Super 8 film to
understand the use of plazas and public spaces. Whyte and his associates
recorded and analyzed hundreds of hours of time-lapse film to assess variation
and regularity in the behavior of anonymous pedestrians in just a handful
of cases. His research was performed to provide data critical to measuring
patterns of activity in urban spaces, which did not exist at the time. However,
the understanding of pedestrian behavior across the public realm of the city is
a more complex task. Since the scale of analysis is not limited to a plaza, but
encompasses its context within the neighborhood, across districts and even
regional movement infrastructures, and despite the comprehensive nature of
their footage, required cumbersome manual interpretation by the researchers.
Today, with the proliferation of mobile devices and sensing technologies,
the collection and analysis of digital data is now effortless. We can only now
ascertain these patterns and interrelationships across scales in a new way,
through the use of this big data. This thesis, therefore, seeks to build upon
the lineage of attempts to understand the behaviors of people in space, in the
ultimate service of generating better theories of walkable communities using
the newly available data being generated in today's technological world.
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This project leverages data created on walking and running behavior by
individuals using the two widely available activity-tracking mobile applications.
This data, with incredible precision at the individual level, has the potential
to test and validate existing theories of pedestrian behavior in new ways by
drawing portraits of many peoples' actions across large scales of space and
durations of time. This scale and detail creates an opportunity to move beyond
the limitations of previous studies while availing the opportunity to ask new
questions. For instance, we may assess the creation of desirable spaces, of
which walking is a common attribute, and evaluate whether these spaces
exacerbate class and ethnic disparities and inequality. Further, by not limiting
the physical scale to a small area, but multiple cities, this study can evaluate
across distinct neighborhood typologies and activities. This last aspect is
enhanced by the fact that this data also includes detailed tracks on utilitarian
pedestrian movements (as being distinct from recreational activities). In a
sense, the use of this data allows us to understand how people "vote with their
feet" based on environmental characteristics-physical or otherwise.
This study centered the analysis on the regions around Boston, Massachusetts
and San Francisco, California. These communities are not only rich
environments for analysis with lots of data available for analysis, they are also
communities seeking to promote active transportation as part of their mobility
profiles. At the time of completion of this thesis, Boston, for example, published
its Complete Streets plan in 2013, Vision Zero plan in 2015, Go Boston 2030
plan in 2017, and the Vision Boston 2030 forthcoming imminently. San
Francisco, for its part, is implementing its Better Streets Plan from 2010 and its
Complete Streets Policy that directs the City to include pedestrian, bicycle, and
streetscape improvements as part of any planning or construction in the public
right-of-way.
Where the previous study considered data and the built environment at great
breadth, the latter understands individuals in urban space at great depth. These
data, with incredible precision at the individual level, has the potential to test
and validate existing theories of pedestrian behavior in new ways by drawing
portraits of many peoples'. This scale and detail creates an opportunity to
move beyond the limitations of previous studies while availing the opportunity
to ask new questions. This presentation also discusses the main challenges
with this data-the inherent technological biases and its implications for
privacy-and the implications of these issues within planning and policy
development. For instance, we may assess the creation of desirable spaces,
of which walking is a common attribute, and attributes that contribute to the
increased active transportation and use of pedestrian facilities.
This analysis ultimately contributes a new approach in the crowded domain
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of pedestrian behavior research, yielding new opportunities to understand
and measure the effects of urban form, and how it affects the walkability of
communities. This dissertation tests the usefulness of passive, pervasive
mobile devices in evaluating urban space and contributes to the literature
on pedestrian behavior as well as in urban design theory, and in developing
methods for the quantified evaluation of urban form through the lens of data
and pedestrian mobility.
A Lineage of Walking Research
Popularly, the push for walkable and complete roadways is becoming a public
street fight'. The creation of pedestrian-friendly urban spaces has increasingly
become a public point of conversation and not just within academic or planning
circles. Jeff Speck's TED talk on walkable cities has been viewed over one
million times, while Janette Sadik-Kahn's transformation of roadways in New
York City including those crossing through Times Square and Union Square into
pedestrian plazas has served as iconic images of human-centered urbanism
(as opposed to car-centric cities). These public examples reinforce efforts to
transform the practice of urban design being notably practiced by Jahn Gehl
(see Gehl & Gemzoe, 1996) and others, and promoted by the Congress of
New Urbanism (see Emily Talen & Congress for New Urbanism, 2013). These
advocates have renewed the interest in the creation of walkable spaces as they
move the conversation about the configuration of the built environment from
an esoteric and technical conversation to a matter of popular conversation and
advocacy.
This enthusiasm has created a need for evidence on the degree to which
various developments, policies, and initiatives have succeeded in increasing
walking activity and producing other benefits for the community. Does the
presence of trees increase the number of trips? Do sidewalks encourage more
people to become physically active? Did the improved intersection increase
rates of walking? Evidence, like interest, is growing.
Since the original "three Ds" were coined by Cervero and Klockelman, over 200
studies have considered the relationship of density, diversity, and design of the
built environment on physical activity, travel and transportation, and walking.
Since then, the addition of destinations and distance to transit have further
expanded the scope of research. Speck (2012) reframes the D's as ten steps
towards walkability that generally concern with aspects of safety, comfort,
prioritizing pedestrians and interests.

'Apologies to Sadik-Kahn and Solomanow
for the poor use of this pun.
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By Ewing et al. (2016) estimations, at least fourteen surveys of the literature
on the built environment and travel, including pedestrian travel and another

fourteen on the built environment and physical activity. Salon et al. (2012)
note an additional thirty-two recent studies of the built environment and
travel. Ewing and Cervero (2010) note at least thirty studies that address
walking activity to urban design attributes, and Saelens and Handy (2008)
point to twenty-nine studies considering recreational walking and the built
environment. It goes without saying that walkable communities have been of
interest for research, but large-scale findings have been elusive.
At odds are the complexities of urban space and pedestrian behavior. As Speck
(2012) points out, prior efforts at promoting walkability-namely the five B's of
bricks, banners, bandstands, bollards and berms-have failed to create lasting
increases in activity and if it were simply a matter of sidewalks, crossing signals
and trash cans, the more than 150 pedestrianized Main Streets in the United
States from the 1960s and 1970s would not have failed so quickly (Duany,
Speck, & Lydon, 2010). Succinctly, walking is complicated. While individuals
predictably seek things to see and do, they behave in complex, jagged and
multi-directional ways, where unspoken rules (drawn and inferred from the
environment) intuitively guide behavior (Sadik-Khan & Solomonow, 2016). As
Krizek, Handy, & Forsyth (2009) despondently describe, measuring any one
of these outcomes may be challenging; measuring all of them could provide a
career's worth of work for a transportation researcher.
And yet, this dissertation throws itself into the milieu of this challenge and
within the lineage of prior studies. 2
With new technologies, we can reopen the interest in understanding the
characteristics of walkable communities, both within the urban planning
literature and beyond. These opportunities, coupled with the emergence of
disciplines such as "urban analysis and city science," offer a new lens by which
we can test the normative theory, expand the breadth of our knowledge, inform
practice and grow the lineage of research around human-centric spaces.
Walkable Communities
The consideration of a walkable community is one that is focused on the
"pedestrian realm": the spaces that individuals use or traverse in public.
Differing perspectives on the nature of a good public realm offer divergent
but parallel considerations about the character of this space, which takes up
a significant portion of the physical city: streets, sidewalks, squares, arcades,
non-motorized transport, greenways and the like. Jane Jacobs (1961) describes
the importance of streets, in particular:
Streets are almost always public:

owned by the public, and when we speak

honest for the are fates
Bestined
But the challenge of improving our cities
is a marathon, not a sprint to continue the
foot-drawn puns. Each study, especially one

that opens new avenues, is a step forward
in the discourse.
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of the public realm we are speaking in large measure of streets. What is
more, streets change... If we can develop and design streets so that they
are wonderful, fulfilling places to be, community-building places, attractive
public places for all people of cities and neighborhoods, then we will have
successfully designed about one-third of the city directly and will have had an
immense impact on the rest."
The sidewalk is, as she called them, "the main public places of the city" and
"its most vital organ." In a similar vein, Jan Gehl (1987) calls attention to the
life between buildings. It is in the spaces between architecture where the social
connections of inhabitants are created and reaffirmed, and where the space of
movement coexists with the social life of the city. These aspects form interrelated patterns of movement and activity to which buildings in turn respond.
To Lynch, this life also imbues these spaces with meaning. Imageable paths
contain characteristic spatial qualities that are able to strengthen the attention
and meaning of the street to its users (Lynch, 1960). Such paths set up
relationships among buildings, spaces, and urban features arrayed along them,
due to their proximity to one another, or the geometric configuration of the
street itself.
In trying to define walkability, one is easy to point to ephemeral qualities, but
the generation of criteria is a bit more elusive. As Talen and Koschinsky (2013)
argue, much is implied by conjoining the terms "walkable" and "neighborhood."
Pointing to Demerath and Levinger (2003), they explain much in the phrase
"walkable neighborhood" are a range of cultural meanings and implications
for everyday life-from health and well being, to citizenship and civic life.
The space and notion of a walkable neighborhood also diverges between
disciplines, which engender different metrics for evaluation. Forsyth (2015)
sought to deduce common themes or some semblance of consensus from
literature that, in some way, measured walkability. This mechanical process
found three thematic clusters: community environment, perceived outcomes,
and proxies for design. The first addressed physical aspects, such as the ability
for an area to be traversed (as opposed to being impeded), compactness,
safety and physically enticing environments. The second set considered
whether an area was lively and sociable and whether transportation options
were present, which could induce active mobility and physical activity The
third, perhaps more ephemeral, considered the multidimensionality and holistic
aspects of walkability.
Ultimately, these concepts are intended to influence the practice of place
making. Talen and Ellis (2002) argue the profession of urban planning would
be helped by a renewed quest for the elements of "good city form." Campanella
(2011) calls for a return to the planning of the physical city concentrated on
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people and place. Such an endeavor would have to "deal with the complexities
of aesthetic, ethical, and political theory to secure its foundations." Recent
research efforts in urban planning have focused on the idea that land use
and design policies can be used to promote non-motorized mobility such as
walking (Handy 2002). The development of appropriate measures for the built
environment and for travel behavior is an essential element in the search of this
"1good urban form".

However, defining "walkability" as it pertains to good urban form is elusive.
Already, there is relatively strong evidence of association between site design
and pedestrian activity, particularly with compact development patterns
and the promotion of walking behavior (Ewing 2005; Hess et al. 1999).
The quantification of some of these compact development factors have
become incorporated as design impact measures in the development of
new neighborhoods. The U.S. Green Building Council's LEED sustainability
standards for neighborhood development incorporates metrics for street
design, density and compactness, and accessibility are among many measures
promoting walkability. BREEAM, a similar environmental assessment method
and rating system for buildings, establishes community assessment measures
that similarly evaluate community developments against measures promoting
non-automobile transportation and walkability.
Although the relationship between the availability of pedestrian infrastructure
and walking is known, many communities maintain the minimum as the only
standard. As a result, communities have adopted extensive guides that overlay
onto the minimums provisions for more pedestrian-friendly environments.
Further, communities have enacted strategies such as public-private
partnerships, improvement districts and land-use regulations as a means of
&

controlling and guiding the use of these pedestrian spaces (Loukaitou-Sideris
Ehrenfeucht, 2012). Pointing the the elusiveness of walkability, these policies,
while seeking to govern behavior simultaneously beautify streets with cafes
and public art in some communities, while at the same time taming behavior
and deemphasize these spaces in others.

Early New Urbanist experiments considered fragmented suburban
developments that were developed with an orientation toward the automobile
as fertile ground for redevelopment. Achieving walkability meant orchestrating
a harmonious mix of built environment attributes that included mixed use
typologies, proper block sizes and densities, pedestrian-friendly streets
(Emily Talen & Congress for New Urbanism, 2013). Even developed towns
and cities invested in improved sidewalks, plantings, bump-outs, curb cuts,
raised crossings and other measures aimed at making the urban spaces more
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walkable (Warner & Whittemore, 2012). However, of the many development
created in the past few decades, few have achieved the scale and design
integrity to demonstrate the movement's principles (Fishman, 2012).
With this issue in mind, how do we measure a walkable neighborhood?
Despite the many trade-offs and limitations involved in the attempt to quantify
neighborhood characteristics (Clifton, Livi Smith, & Rodriguez, 2007), attempts
have been made to translate into a variety of measurable characteristics
different aspects of the built environment for the purpose of facilitating
empirical analysis. Some studies have attempted to explore the degree to
which perceived attributes align with activities, such as with surveys, while
others attempt audits and objective data (Hoehner et al, 2005). These aspects
have spawned organizations that attempt to measure walkability at scale,
such as Walkscorel which calculates a value of walkability using objective GIS
information or the Irving-Minnesota Inventory which allows individuals to
catalog factors related to walkability at localized levels (Day, Boarnet, Alfonzo,
& Forsyth, 2006).
Figure 1.01 is a redesigned, "walkable" street in Jackson, Mississippi that
illustrates the precise challenge in understanding urban design and the
promotion of activity. Despite having many features of walkable street design,
the isolation of this district-away from amenities and the larger fabric of the
community-detracts from its walkability. In total, the challenge of creating
these spaces is perhaps best described in urban design Alex Krieger's (1991)
words, "it is easier to sketch or even build a town fragment than it is to achieve
an actual town."
Sensing of People in Place

Figure 1.01. Farish Street district in
Jackson, MS. The redeveloped district
was redesigned in earnest with
walkability in mind, and was expected
portend a revival of the historic black
business district of Jackson. Ten years
later, the district still lacks pedestrians
due to its disconnection with the rest
of the city. Story and photos from Jess
Zimbabwe.

Whyte's investigations are among the earliest attempts at using new
technologies to surveil and understand human activities at scale. While the
process was still incredibly manual, as researchers needed to comb hours of
video manually, it was an attempt to document an entire public square as a
whole and an example of a technology that was not yet readily available to
the public. In doing so, he revealed both generalized behaviors, such as the
conclusion that park use was in direct relation to the amount of "sittable space"
and not shape or size as previously thought, and idiosyncratic behaviors of
individuals, such as gender differences in seat and location choice (Whyte,
1980).
As personal cameras were the technological bleeding edge of Whyte's era,
the proliferation of sensing and computing technologies are today's. Pervasive
systems have created the ability to dynamically sense, analyze and understand

3http://www.walkscore.com.
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individual mobility traces more quickly and to accumulate detailed knowledge
over time to see patterns and trends. This 'big data' approach - having access
to large volume datasets to study phenomena and its dynamics - augments the
process by which urban space is designed, developed and evaluated, and offers
opportunities for data-driven analysis and design of the built environment.
McLuhan foresaw technologies serving as civic thermostats "to pattern life in
ways that will optimize human awareness" (Norden, 1969). He said, "already,
it's technologically feasible to employ the computer to program societies in
beneficial ways." He stressed that "the programming of societies could actually
be conducted quite constructively and humanistically." Greenfield (2013)
comments that "the final intent of all this... is to make every unfolding process
of the city visible [...1, to render the previously opaque or indeterminate not
merely knowable but actionable."
Traditionally, the assessment of "unfolding processes" was collected based
on paper-and-pencil and person-to-person methodologies using interviews
and questionnaires. While researchers could understand certain aspects of
behavior such as taken routes, the length of stay in the area, planned and
unplanned activities, intent and motivation of trips, and socio-demographic
information, the understanding often lacked scale due to the enormous energy
and resources required.
In more recent studies, state-of-the-art technologies are sometimes employed
to help overcome some of the challenges associated with traditional travel
surveys. For instance, technological systems can allow for the collection of
activity-episode sequences over several days, weeks or months. Some of these
methodologies are described in Table 1.01.
Many studies have leveraged the increasingly available and affordable
opportunities of place sensors. These technologies vary from cameras, to
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi sniffing sensors, to automatic counters.
De Montigny, Ling, & Zacharias (2012), for instance, was able to use low-cost
web-based cameras to observe the relationship between weather and activities
simultaneously in nine cities. Although the visual analysis was done in a
manual way, they were able to collect 6,255 observations over seven months.
Walking volumes and levels of precipitation and sunlight were captured by
visual inspection and air temperature was obtained from local meteorological
stations. Placemeter 4 attempted to scale situated cameras across New York
City by using a network of live video camera feeds and computer vision
technology to calculate traffic levels in real time. In particular, the company
produced data on foot traffic within the cameras' field of view. Sands (2015)
used this data in combination with 311 records to evaluate Jane Jacobs's

'http://www.placemeter.com. In December
2016, the company was purchased by
Netgear and its urban sensing services
and products were ended.
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Table 1.01. Brief Overview of Prior
Methods of Understanding Individuals
in Space.

Collection Methods
Data Collected

Surveys

Trip Diaries
Trip Route, Time, Intent, Mode

GPS
Trip Route, Time, Velocity

Locational Mobile Applications
Trip Route, Time, Velocity, Mode

Situated Tracking Sensors
Path, Time, Velocity

Social Media
Location, Time

Cellular (Call Detail Recrods)

Any, based on recall

Low

Low

Low

Moderate

Large

Large

Large

Possible, but resource intensive (such

Yes

Yes

Yes

Possible with some technologies,

Yes

Yes

Number of Participants

Longitudinal

as telephone surveys)

Location, Time

often with privacy limitations.

Locational Precision

Coarse

Coarse, although technological
opportunities are being tested.

High

High

Moderate/High but Localized

Coarse

Coarse

Temporal Precision

Coarse

Coarse, although technological

High

High

High

High, but Sparce

High, but potentially Sparce

Automated, but moderate effort to
install and collect GPS loggers

Automated

Automated

Automated

Automated

opportunities are being tested.

Effort Required to Collect

High

High
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assertion of social capital through the notion of "eyes on the street," finding
that more people means more "eyes on the street." However, there were limits
to this finding as for when foot traffic is at its highest, 311 reporting tends to
begin to drop off. A possible explanation is that the type of people on the street
matters; highly trafficked areas are often those that swarm with tourists, who
would obviously be less likely than residents to report problems to 311.
Although computer vision is still nascent, increasing computational capabilities
are making it easier to scale this capability as Placemeter demonstrated. Seer,
Brsndle, & Ratti (2014) took the localized, vision-based analysis further by
utilizing the Microsoft Kinect, with its infrared-based 3D scanner system to
analyze how individuals negotiated paths in crowded indoor spaces, testing
how these technologies could be utilized to understand pedestrianism.
Similarly, locative technology can be used to understand human dynamics
within an architectural or room size. Several projects leverage Bluetooth
sensors to record human dynamics within a space. They leverage the unique
MAC address assigned to each mobile device (and most likely, one person
carrying these devices). When two Bluetooth equipped devices are nearby,
the MAC address is shared between and a log may be kept of that interaction.
In 2006, Bluestates-by Mark Pesce and John Tonkin-sought to measure
the social interactions between individuals equipped with Bluetooth-enabled
mobile phones to see how social life in space is created between individuals:
who talks to whom, for how long, and in what order? More recently, Yoshimura
et al. (2017) employed Bluetooth detection technique to capture a pedestrians'
behavior over a one-month period in a commercial district. They focused on
comparing particular actions before, during, and after a sales period finding at a
larger scale that pedestrians were influenced by the reduced price of products.
During such times, customers explored a wider area of the district compared to
weekdays, giving rise to strong underlying mobility patterns driven by intent.
The use of public space and its dynamic characteristics has long been of
interest about technological culture. Keith Hampton has used Wi-Fi and
data usage patterns with observations to ethnographically understand how
Wi-Fi use influences the use and presence of individuals in urban public
spaces (Hampton, Livio, & Sessions Goulet, 2010). Danalet (2015) used
Wi-Fi locationing within the EPFL campus to develop a framework for choice
set generation based on path choice, by modeling activity types, order, start
times and durations of action episodes in sequence for individuals on the
campus. The iSpots project sought to test whether Wi-Fi activity patterns
related to certain programmatic uses on the MIT campus. Sevtsuk et al.,
(2009) analyzed log files from the Institute's Wi-Fi provider to produce spatial
visualizations of observed activities in real time, with the intent to understand
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the daily working and living patterns of the MIT academic community at scale.
Other studies have attempted used automated pedestrian counters in select
points (Altman, Lane, & Lambert, 2010). These automated recording studies,
while providing a more granular, but highly localized, alternative to survey or
diary methods, cannot readily infer trip purpose. Further, the limited spatial
resolution does not account for the spatial diversity that may exist across a
city. As an understanding of the increasingly varied patterns of human activity
becomes increasingly important, longer periods of observation are also needed
(Lee-Gosselin, 2005).
The use of GPS technologies in the automated collection of transportation
activity data have been found to provide high-resolution spatial and temporal
data, enabling the mass participation of subjects and the collection of
enormous amounts of data in the long term (Shoval, 2008). GPS uses satellites
to track the location of a tracker at specific times when the device is on. This
has the benefit of collecting a high volume of data on individual users with
superior accuracy and reliability than when the user is asked to recall their past
activities (Forrest & Pearson, 2005; Pettersson & Zillinger, 2011). As a result,
they are being adopted more and more in transportation studies. Often, these
sensors are limited by the number made available to subjects and his or her
capacity to maintain these sensors. The result is that these are often not used
in non-motorized studies do their cumbersome nature.
Despite this challenge, recent research, such as Broach, Dill, & Gliebe (2012)
and Hood, Sall, & Charlton (2011), have begun using GPS trackers to estimate
route choices for cyclists and Zhu & Levinson (2015) with pedestrians.
Menghini, et al. (2010) demonstrated the results of the first bicycle route
choice model based on a large sample of GPS observations, using records
extracted from a larger long-duration GPS dataset using a mode detection
algorithm.
In public health, the assessment of activity has recently adopted pedometers
to gain a greater depth of objective activity information (e.g. Hamilton, Clemes,
& Griffiths, 2008; Tudor-Locke et al., 2004; Plasqui & Westerterp, 2004;
Matthews et al., 2001) The limitation of these studies, however, was the lack
of data collected on a per-activity basis as the numbers were often recorded
at the end of the day, rather than after each activity episode. Hence, these
insights are available only within the context of aggregated time scales and
without reference to specific trips made. Even when asked to record specific
trips, respondents may also have omitted whole trips because they considered
certain activities and short trips unworthy of reporting and may escape later
recall (Agrawal & Schimek, 2007).
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While these carried devices provided insights about specific individuals over
longer periods of time, there are still limitations in how well these pedometer
and GPS logging studies could scale, and prior research has shown long-term
adherence to the use of these study-focused technologies to be a challenge
(Wolf, Guensler, & Bachman, 2007).
Additionally, the creation of social and online systems is producing data
exhaust through their services. Social media platforms have created other large
datasets that may be mined for unique insights. Social media data can be used
create economic and emotional maps of the city, pulled from the thousands of
individually self-reported posts on these social networks. These records often
contain a spatiotemporal record, attained by the device through its geolocation
sensors or through IP locating, although the precision of the locative data may
greatly vary by platform and device. Among these is Foursquare/Swarm'. The
social networking app a user to share their location with friends via a "check
in". A user would manually tell the application when they were at a particular
location by selecting from a list of venues the application locates nearby.
This has provided a rich dataset of individual locations revealing insights on
where people go and when. Noulas, Scellato, Lathia, & Mascolo (2012), for
example, analyzed about 35 million check-ins made by about 1 million users
in over 5 million venues across the globe, spanning a period of five months,
to predict the next venue a mobile user will visit, by exploring the predictive
power offered by different facets of user behavior. They found that while there
are variations in movement in different cities, they are predominantly due to
different distributions of places across different urban environments. Colombo,
et al. (2012) used this data to ascertain differences in users personality
in terms of their mobility habits, preferred places, and action and location
patterns, finding affirmative results.
Other networks can provide locational behaviors through opportunistic
means, where individuals are not intentionally sharing their locations directly.
Researchers, therefore, are utilizing the data exhaust to gain insights into
behavior. For instance, Girardin, Calabrese, Fiore, Ratti & Blat (2008) used the
location tags automatically assigned to some photographs uploaded to the
popular photo sharing site Flickr6, in combination with the users' volunteered
information in their profiles, to distinguish the different spatial patterns of
movement by tourists and locals. Belyi et al. (2016) uses geo-localized Twitter,
Flickr and official migration data in concert to describe larger, global mobility
patterns. While they address short-term mobility patterns of people through
the first two datasets, the third allows for a long-term perspective of mobility of
relocation. Within an automotive context, Pan, Pan, Zheng, Wilkie, & Shahabi
(2013) used a GPS dataset generated by over 30,000 taxicabs in Beijing
and a dataset of tweets collected from WeiBo7, a Twitter-like microblogging

5

http://www.swarmapp.com. In May 2014,
Swarm was launched as a companion
app that would adopt the "check-in"
functionalities of Foursquare. The latter
would remove the location-sharing
functionalities to focus on location-based
search.

Shttp://www.flickr.com
I http://www.weibo.com
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social site in China over a period of 3 months to generate a model that could
identify anomalies on an urban road network. Their analysis could reveal traffic
buildups and accidents faster than those revealed through cameras or citizenreports otherwise.
Even without the locational data, the data from online systems can reveal
larger urban dynamics. Saiz & Simonsohn (2013), for example, showed that
internet search volume indexes could serve as a proxy for fundamental traits of
different locations, demographics, and demographic variables. The limitations
of this data, however, is associated with the lack of longitudinal data points
associated with a user in a finite amount of time: the heaviest of users are likely
only produce a few photographs per hour, and disregarding the low adoption of
WeiBo outside of the Chinese-speaking community, the amount of posts per
individual in a specified amount of time is likely to be sparse.
The increased prevalence of mobile phone has also produced a concomitant
growth in data related to our daily communications activities. This data,
created to maintain the proper operations of the system, has been used in
a variety of ways to model population dynamics in cities including human
behavioral patterns, mobility patterns, and even structures of routines.
Ratti, Pulselli, Williams, & Frenchman (2006) demonstrated that cell phone
towers, which carry and support calls, text and data signals from the phone,
can record one's history of movements through the network through the
antenna records of those who are connected to it. It would, therefore, be
possible to use this data to infer information about the "character" of a
neighborhood in which the antenna is placed. Gonzalez, Hidalgo, & Barabasi
(2008) demonstrate this possibility by analyzing data from 100,000
anonymized mobile phone users whose position is tracked for a six-month
period, demonstrating that, despite the diversity of their travel history, humans
follow simple, reproducible patterns. This data-often referred to as call detail
records-is the operational data mobile phone providers use to maintain
services for its users. This data is longitudinal to each phone, with records of
time and towers connected whenever a call, message or activity is performed
by the user.

Figure 1.02. The cellular tower density
in central Singapore. The network is
particularly dense, creating 50rmeter
wide voronois. Despite the incredible
relative density, fine grain detail of
the human-centered use of spaces is
course as a result of the cell size. Source:
Behrooz Hashemian/Senseoble City Lob.
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While the potential with this dataset is yet to be fully understood as these
devices become increasingly prevalent in peoples' lives, the technology does
pose limitations as the spatial resolution is limited by the density of cellular
towers-the fewer towers, the coarser the resolution (Figure 1.02). Even
the densest network of towers lacks the resolution to address pedestrian or
localized activities.

Each of these technological possibilities in themselves creates new gaps in our
understanding of human behavior. In some cases, cost and privacy issues do
not allow the use of high precision sensors such as cameras covering an entire
pedestrian infrastructure. In others, the inherent technical limitations prevent
the collection of the detailed resolution required of a human-scaled analysis,
or introduce enough error to render it moot. The traditional tradeoff, therefore,
is the allowance for high resolution at finite scale, or lower resolute at larger
scales. In the context of contemporary technology, it can be described as either
precise sensors with incomplete coverage (e.g., cameras or Bluetooth sensors
in a plaza), or full coverage with imprecise long range sensors (e.g., cellular
network data, traces from Wi-Fi infrastructures).
Concomitant to the growth of digital platforms and the increased ubiquity of
sensors is the so-called quantified self movement. Measurement and action of
one's life by digital means has antecedents in Seneca's recording of his nightly
dreams and Benjamin Franklin's performance measures toward virtuosity,
significantly earlier than Wolf & Kelly's (2007) seminal article that coined the
"quantified self" for the "collaboration of users and tool makers who share an
interest in self knowledge through self-tracking." Broadly, those who quantify
themselves are motivated to improve health or other aspects of their own lives,
or to find new experiences and are willing to endure the slight inconveniences
to aid them in achieving their personal goals (Choe et al., 2014). The
aggregation of this data can therefore provide an image of the larger patterns,
behaviors and the zeitgeist of a population. Already, aggregated quantified self
data is opening new avenues in the health sciences (Swan & Melanie, 2009)
and while some question the potential for this data to be actionable in urban
policy or space formation (Wilson, 2015), the aggregation of this data holds
much potential for further investigation.
These technological means and the ones used in this thesis are in a lineage
of trying to understand patterns of social behavior in public space. Certainly
no methodology in use today alleviates all the challenges associated with
understanding complex human behaviors. However, transformative to the
discourse is the adoption, and use of the digital breadcrumbs from these
engagements can now create more robust profiles of use and activity, and
overcome the limitations of prior research surveillance tools (see Krizek,
Handy, & Forsyth, 2009, for example). Recognizing both the lineage of
methodological attempts, this thesis situates itself in the middle, seeking to
balance scale and resolution. The opportunity is only made available by the
proliferation of new mobile devices and the fusion of sensor data within.
The aim of using this data is to test and explore these technologies to uncover
behaviors not yet understood by the literature. These behaviors carry with
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them significant implications for the design and planning of these spaces,
the structure of community, and the social networks between people. This
prevalence of data from activities in public spaces may, in turn, reshape the
public realm.
2. NEW OPPORTUNITIES WITH TECHNOLOGY
"The variables are many, but they are not helter-skelter; they are interrelated
into an organic whole," said urbanist Jane Jacobs. Jacobs was talking about
Hudson Street in 1960s-era Manhattan (Jacobs, 1970), but the same could be
said of any street in any city today. The key difference is that today, digital data
allows us to describe and analyze Jacobs' "interrelated variables" better than
she could ever have imagined.
Traditionally, surveys have been the most promising tool in studying the link
between the built environment and pedestrian behavior (Transportation
Research Board, 2005). With new pervasive and mobile technologies now
available, we are able to gain greater clarity in movements without the
need for surveys or manually completed travel diaries. New, and expanding,
sources of data offer new means of revealing patterns of behavior and the
flow of materials, capital, information and human resources within a city,
providing a unique image of urban functions. The use of these applications
is producing precise spatiotemporal data on how people move through the
built environment. With this newly found ability to dynamically sense, analyze
and understand these urban dynamics more quickly, we are now able to
accumulate detailed knowledge over time to see patterns and trends. This 'big
data' approach - having access to large volume datasets to study a phenomena
and its dynamics - augments the process by which urban space is designed,
developed and evaluated, and offers opportunities for data-driven analysis and
design of the built environment.
This ability is further enhanced by the growth of personal mobile devices, and
digital tools being used by those seeking to quantify aspects of their lives.
These devices are often possessed and carried by individuals, leaving digital
traces and machine data-or data exhaust-behind as the byproducts of the
device's normal operations (Mayer-Sch6nberger & Cukier, 2014). At present,
it is estimated that the share of Americans that own smartphones is 77%
(Pew Research Center, 2017) and rising rapidly as mobile subscriptions for
smartphones is growing globally by 25% year-on-year (Ericsson, 2016). Mobile
phones containing sensors that allow for the understanding of individuals'
patterns in the built environment are also growing, as smartphones containing
sensors used in this dissertation are becoming more prevalent; in 2016, sales
of these types of devices exceeded 1.5 billion units and is seeing a 5% increase
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annually (Goasduff, 2017).
The primary benefit of using smart phones is that no additional external
infrastructure is needed to monitor individual movements and behaviors,
availing the ability for opportunistic-yet rich-sensing of people. In contrast to
other technologies, such as cameras, or Wi-Fi or Bluetooth sniffing, equipment
and supporting infrastructure, such as power and communications, would
&

need to be installed and maintained (Ayub, Zhou, Honary, Bahraminasab,
Honary, 2012). As users are often carrying and caring for their mobile phones,
data from those devices can be collected and sent passively and with the
users' permission, while relying on that person to provide power through the
occasional recharge. This, in particular, allows for sensing of non-motorized
individuals. Prior mobility studies were often limited in the modes that were
studied because GPS trackers often use a lot of power, and the care individuals
provided was often spotty due to how cumbersome it was. The result is often
low adherence by research subjects (Wolf et al., 2007).
An additional benefit of mobile platforms is the dual opportunity to provide
both individual- and population-level analyses, allowing for both quantified self
and quantified community goals.
Epidemiologically, these passive sensors (e.g., for physical activity or sleep)
can allow collection of richer, more detailed data on behavior over longer
periods of follow-up (Barrett, Humblet, Hiatt, & Adler, 2013). A reason for
this longer engagement of these quantified self tools is due to the use of
playful subjectivities encouraging users to voluntarily expose their personal
information, which is then used to drive their own behavioral change (Whitson,
2013). Providing real-time feedback about users' actions by amassing large
quantities of data and then simplifying this data into modes that easily
understandable, and therefore actionable.
While this dissertation leveraged a commercially and widely available mobile
application for its data, much of the prior work in using mobile phones
for mobility analysis has been from purpose-built applications. The San
Francisco County Transportation Authority, for instance, created the Cycle
Track application (Figure 1.03)8 that could be downloaded by users onto their
phones. The application was used like a traditional travel survey in that it
surveyed users of demographics and trip purposes when they indicated they
were beginning a cycling trip. The route was collected through the geo-location
functions of the phone. Together, this data was used to model and forecast trips
by bicyclists and to understand how important bike lanes are to riders. Outside
0
9
of the study of natural movements, Digital Matatus and FlockTracker' -two
projects from MIT-used the sensor platforms on mobile phones to make

Figure 1.02. Cycle Track Application
Screenshots.

8

http://www.sfcta.org/modeling-andtravel-forecasting/cycletracks-iphoneand-android
9
http://www.digitalmatatus.com/
'Ohttp://flocktracker.org/
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legible the paths of informal infrastructure in Nairobi and Dhaka, respectively.
Unlike Cycle Tracks, volunteers were placed in these transportation systems
to draw the informal routes of these moving. Tangibly, each of these projects
created the first transit maps for the cities in which data was collected.

&

By revealing the common spatial patterns of these vehicles, these projects
collect data that was otherwise impossible to collect due to the size and
scale of their contexts, and due to the limitations of traditional surveillance
techniques. The incorporation of this data into route choice models that allow
their facilities to treated like other transportation facilities (Evans-Cowley
Kubinski, 2015). Planners, as a result, may now propose improvements to the
infrastructures and enable investment.
Participants & Data Collection
Primary Data Source
Traditionally, surveys have been the most promising tool in studying the
link between the built environment and pedestrian behavior (Committee on
Physical Activity, Health, Transportation, and Land Use et al., 2005). With new
technologies now available, we are able to gain greater clarity in movements
without the need for surveys or manually completed travel diaries.
The use of these datasets offers an ability to assess walkability factors beyond
"active living" or recreational purposes. As the AOMA records all movement
activities of the user, and increasingly users are always carrying their mobile
device, the data is more representative of utilitarian, natural movement
activities. This avails an opportunity to analyze utilitarian pedestrian activities
{"type": "FeatureCollection", "features": [{"geometry":
{"type": "LineString", "coordinates": [[-71.058702047695093,
41.360801966860897,
0.0], [-71.05872612429,
41.36082590577, 10.94033432059],
[-71.05942152909, 41.36008871212,
12.27523412109], "type": "Feature", "properties": {"tripUuid":
"87425381350819480108a975e7bcfad1",
"totalSteps": 662, "calories":
30, "isManual": false, "activityType": "walking", "userId": "f7220f099d22156bl906dSca82e33532", "elapsedTime": 408,
"utcOffset": -18000, "hasPoints":
1, "coordinateProperties": {"accuracy": [4.0, 4.0, 30.0],
"times": [1417449108.0177109,
1417449122.0874593,
1417449150.6259589, ]), "startTime": 1417449001000, "endTime":
1417449409000, "entryType": 0}}]}

Figure 1.04: A sample of the raw geoJSON
trip record, curtailed to three trip
waypoints for illustrative purposes. Each
record contains the details of one trip.
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as well as activities in residential or less central areas of these communities.
For instance, activity traces can be analyzed in both the dense center of
Cambridge's Central Square as well as the more residential North Cambridge.
For much of the analysis, data from an activity-oriented mobile application
(AOMA) were the primary source. The application is available for free, and
readily downloadable for the iPhone and Android platforms, although the
software requires hardware that may only be available in later models of
each device. The application passively and automatically utilized the mobile
devices' motion co-processor and geolocation services to record the time and
movements of the phone (Arcolano & Nuzzo-Jones, 2014). A new trip record
was generated when the user moved outside of a geo-fence of a specific
distance from their previous location. As this process was happening in the
background, information on the user's activities was passively recorded.
The application was explicitly marketed as allowing users to track their daily
routines and users were required to actively install the application (it was

not installed as a side-effect of some other activity). The application runs in
the background of the phone's operation, automatically keeping track of the
user's movement using the device's motion co-processor to record the time
and movements of the phone. Geographic information was assigned to those
activities through the use of a device's geolocation services, including assisted
GPS, tower-based positioning and satellite-based GPS.
A trip is defined as when a user departs a fifteen-meter geo-fenced area of
their current location (the start) until s/he remains in another location for a
duration of time, as determined by the application's proprietary stay-detection
algorithm. As this process occurred in the background, information on the
user's movement was passively recorded and allows for a more complete
documentation of a users trips than if s/he had to input the trips manually.
Further, as this process runs in the background, it does not require the user

Figure 1.05. An example of trajectories
available from the AOMA. Blue GPS
tracks of an individual over three weeks
is shown (the red dots are just a frame
at an unspecified time within these three
weeks). This data is from a known user,
and as such will not be used in the study.

to activate functions or have it in their hands; as long as the phone is on and
present with the individual, journeys are documented. The data is recorded as a
geoJSON file (Figure 1.04).
A sample of one individual's AOMA data is visually presented in Figure
1.05. With the precise positioning available from the devices, as well as the
repetitive nature of these trips, the concern of privacy was paramount as
personally identifiable locations could be ascertained from the data, including
home and work locations, as well as the regular patterns of activity. As a result,
no biographical data was collected by the data provider when a user installs
the program, and as such, no information is made available for this study
other than a unique identification number. To further anonymize the users, a
random distance of 0-100 meters was also removed from the start and end
of each trip to prevent re-identification through the common home, work
and visited locations. Due to this censoring process, short distance-trips are
underrepresented and potentially omitted.
The following types of data will be obtained for this research (Table 1.02). A
descriptive table of the variables is presented in Table 1.03.
The resulting activity data were primarily a set of geographic points with
corresponding timestamps, as well as the total number of steps (Figure 1.06,
top). This information was used to then calculate the distance and average
velocity of each walking and running trip (Figure 1.06, bottom), which is used
in the first essay.
Essay 1 (Section 2) also includes an analysis of recreational activities collected
by an exercise-oriented mobile application (EOMA). With behaviors differing
based on intention (Giles-Corti, Timperio, Bull, & Pikora, 2005), a distinction
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Table 1.02. Data Fields Available from
Mobile Tracking Applications
Variable Category

Name

Source

Type

Description

Individual Information

Unique User ID

User Input

Ordinal

Unique identifier for each user/phone

Mobile Phone Model

Phone

Categorical

The device type/model from the user

Edited Points

User Input

Categorical

Whether or not the trip points were edited
by the user, or whether the data solely came
from the application.

Location

Trip Start Lon

A-GPS

Continuous

Trip Start Lat

A-GPS

Continuous

Longitude of the trip start location, or
location of resumption after a pause.
Latitude of the trip start location, or location
of resumption after a pause.

Movement Descriptions

Trip End Lon

A-GPS

Continuous

Longitude of the trip end location, or location
at the beginning of a pause.

Trip End Lat

A-GPS

Continuous

Latitude of the trip end location, or location
at the beginning of a pause.

Time

Clock

Continuous

Duration

Clock

Continuous

Length of trip from start of activity to long
pause at a location, as generated from the
accelerometer.

Trip Number

Generated

Ordinal

Unique identifier for a trip

Intermediate Lat

A-GPS

Continuous

Longitude of intermediate points of a trip.

Intermediate Lon

A-GPS

Continuous

Latitude of intermediate points of a trip.

Steps

Generated from Motion
Processor or Internal
Sensors
User Input or Generated
from Motion Processor or
Internal Sensors

Continuous

Calculated number of steps from
accelerometer input

Categorical

Type of trip: Run, Walk, Cycle, etc.

Velocity

Generated

Continuous

Calculated velocity from the GPS locations

Pauses

Generated from Motion
Processor or Internal
Sensors

Continuous

The application, using an internal algorithm,

Activity Type

calculates whether the user has stopped her
trip, and notes the time and location of a
pause.
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Table 1.02. Descriptive Table of the
Variables

Variable

Greater Boston
Number of Trips

San Francisco Bay Area
Number of Trips

Total Number of Trips
Utility Walk
Recreational Walk
Recreational Run

1,126,277
247,814 (22.00%)
194,477 (17.27%)
683,986 (60.73%)

1,064,870
257,697 (24.20%)
218,971 (20.56%)
588,202 (55.24%)

Unique Users
OAMA Users
EOMA Users

59,355
6,424 (10.66%)
53,832 (89.34%)

75,632
8,256 (10.92%)
67,376 (89.08%)

Average length of the trips, in meters (mean, 95% Cl)
Utility Walk
Recreational Walk
Recreational Run

4,817.85 (4,808.76, 4,826.94)
933.64 (928.92, 938.36)
3,145.50 (3,134.67, 3,156.33)
6,108.59 (6,099.82, 6,117.37)

5,496.38 (5,357.24, 5,380.78)
1,017.79 (1,013.13,1,022.44)
3,684.01 (3,671.67, 3,696.35)
6,559.29 (6,549.49, 6,569.09)

Average duration of the trips, in seconds (mean, 95% Cl)
Utility Walk
Recreational Walk
Recreational Run

2,093.32 (2,089.47, 2,097.16)
1237.48 (1,233.58,1,241.39)
2,128.03 (2,121.04, 2,135.02)
2,258.36 (2,255.24, 2,261.49)

2,396.69 (2,392.70, 2,400.68)
1,371.74 (1,367.40,1,376.08)
2758.22 (2747.859, 2768.581)
2,620.63 (2,616.33, 2,624.93)

Average speed of the trips, in kph (mean, 95% Cl)
Utility Walk
Recreational Walk
Recreational Run

8.03 (8.02, 8.03)
2.55 (2.54, 2.56)
5.55 (5.54, 5.56)
9.88 (9.87, 9.88)

7.73 (7.72, 7.74)
2.68 (2.68, 2.69)
5.20 (5.19, 5.21)
9.42 (9.41,9.42)

Day of the Week

Weekday
Weekend

777,004 (72.95%)
288,154 (27.05%)

738,226 (69.33%)
326,644 (30.67%)

Hour of Trip Start

00 - 05:59
06 -11:59
12 -17:59
18 - 23:59

30,342 (13.63%)
406,678 (182.67%)
405,510 (182.15%)
222,628 (100.00%)

24,615 (2.31%)
432,681 (40.63%)
407,303 (38.25%)
200,271 (18.81%)

Variable Category
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was made between recreational (EOMA) and utilitarian activities (AOMA).
Both applications utilized the suite of sensors within the mobile phone, and
the device's location services to collect measurements on the user's activity.
Running and walking activities were distinguished by the application based
on a proprietary algorithm based on the accelerometer activity of each trip.
Indeed, in comparing the distribution of trip velocities and durations (Figure
1.06), there are differences between these applications, reflecting a difference
in intent and trip behavior between the trip activities themselves.
Figure 1.06: Distribution of Trips, by
velocity (left) and trip duration (right).
The data reflects the combination of data
from both cities but separated by activity
type. Despite the difference in velocity,
both forms of recreational activities have
similar distribution curves.
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While EOMA is more oriented toward recreational activities, the data from
this application will be compared against data from AOMA to assess its utility
and representativeness as a means of understanding utilitarian pedestrian
activities. Users had to initiate trip recording with the EOMA by manually
tagging a trip's beginning and end, which initiated and stopped the recording
of trip characteristics, the product was more inclined to document those
recreational activities where users wished to track their activities. As a result,
it is conceivable that the EOMA chronicled more recreational or exerciseintended activities than the AOMA. This is further evidenced by the higher
mean velocities and durations for EOMA walking activities than those from the

AOMA.
Figure 1.07 shows the average number of trips starting in each hour of the day,
by trip type and city. Due to low or zero trip counts, activities that occurred
from 01:00 am - 05:00am were omitted from the analysis, which resulted
in the exclusion of 2,351 (0.9%) AOMA and 25,884 (1.8%) EOMA trips
in Boston and 4,052 (1.6%) AOMA and 23,463 (1.3%) EOMA trips in San
Francisco. Trips were filtered for errant details in the data due to the inherent
errors of in each various locationing methods (Zandbergen & Barbeau, 2011),

it

f!

00C
Figure 1.07. The daily pattern of trips is
shown with the average number of trip
starts during the duration of the study.
The most popular times for trips, whether
for utility or recreational purposes were
in the morning and evening. Trips are
infrequent in the early hours of the day.
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including from the loss of precision as the device switches between each
locationing method (assisted GPS, Wi-Fi positioning, tower-based positioning
and satellite-based GPS).
The EOMA has an estimated 30 million users, offering fine grain information,
although limited to users who opt to be tracked, often during exercise. AOMA,

however, supplements EOMA through its always-on amount of data, despite
having a much smaller user base.
In sum, 246,814 trips from 5,432 users in the Boston area and 257,697 trips
from 8,256 users in San Francisco were recorded by the AOMA. In Boston,
878,463 EOMA trips from 53,832 users and 807,173 trips from 67,376 users
were included in the first study from January 2012 - August 2014. However,
data were filtered to eliminate errant activity traces caused by technical errors
in the mobile phone's geo-locationing functionalities. (This type of error creates
incorrect trip details in the data due to the inherent errors of each locationing
method (Zandbergen & Barbeau, 2011). Further, activities in the period from
01:00 am - 05:00am were excluded due to low or zero trip counts, which
resulted in the omission of 2,351 Boston trips (0.9%) and 4,052 San Francisco
trips (1.57%). The data covered a total time period from May 15, 2014 through
May 1, 2014. Table 1.3 describes the characteristics of the trips, and Figure 1.8
shows the average number of trips starting in each hour of the day, by city.
The aforementioned figure demonstrates that there is some temporal regularity
to the trip data. Trip frequencies peak in the morning, at lunch, and again in
the afternoon. This suggests that the data might adequately represent typical
'9-5' working patterns. This is important because the aim here is to better
understand 'typical' routes; therefore, the similarity with a 'typical' working day
schedule is encouraging.
Case Study Site
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For this study, we focus on the communities of, Massachusetts and San
Francisco, California as the study sites, counting the trips that begin, ended
or traversed through these communities. These cities were chosen for their
general regional similarities in size, population numbers and density, as well as
car-ownership rates.
The Boston data collection area was bounded by 41.22840 N, 71.18950 W
and 41.39790 N, 70.9852'W, which encompassed 317.06 km 2 and included
the City of Boston, the City of Cambridge, and portions of Somerville,
Brookline, Newton and Chelsea. While data is available for the Boston
metropolitan region, the focus on Boston and Cambridge is due in large part
to the availability of data on aspects such as street design, real estate data,
demographic information. This is due in large part to the open data initiatives
of these communities. A second site of investigation is San Francisco, and the
communities of Broadmoor, Brisbane, Daly City, Colma, South San Francisco
and portions of Pacifica and San Bruno. Similar to Boston, the availability of
data on spatial characteristics offer constraints on the utility of the pedestrian

Figure 1.08. The location and limits of the
case study cities centered around Boston,
MA (top) and San Francisco, CA (bottom).
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activity data (from an area bound by 37.8063780 N, 121.5443830 W and
37.6015830 N, 121.3472190 W). As a result, the inclusion of communities in
San Mateo County is limited, in favor of the City of San Francisco.
Within these case study sites, there is also evidence of spatial dependence
which requires different analytical approaches than traditionally employed in
statistical analysis. Here, the presence of spatial dependence is "the propensity
for nearby locations to influence each other and to possess similar attributes"
(Goodchild, 1992). To paraphrase a famous geographer Waldo Tobler, while
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everything is related to everything else, things that are close together tend
to be more related than things that are far apart. For instance, there is high
spatial autocorrelations of where individuals walk, as defined by the volume of
trips, as shown in Figure 1.09. In Boston, there is high autocorrelation of trips
in areas around Back Bay, the Financial District, Seaport District, and in most
of Cambridge of high amounts of trips. However, areas such as Roxbury and
Dorchester also see clustering of low counts of trips. In San Francisco, areas
toward the Financial and Mission Districts see significant clustering of high
trips, while areas to the south and west see clustering of low trip volumes.
LocalMoran's I Clusters
High -High
L ow-Low,

Aneln

S*
oNotigificant
*Low-High

Figure 1.09. Spatial Clustering of Trip
Volume in Boston (top) and San Francisco

(bottom).

Limitations
The use of individualized and longitudinal data from mobile devices offers
opportunities and challenges. With regard to study limitations, the use of this
data may have two specific implications on the study: first, the population
may not be representative of the larger population, and second, individual
details were lost to maintain anonymity. An analysis of the anonymous EOMA
user profile data revealed that the user base skews younger, and users' trip
origination points are generally in younger census tracts relative to the general
population of the case study cities (Figure 1.10). A two-sample KolmogorovSmirnov test confirms that the ages are drawn from different populations
(p<0.01). This relationship is uncertain for OAMA users, as profile data was
never asked or recorded, but generally, the population of smartphone owners
and mobile application users tended to skew younger (Smith & Page, 2015).
Prior research has shown that different socioeconomic groups have different
rates and times of day of walking (Pucher & Renne, 2003), and the influences
that impact recreational physical activity differ between them as well (N. W.
Burton, Turrell, & Oldenburg, 2003), which may reduce the generalizability of
the findings in this study to other cities.
Similarly, we lack participant-level socio-economic information which leaves
us unable to test the representativeness of the users in this study against the
population. Prior research has shown that different socioeconomic groups
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have different rates of smart phone ownership, differences and times of day of
bicycling and walking (Pucher & Renne, 2003) and the influences that impact
recreational physical activity differ between them as well (Nicola W Burton,
Turrell, & Oldenburg, 2003), which offers limitations to the study's applicability
to the whole population of the two cities. Further, although national trends
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finding near pervasiveness of mobile phones across all socioeconomic
demographics (Smith & Page, 2015), we find that users' trip origination points
are generally in wealthier census tracts within the case study cities.
With this study, we did not control for self-selection, as the users may have
chosen to live or be in proximity of locations with the certain attributes prior to
the study. Although we follow individuals over time through the course of the
study, we cannot control for whether subjects have self-selected into certain

Figure 1.10. Histogram of Ages in Boston
(top) and San Francisco (bottom).
Distributions generated from census tracts
where trips began are on the left, and those
of each site as a while on the right.

types of environments. As the observations we collected passively, it was
not possible to locate individuals in different locations in the city to observe
whether their behaviors would change over time in response to these spatial
characteristics. The analysis sought to privilege breadth by considering a city
as the unit of analysis, the study lacks a null condition for the variables-whecertain parameters do not exist in the physical city.

the population as a whole. We caution that this analysis remains associative
and not causal, although the study opens new opportunities for further
investigation toward finding causal associations with walkability.

.
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There is also a self-selection challenge of users' propensity to walk and use
technology to aid them toward this disposition. The user base may intuitively
be understood as more fitness oriented, or at least conscious enough about
one's own behaviors to quantify their activities, which may not represent
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Figure 1.11 shows this challenge, where the start location of AOMA trips are
spatially autocorrelated (Anselin's Local Moran's I in Boston is 0.65, and San
Francisco is 0.71). Either by selection challenges due to technology availability,
location choice, or propensity to download such an application, there is
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clustering of these locations.
Despite these challenges, the use of newly availed digital data is allowing
for the empirical measurement of individual, trip-level activities that was
previously impossible to test, particularly at a breadth and depth that are
beyond the limits of traditional approaches such as surveys. Although prior
studies have found faults regarding the use of instrumentation for nonmotorized mobility activities (Krizek et al., 2009), they often did not anticipate
the ease by which the fusion of multiple datasets vis-a-vis the mobile phone
would avail highly detailed data for analysis. This presents new opportunities
to develop deeper insights into pedestrian behaviors and avail the ability to
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Figure 1.11. Spatial Clustering of Trip Origin
Points in Boston (top) and San Francisco
(bottom). Although not controlled for
employment, there is evidence that
trips are clustered in areas of the two
communities. This may reflect selfselection issues with the data.
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understand the influence of the built environment in richer ways that may
ultimately contribute positively to the well-being and quality of life of urban
inhabitants.
Human Subject Participation
The study was reviewed and granted exemption by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Council on the Use of Humans as Experimental
Subjects (Protocol Number 1607645496).
An Example of Opportunity- Boston Marathon 2013
This type of analysis offers a new means of population-level categorizations
of space that may transcend the typical approach to Euclidean planning,
in the nuanced categorization of spaces through its use by the inhabitants
themselves. The narrative analysis, in this example, reveals nuances that would
otherwise remain invisible through traditional methods. Equivalently, through
the analysis of actual activities may reveal behavioral patterns in time, as well
as space. Beyond generalized patterns, this data, with its high resolution, can
reveal more specific stories about behavior in time and place.
As an example of this potential specificity and to illustrate the humancomputer-spatial opportunities with this data, we focus on a specific event: the
2013 Boston Marathon bombings and the communities' response through their
trip activities. Although an anecdote, this event offers a lens to understand how
this data may begin to tell population-level behavior overall.
In analyzing the characteristics of trips made during the week of the marathon,
we were able to gain a perspective on how the citizens responded during the
tragedy and confusion surrounding the attack in this unique and shocking
event. Surprisingly, there few impacts noticed during that week-perhaps
affirming the local rallying call to be "Boston Strong". Compared to the
week prior, there was a very noticeable drop off in trips after the bombings
occurred in Back Bay on Monday, April 14. Although there is a general trend
of fewer trips on Marathon Monday, largely due to the closure of streets for
the Marathon, the decline in trips was significant, perhaps due to the police
cordons and the strong mood of uncertainty in the city.
There was little difference in the number of trips being made by the application
users, despite the safety concerns throughout the week of the manhunt and
investigation, as confirmed by a regression discontinuity analysis. This is no
more apparent than the little difference in the number of trips between Friday,
April 19 and the week before, in defiance of the request by the Governor of
Massachusetts to shelter-in-place in the cities and towns of Allston-Brighton,
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Boston, Belmont, Brookline, Cambridge, Newton, and Watertown, which lie
within the study area. Even though that request was made, and the confusion
surrounding the manhunt and subsequent shootout in Watertown, there was
little overall difference in the hourly quantity of recreational trips between the
two weeks, especially in areas farther from Watertown. Although to the likely
chagrin of public safety officials, this glimpse into the activities at the city
scale speaks to a narrative about the social resiliency of the population that
would have otherwise been difficult to ascertain through word of mouth or
observational narratives.
Figure 1.12. The hourly count of weekday
EOMA (recreational) trips during the
week of the Boston Marathon for 20122014. Although there is a noticeable
drop in the number of trips after the
blasts on Marathon Monday, 2013, the
impact of the shelter in place order on the
following Friday was not as apparent. The
remarkable higher-than-average number
of trips in the evening of April 22, 2014
is likely attributed to the ideal spring
weather conditions in the city.
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3. OVERVIEW TO THE THREE ESSAYS
The body of the dissertation is presented as three essays, intended to
contribute to a common dialogue about pedestrian behavior in urban space.
As many have explored pedestrian behaviors in a multitude of disciples-civil
engineering, urban theory, urban design, environmental psychology, using
a multitude of conventional techniques -there would seem to be many
audiences for a new type of data-driven analysis. Instead of focusing on a
singular disciplinary viewpoint as is typical of dissertations, I drew upon the
literature of prior studies and common practice as a context to compare and
contrast my findings, and present these three essays as discrete studies that
revolve around a similar theme.
The three essays, summarized in Table 1.4, explored the opportunity of using
large data sets drawn from pedestrians themselves to test and evaluate
pedestrian behavior in space. The quantity and resolution of data will greatly
surpass prior research, as some of the data involves real time tracking of
individual movements through the local urban environment. This enabled me
to check the theories and the predictive results from previous studies across
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multiple disciplines. Studying the actual behavior exhibited by large numbers
of individuals in various types of spaces and paths, can open new doors to
understanding in a crowded, but still unsatisfied field.
Intentionally, the tone of each essay is slightly different, with the intention
to frame the research toward different audiences. The first essay, as the
combination of two papers considering the effect of weather on trips, was
focused on the active mobility audience in public health and mobility studies.
The second essay targeted urban design and planning more directly, as the
study focused on built environment characteristics. The third paper drew upon
the literature of revealed preferences in route choices, which itself is a newer
concept in transportation, and was framed toward transportation studies. The
papers also progress from an understanding of behaviors at the largest scale
(multiple municipalities) in the first paper to the most finite (individual route
choices) in the third, and an increasing consideration of spatial attributes in the
same progression.
The three papers each take a different perspective in understanding these
relationships:
- The first essay sought to contribute to the active transportation and
public health committee, where the use of pervasive technologies
is particularly novel. As much of the attention given to walkable
communities is associated with promoting active mobility options
(which in turn promote long-term healthful activity), understanding
how weather effects individual behavior establishes a baseline for
understanding how individuals may respond to their surroundings. In
other words, the urban considerations of walkable communities are
mitigated by the relationship between human mobility behavior and
climate-weather and meteorological conditions that affect how we
ultimately move through the built environment.
This essay examined the association between meteorological
(weather) conditions in a given locale and pedestrian trips frequency
and duration, through the use of the locative digital data. These effects
were determined for seasonality, urban microclimate, and intent. This
essay, as presented, is drawn from two research papers. The first
considered the environmental impacts on utility and commuting trips
that were drawn from the AOMA. The second utilizes the EOMA data
to understand the differences in behavior between recreational trips
and utility or (non-elective) trips.
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The results suggested varying magnitudes of these weather effects
and how they vary across the population by season and by time. The
observed associations in some cases differed between the two cities
and across trip types.
- The second essay moved the arc of this dissertation toward a spatial
understanding of walking activity at the urban scale. This essay
sought to understand how characteristics of the built environmentpedestrian-oriented amenities, destinations, infrastructure and design
features-influence people's propensity for walking. In other words,
did these various physical characteristics influence how much and
for how long people walked? This paper linked spatial characteristics
with the travel behavior data collected from the mobile applications
to develop aggregate models of the impact of the built environment
on pedestrian activity characteristics-trip counts, initiations, and
duration.
The findings affirmed previous studies in that activity characteristics
are moderated by the characteristics of location, and that
infrastructure for walking, transportation access and destinations
have a positive influence on walking volume. Localized architectural
characteristics and pedestrian amenities such as benches had
unclear relationships, while measures of social concern have a strong
associated effect on walking counts. Walking durations were largely
invariant to these factors. These findings supported the contention
that development of pedestrian-oriented neighborhoods with proper
infrastructure and diverse amenities can positively influence walking
behavior.
- The third essay considered the impact of the physical city on
pedestrian behavior and route choices. It built upon the findings of the
second essay, specifically focused on neighborhood-scale impacts of
the built environment. As noted in the second essay, certain effects
may have lacked statistical significant due to spatial characteristics of
the dependent variables, then their specific influence on an individual.
An example presented in the essay is the sparse presence of transit
stations in each city, as a whole, which may weaken the effect on the
walking outcomes considered. The third paper, therefore, considered
how individuals form their route choices through an analysis of
revealed preferences by comparing taken trips against the shortest
path. These calculated paths represented the most economical routes,
and pedestrians found hedonic utility from the presence of spatial
characteristics that ultimately influence their chosen-less efficient-
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route. Therefore, the assumption is that these spatial characteristics
ultimately influenced the route choices of pedestrians and the
difference between shortest paths and taken routes revealed the
relative impact of the built environment.
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Table 1.04. Summary of the Three Essays.

Research Question

Essay 1:

Essay 2:

Essay 3:

Impact of Environmental
Conditions on Walking Activity

Urban-Scale Built Environment
Characteristics of Pedestrian Trips

The Spatial Characteristics of
Revealed Path Choice

Does locally experienced weather
have an effect on the characteristics
of pedestrian travel for recreational
and utility trips?

To what degree, if any, do proximate
various physical characteristics
influence how much and for how
long people walk?

What are the population-scale
revealed preferences of pedestrian
route choices with regard to spatial
characteristics?
How do these taken trips differ from
calculated shortest path?

Targeted Publication
Audience(s)

Public health (active mobility), and
mobility and transportation studies

Urban planning and design

Urban planning and design, and
mobility and transportation studies

Dependent Variable(s)

Utility Trips: Hourly trip counts and
trip durations

Trip counts and duration, per cell.

Relative trip count and duration per
cell (difference between calculated
shortest path and taken routes)

Recreational Trips: Trip duration,
velocity and length
Independent Variable
Categories

Localized weather characteristics

Spatial characteristics (destinations,
street attributes, localized amenities
and aesthetics, social
characteristics)

Spatial characteristics (destinations,
street attributes, localized amenities
and aesthetics, social
characteristics)

Methodology

Multilevel, hierarchical regression

Spatial regression

Spatial regression

(individual and voronoi-level)

Spatial Aggregation Unit

Voronois centered on
meteorological stations

200m by 200m grid cell

200m by 200m grid cell

Brief Summary of Findings

Weather effects are moderated by
place, season and time.

Infrastructure for walking,
transportation access and
destinations have a positive
influence on walking volume.

Pedestrians are sensitive to the
presence of retail destinations and
transit availability in their route
choices.

Local architectural characteristics
and amenities have unclear
relationships with trip volume.

Architectural and street-level
design features have mixed effects
on the paths taken by individuals.

Trips with greater flexibility, such as
weekend and discretionary travel
have greater associations with
temperature and wind.
Precipitation has strong negative
effect on revreational trips.

Walking durations are invariant to
built environment factors.

Weather had minimal effects on trip
duration once a trip has been
initiated.
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TWO

WEATHER OR NOT
TO WALK
RESEARCH ESSAY ONE

"Some people walk in the rain,
others just get wet."
Roger Miller
47

PREFACE
The essay is based on work as part of a research collaboration between the
MIT Senseable City Lab and the Liberty Mutual Research Institute for Safety
under a project entitled "A Walking Map of the City." While text and data
analysis presented in this essay are the sole product of the author, the author
acknowledges the intellectual contributions from the project team members
in preparation for publication: Santosh Verma, ScD for analytical and editorial
assistance, and Theodore Courtney, MS and Paolo Santi, PhD for editorial
assistance.
This essay is the product of two papers currently under peer review for
publication:
Vanky, A., Verma, S., Courtney, T., Santi. P., & Ratti, C. (2016). Effect of
Weather On Pedestrian Trip Count and Duration: City-Scale Evaluations
Using Mobile Phone Application Data. Manuscript submitted for
publication.
Vanky, A., Verma, S., Courtney, T., Santi. P., & Ratti, C. (2017). Examining
Weather Influences On Physical Activity and Active Travel Using Mobile
Phone GPS Datasets. Manuscript submitted for publication.
Each individual paper has also undergone internal peer review at the Liberty
Mutual Research Institute for Safety. Since they are based on the same source,
the aforementioned articles and this essay are closely related in terms of their
data, analysis, arguments and conclusions.
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ABSTRACT
Does locally experienced weather have an effect on the volume, velocity,
duration or distance traveled of pedestrian trips for recreational and utility
trips? We examined the association between meteorological (weather)
conditions in a given locale and pedestrian trips frequency and duration,
through the use of locative digital data. These effects were determined for
seasonality, urban microclimate, and commuting. To answer this, we examined
2,191,147 activities from 135,888 unique users in Boston and San Francisco
recorded by the two physical activity-oriented mobile applications using a
multi-level regression model.
For utility and commuting trips, temperature and weather conditions generally
showed greater associations with weekend and discretionary travel, than with
weekday and required travel. Weather conditions had minimal association with
the duration of the trip, once the trip was initiated. Our results suggest varying
magnitudes of these effects and how they vary across the population by
season and by time. The observed associations in some cases differed between
the two cities.
Considering the effects of weather on recreational versus utility trips, we
observed that although temperature and humidity had relatively weak
associations, weather factors generally did influence pedestrian activity. In
particular, we generally find substantively strong effects of precipitation (both
snow and rain): In Boston, we found a negative effect on the velocity and
longer associated durations in utility trips, and a negative effect on recreational
trip durations in cooler months; and in San Francisco, we find a similar negative
effect on the duration of recreational trips. However, these associated effects
were modified by a trip's purpose, as well as by season and location. Our study
illustrates the opportunity that emerging technology presents to study active
transportation and address heretofore under-researched questions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Walking, as the most common form of adult physical activity (United States
Department of Heath & Human Services, 1996), is an important lifestyle
component for improving long term health (Stephens, Jacobs, & White,
1985). Although it is well documented that increasing physical activity
level significantly reduces the risk of chronic disease and supports positive
mental and overall physical well-being, it is estimated that at least 60% of
adult Americans do not meet the minimum targets for physical activity of
30 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous activities most days of the week (U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, 2001). This health reality is further
aggravated by changes in transportation and personal behavior that have
made it harder to achieve the recommended physical activity. Communities
have been engineered with an over-dependence on cars. Consequently, vehicle
travel has grown, and the contemporary built environment does not adequately
support active transportation by foot or bike (Lavizzo-Mourey & McGinnis,
2003).
Walkability and pedestrian activity has become a major topic of conversation
in urban planning and public health, with new interest in improving pedestrian
facilities, improving safety, and improving the public's general quality of
life (Frumkin, 2002; Heath et al., 2006). Such considerations are being
incorporated into common practice for urban planning (Talen & Ellis, 2002).
In 2015, the US Surgeon General appealed for improved access to safe and
convenient places in which to walk, and active living more generally as part
of his annual Call to Action (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
2015).
These efforts, however, are mitigated by the relationship between human
mobility behavior and climate-weather and meteorological conditions that
affect how we ultimately move through the built environment. Yet, the study of
this relationship has remained less explored due in part to the lack of necessary
data. Saneinejad, Roorda, and Kennedy (2012) identify that prior studies
have largely relied upon national travel surveys which generally aggregate
the data making it impossible to associate specific weather conditions with
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specific trips in order to observe behavioral differences among individuals, or
rely on stated preference or localized-counts data that may not represent the
entire population well since data collection is conducted at only a few specific
locations.
A few earlier studies have largely concentrated on adverse conditions (e.g.,
Cools, Moons, Creemers, & Wets, 2010), but little is known about the everyday
experience of pedestrians. Meteorological effects could influence travel
demand and route choice in various ways, including diversion to other trip
modes, alternative paths or deferring and canceling of trips. The severity of
different conditions may also affect the characteristics of a trip-potentially
slowing individuals down during heavy rain or a hot day.
The introduction, adoption and increased ubiquity of connected devices
and mobile applications are creating an opportunity to overcome these
challenges. In addition to the incredible temporal and spatial scale of activity
data availed by these technologies, we are able to observe behaviors at both
an individualized and aggregated level. As such, we are now able to ascertain
some amount of user intention and trip purpose through the data. These
activities, and their characteristics, are specific to their context-in both space
and time (Giles-Corti, Timperio, Bull, & Pikora, 2005), particularly when
considered against environmental correlates. In addition to these physical
and temporal circumstances, a person's behaviors may be mediated by their
intentions. Thus, these independent factors serve as a mediating context for
the relevance of weather.
Previous studies have made a distinction between utilitarian trips (e.g.,
walking for transportation) versus and recreational walking (e.g., walking for
health/leisure) (Agrawal & Schimek, 2007; Lee & Moudon, 2006b), and
routine versus one-off behaviors (Li, 1994), as individual intent may vary the
sensitivities to weather and ultimately influence outcome behaviors in different
ways. However, despite the importance of trip intent, the ability to compare
meteorological impacts across these contexts has been a challenge, especially
at the urban scale.
Levering new, locative data, this study attempts to address some of these
research gaps. We link detailed weather conditions with travel behavior data
collected from mobile applications to develop aggregate models of the impact
of meteorological conditions on activity characteristics: count and duration in
consideration of commuting and utility trips, and velocity, duration, distance
for recreation versus utility activity. In particular, to our knowledge this study
is unique to evaluate these effects, concurrently, 1) over a one-year period, 2)
at the city or regional scale rather than at a limited spatial scale such as an
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intersection or block, 3) longitudinally, with a population of specific users over
time, and 4) across two cities. Hence, our study focused on evaluating the
associations between meteorological conditions and activity.
2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

While the exact impacts of weather effects on the characteristics of activity
and mobility-required or recreational-are unknown, there has been prior
interest in enumerating the impact of the environment on trips generally.

&

Most studies of the relationship between weather and travel tend to focus on
the network performance of transportation systems, such as traffic speeds
or disruptions rather than travel behavior at an individual level-the daily
choices made by people as part of their everyday routines (B6cker, Dijst,
Prillwitz, 2013). Considering temperature effects on outdoor activities, various
studies have observed that higher temperatures (up to a certain threshold)
were positively associated with activities in various cities including San
Francisco (Zacharias, 2004) and Chicago (Dwyer, 1988). In Flanders, Belgium
temperature had significant positive effects on walking, although to a lesser
degree than precipitation effects. The effect of temperature may be mediated
or confounded by a trip's purpose (Aaheim & Hauge, 2005; Cools et al., 2010).
While adjusting for age, sex, and month, B6langer, Gray-Donald, O'Loughlin,
Paradis, & Hanley (2009) found the average number of physical activity
sessions per day was 1% to 2% higher for every 10 'C increase in temperature.
While analyzing activities in open-air venues, Suminski et al. (2008) found that
ambient and apparent temperatures were positively associated while humidity
and barometric pressure were negatively associated with the number of
individuals walking on an exercise track. For joggers on the track, a significant
proportion of the variance observed in the duration of their activity could be
accounted for by temperature (positively) and dew point (negatively).
In addition to temperature, precipitation and wind have also been reported
to play a role in travel behavior. Similar to the literature on temperature,
precipitation studies have largely focused on road network performance at a
system level rather than micro-level (B6cker et al., 2013). Precipitation has

&

been reported to be one of the most important weather factors on whether
physical activity occurs (Bergstr6m & Magnusson, 2003; M. Burke, Sipe, Evans,
& Mellifont, 2006; Goetzke & Rave, 2011), particularly on walking (Cervero
Duncan, 2003). Belanger, Gray-Donald, O'Loughlin, Paradis & Hanley (2009)
further observed that the average number of physical activity sessions per day
was 2% to 4% lower for every 10 mm of rainfall. Aaheim & Hauge (2005)
reported that precipitation was associated with shorter trip distances as well.
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The impact of wind, however, is uncertain: when controlling for other factors,
some studies among pedestrians have not shown significant wind effects
on overall walking activity (J. Burke et al., 2006), but others observe wind
deterring physical activities (Aaheim & Hauge, 2005), including for children
walking to school during their non-recreational commutes (Suminski et al.,
2008). These conditions have an impact on the distance traveled as well; Sabir,
Ommeren, Koetse, & Rietveld (2010) found that strong winds were associated
with 7.4% reduction in average total travel distance as compared with normal
wind.
At an individual level, there has been interest in but little prior enumeration
of the speed of human activities. Technical limitations of capturing such
individualized positioning data have made research in this regard difficult.
Knoblauch, Pietrucha, and Nitzburg (1996) used stopwatches to measure
the velocity of individuals crossing the street and observed a range of
walking speeds and weather impacts among pedestrians. Temperature had
a positive relationship with velocity for younger people, while a negative one
with older people. Snow had a universally negative impact, particularly for
older pedestrians, observing a 15th-percentile value of 0.9m/s pace for this
population.
Beyond the research in transportation studies, there has been interest in the
sports sciences in weather conditions and their effect on overall velocity with
regard to long-distance runners. Ely, Martin, Cheuvront, & Montain (2008)
found that increasing air temperature slowed overall runner velocities during
marathon competitions. The finding also suggests that the negative effect
of warmer weather impacts slower runners' pace more overall than faster
runners (Vihma, 2010). Trapasso & Cooper (1989) looked at the velocity (vis-vis running pace and overall finish time) of Boston Marathon runners over
thirty years of races. They found that although there were correlations with
meteorological data, the weather effects were more important at the extremes
of very fast and slow runners. Lower air temperature and light precipitation
were among the factors most related to those who had faster overall
performances. Unusually slow performances were accompanied by a wet bulb
temperature of greater than 7.8 degrees C, and a sky cover of 50% or less.
The authors, however, acknowledged the uniqueness of the population of the
survey-Boston Marathon runners-and recognize that in various geographical
regions and differing climatic regimes, the exact relationships found in their
study might not apply.
Weather effects have also been found to impact the duration of physical
activity. For instance, Duncan, et al. (2008) found children take overall more
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steps, thus devoting more time to physical activity, when mean ambient
temperatures are warmer, while they take overall fewer with rainfall. Wind
impacts are unclear, however. In considering older individuals, Klenk et al.
(2012) found a linear relationship with overall daily walking duration across
all weather parameters, with the greatest positive impacts found with daily
maximum temperature and daily solar radiation. The greatest negative impacts
were observed with increasing wind speed, precipitation, and humidity. These
studies, however, were not able to determine the specific impacts on the
duration of each specific period of instance. Instead, the study only considered
overall daily activity.
Methodologically, previous studies considering the relationship between
weather conditions and pedestrian mobility have usually relied upon self-report
surveys or trip diaries Lee & Moudon, 2006, for example). Such approaches
tend to limit the spatial and temporal breadth of the study, as recalled
information may lose detail and precision regarding the modes and locations
of travel. Often, there is a loss of actual paths traveled, a limited capability
to collect precise data on travel start and end times, total trip duration, and
destination location (Murakami, E., Wagner, D. P., & Neumeister, 2004).
Respondents may also omit whole trips because they do not consider them
to be "transportation" or simply forgot to log them; individuals may consider
some walking activity and short trips to be below the threshold of reporting
(Agrawal & Schimek, 2007). The magnitude of the impact of weather may not
have been accurately assessed or recalled because neither physical activity nor
the weather was measured objectively (King et al., 2000). This could largely be
attributable to the lack of feasible means of collecting such objective data.

&

To overcome this challenge, some studies, like that of Hamilton, Clemes,
Griffiths (2008), used pedometers to gain a greater depth of objective activity
information. The objective measures using these technologies revealed the
impact of meteorological seasons on the time spent on physical activities,
where meteorological season played a role in mitigating or aggravating weather
impacts: activity levels were higher overall in summer than winter (Plasqui
& Westerterp, 2004). As a result, individuals tended to spend more time
on physical activity during the summer (Matthews et al., 2001), as well as
a positive effect the number of steps taken (Hamilton et al., 2008). In one
study, the specifically enumerated impact of summer is associated with an
average of 51 minutes of physical activity a day by men and 16 minutes a day
by women (Tudor-Locke et al., 2004). The limitation of these studies, however,
was the lack of data collected on a per-activity basis as the numbers were
often recorded at the end of the day, rather than after each activity episode.
Hence, these insights are available only within the context of aggregated time
scales and without reference to specific trips made. Even when asked to record
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specific trips, respondents may also have omitted whole trips because they
considered certain activities and short trips unworthy of reporting and may
escape later recall (Agrawal & Schimek, 2007).
The introduction of new technologies to record activities over time introduces
the opportunity to offer new insights into the nature of human mobility. While
this data provided insights about specific individuals over longer periods of
time, there are still limitations in how well these pedometer studies could scale,
and prior research has shown long-term adherence to the use of these studyfocused technologies to be a challenge (Wolf, Guensler, & Bachman, 2007).
Some studies have attempted to resolve this issue through technological
means of data collection, including automated pedestrian counters in select
points (Altman, Lane, & Lambert, 2010) or web-connected cameras (de
Montigny, Ling, & Zacharias, 2012). These automated recording studies,
while providing a more granular, but highly localized, alternative to survey or
diary methods, cannot readily infer trip purpose. Further, the limited spatial
resolution does not account for the spatial diversity and microclimatological
aspects that may exist across a city. As an understanding of the increasingly
varied patterns of human activity becomes increasingly important, longer
periods of observation are also needed (Lee-Gosselin, 2005).
Taking this further, the near pervasiveness of smartphones is availing an
unprecedented opportunity to understand human mobility patterns at a
substantial temporal (longitudinally over time) and spatial scale (at the breadth
and across cities), with a level of detail heretofore unavailable, as individuals
often naturally carry their devices with them throughout the day (Ballagas,
Borchers, Rohs, & Sheridan, 2006). The opportunistic use of mobile phone
data, with active mobile-phone tracking, allows for a much more granular
scale of analysis (Asakura & Iryo, 2007). The use of GPS technologies in the
automated collection of transportation activity data have been found to provide
high-resolution spatial and temporal data, enabling the mass participation
of subjects and the collection of enormous amounts of data in the long term
(Shoval, 2008). This has the benefit of collecting a high volume of data on
individual users with superior accuracy and reliability to that of recalled past
activities (Forrest & Pearson, 2005).
In previous studies considering the relationship between weather and activity,
some presented in Table 2.01, the number of participants were often small,
and large studies (that often utilized national travel surveys) often lacked
precise locative data on subjects. By utilizing locative data from personal,
mobile devices, we hope to provide new insights that contribute to better
understanding of how meteorological conditions affect both the active living
and transportation characteristics of individuals, to better understand the
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Table 2.01. Prior Studies and Descrption
of the Data Employed.

Study
Aaheim, H. A., & Hauge, K. E. (2005)
Agrawal, A. W., & Schimek, P. (2007).
Asakura, Y., & Iryo, T. (2007).
Belanger, M., Gray-Donald, K., O'Loughlin, J., Paradis, G., & Hanley, J. (2009).
Bergstr6m, A., & Magnusson, R. (2003).
Burke, M., Sipe, N., Evans, R., & Mellifont, R. (2006).
Burton, N. W., Turrell, G., & Oldenburg, B. (2003).
Duncan, J. S., Hopkins, W. G., Schofield, G., & Duncan, E. K. (2008).
Forrest, T., & Pearson, D. (2006).
Goetzke, F., & Rave, T. (2011).
Hamilton, S. L., Clemes, S. A., & Griffiths, P. L. (2008).
King, A. C., Castro, C., Wilcox, S., Eyler, A. A., Sallis, J. F., & Brownson, R. C. (2000).
Klenk, J., Bochele, G., Rapp, K., Franke, S., Peter, R., the ActiFE Study Group (2012).
Knoblauch, R. L., Pietrucha, M. T., & Nitzburg, M. (1996).
Lee, C., & Moudon, A. V. (2006).
Matthews, C. E., Freedson, P. S., Hebert, J. R., et al. (2001).
Plasqui, G., & Westerterp, K. R. (2004).
Sabir, M., Ommeren, J. van, Koetse, M. J., & Rietveld, P. (2010).
Saneinejad, S., Roorda, M. J., & Kennedy, C. (2012).
Suminski, R. R., Poston, W. C., Market, P., Hyder, M., & Sara, P. A. (2008).
Tudor-Locke, C., Bassett, D. R., Swartz, A. M., Strath, S. J., et al. (2004)
Wolf, J., Guensler, R., & Bachman, W. (2007).

Ut

Individual
Longitudinal Data

Location

Data Collection Methodology

Bergen, Norway
United States
300m x 300m area of Kitano, Japan
10 Schools, Montreal, Canada
Three Cities in Sweden
Brisbane, Australia
Australia
Auckland, New Zealand
Laredo, Texas, USA
20 cities in Germany
Leicestershire and Cornwall, UK
United States
Germany
Richmond, Virginia; Washington, D.C.;
Baltimore, Maryland; Buffalo, New York, USA
King County, Washington, USA
Worcester, Massachusetts, USA
Maastricht, the Netherlands
the Netherlands
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Columbus, Ohio, USA
Two southern U.S. universities
Atlanta, Georgia, USA

Phone Survey
2001 National Household Travel Survey
Mobile Activity Monitors and Base Stations
Survey
Questionnaire
Regional Telephone Survey
Face-to-Face Interviews
Pedometer
Telephone interview, GPS tracker
National Telephone Survey
Pedometer
Telephone interviews
Accelerometers
Field Observations

Yes
26,000 household respondant No
56 pairs of female students
Yes
1,293 students
Yes
1,080 respondants
Yes
10,931 individuals
Yes
60 individuals
Yes
1,115 individuals
Yes
150 households
Yes
100,000 persons
Yes
96 individuals
Yes
2,912 individuals
Yes
1,324 individuals
Yes
7,129 individuals
No

Origin/Destination
Origin/Destination
Yes
N/A
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
N/A

Telephone interviews
Telephone interviews, Actillume monitor
Physical measurements
National Telephone Survey
2001 Transportation Tomorrow Survey
Field Observations
Pedometer
GPS Tracker

608 respondants
580 respondants
25 individuals
1 million respondants
137,000 respondants
820 individuals
23 individuals
19 individuals

N/A
N/A
No
Origin/Destination
N/A
No
Yes

Respondant/Participant Size

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Locative Data

I

relationship between the environment and human activity in urban settings,
with much a much higher number of participants and greater precision of detail
about each trip than afforded to these previous studies.
3. METHODOLOGY
Data

Figure 2.01. Weather station catchment
areas (voronois), defined by nearest
reporting station, in Boston (top) and
San Francisco (bottom).

Weather conditions corresponding to the period in which the activity was
started were collected using web-based meteorological services. To account
for microclimatic differences between the different starting locations in the city,
the weather attributes were collected from eleven stations in Boston and ten
in San Francisco, and assigned based on shortest Euclidean distance between
trip start location and weather station (Figure 2.01). Wind speed, humidity and
precipitation rate measurements were coded as continuous variables. Drybulb air temperature was recorded as a categorical variable. Sky conditions
were documented as dichotomous variables, and snowfall as an interaction
with precipitation rate. During the study period, air temperatures ranged from
-18.89*C to 33.28'C in Boston (R=9.36C, a=10.22). In San Francisco, the
temperatures ranged from 7.66'C to 35.11'C (R=15.37 0 C, a=5.17). The mean
wind speeds in Boston was 17.67 km/h (a=5.17) and 3.65 km/h (a = 6.40) in
San Francisco. Boston had 20 days with rainfall with a mean rate of 0.12mm of
precipitation per hour (a = 0.68), and San Francisco had 47 days with rainfall
with a mean rate of 0.05 mm/h (a = 0.50). In addition, Boston had 53 days of
snowfall during this period while San Francisco received no snow.
The study tested both objective meteorological and biometeorological data
to compose the index, the latter including apparent temperatures. Apparent
temperatures were ultimately dropped to maintain parsimony in the modeling
due to their high correlation with the dry bulb air temperature (R 2 =0.98).
StatisticalAnalysis
We employed a least squares regression model to understand the relationship
between weather and activity characteristics. To account for the varying
numbers of trips and variances observed for each individual, we used a
multilevel, hierarchical approach to the regression modelling. This approach
accounts for the potential underestimation of standard errors of the regression
coefficients measured at the user-level. We defined the first- (user-) level
model so that the model considers within-user magnitudes of effect of trip i of
user j at time unit (hour, day, month) t in each city as:
n

tij =

ukI Xti +Pt +rtij

j+
k=1
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Table 2.02. Description of the Variables

Variable

Greater Boston
Number of Trips

San Francisco Bay Area
Number of Trips

Total Number of Trips
Utility Walk
Recreational Walk
Recreational Run

1,126,277
247,814 (22.00%)
194,477 (17.27%)
683,986 (60.73%)

1,064,870
257,697 (24.20%)
218,971 (20.56%)
588,202 (55.24%)

Unique Users
OAMA Users
EOMA Users

59,355
6,424 (10.66%)
53,832 (89.34%)

75,632
8,256 (10.92%)
67,376 (89.08%)

Average length of the trips, in meters (mean, 95% Cl)
Utility Walk
Recreational Walk
Recreational Run

4,817.85 (4,808.76, 4,826.94)
933.64 (928.92, 938.36)
3,145.50 (3,134.67, 3,156.33)
6,108.59 (6,099.82, 6,117.37)

5,496.38 (5,357.24, 5,380.78)
1,017.79 (1,013.13, 1,022.44)
3,684.01 (3,671.67, 3,696.35)
6,559.29 (6,549.49, 6,569.09)

Average duration of the trips, in seconds (mean, 95% Cl)
Utility Walk
Recreational Walk
Recreational Run

2,093.32 (2,089.47, 2,097.16)
1237.48 (1,233.58, 1,241.39)
2,128.03 (2,121.04, 2,135.02)
2,258.36 (2,255.24, 2,261.49)

2,396.69 (2,392.70, 2,400.68)
1,371.74 (1,367.40, 1,376.08)
2758.22 (2747.859, 2768.581)
2,620.63 (2,616.33, 2,624.93)

Average speed of the trips, in kph (mean, 95% Cl)
Utility Walk
Recreational Walk
Recreational Run

8.03 (8.02, 8.03)
2.55 (2.54, 2.56)
5.55 (5.54, 5.56)
9.88 (9.87, 9.88)

7.73 (7.72, 7.74)
2.68 (2.68, 2.69)
5.20 (5.19, 5.21)
9.42 (9.41, 9.42)

Day of the Week

Weekday
Weekend

777,004 (72.95%)
288,154 (27.05%)

738,226 (69.33%)
326,644 (30.67%)

Hour of Trip Start

00 - 05:59
06- 11:59
12 - 17:59
18 - 23:59

30,342 (2.85%)
406,678 (38.18%)
405,510 (38.07%)
222,628 (20.90%)

24,615 (2.31%)
432,681 (40.63%)
407,303 (38.25%)
200,271 (18.81%)

Meteorological Season

Winter (December - February)
Spring (March - May)
Summer (June - August)
Fall (September - November)

162,555 (15.26%)
307,016 (28.82%)
317,767 (29.83%)
277,820 (26.08%)

249,491 (23.43%)
289,789 (27.21%)
264,333 (24.82%)
261,257 (24.53%)

Temperature (0C)

<

30 -39.9
a 40

91,921 (8.16%)
254,780 (22.62%)
418,101 (37.12%)
332,784 (29.55%)
17,216 (1.53%)
11,475 (1.02%)

3 (.00%)
48,024 (4.51%)
865,537 (81.28%)
145,608 (13.67%)
2,868 (.27%)
2,830 (.27%)

Humidity

0-19.9%
20 - 39.9%
40- 59.9%
60 - 79.9%
80- 100%

6,441 (0.60%)
156,048 (14.65%)
338,512 (31.78%)
346,747 (32.55%)
217,410 (20.41%)

4,270 (0.40%)
51,661 (4.85%)
179,256 (16.83%)
421,233 (39.56%)
408,450 (38.36%)

Pressure (mmHg)

< 740
740- 749.9
750 - 759.9
760- 769.9
770 - 779.9
a780

163 (0.02%)
14,652 (1.38%)
355,232 (33.35%)
591,041 (55.49%)
90,240 (8.47%)
13,830 (1.30%)

2 (0.00%)
526 (0.05%)
323,966 (30.42%)
717,877 (67.41%)
19,850 (1.86%)
2,649 (0.25%)

Wind (kph)

Calm
0- 9.9

32,847 (3.08%)
159,357 (14.96%)
470,702 (44.19%)
324,236 (30.44%)
54,713 (5.14%)
23,303 (2.19%)

298,454 (28.03%)
434,097 (40.77%)
158,406 (14.88%)
107,058 (10.05%)
50,676 (4.76%)
16,179 (1.52%)

Variable Category

0

0- 9.9
10-19.9
20 - 29.9

10 - 19.9
20 - 29.9
30 - 39.9

40
Precipitation (Millimeters per Hour)

0
0-0.9
1 -1.9
2 - 2.9
3-3.9
4-4.9
2a 5

1,020,664 (95.82%)
28,963 (2.72%)
8,223 (0.77%)
2,672 (0.25%)
1,837 (0.17%)
794 (0.07%)
2,005 (0.19%)

1,050,761 (98.68%)
8,103 (0.76%)
2,251 (0.21%)
741 (0.07%)
725 (0.07%)
338 (0.03%)
1,951 (0.18%)

Snow (interaction with Precipitation)

Yes
No

17,810 (1.67%)
1,047,348 (98.33%)

(0.00%)
1,064,870 (100.00%)

Cloud Cover

Clear
Partly
Heavy

321,927 (27.97%)
253,624 (22.03%)
575,551 (50.00%)

364,139 (46.93%)
202,851 (26.14%)
209,007 (26.93%)

Thunder

Yes
No

1,389 (0.13%)
1,063,769 (99.87%)

241 (0.02%)
1,062,967 (99.98%)
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where Y. is the dependent variable, of interest (velocity, duration) measured in
seconds; fl0 is the intercept for userj; 8k is the regression coefficient associated
with predictor variable X, for user j; and rt, is the random error associated with
the trip i nested within userj. Where duration or distance is the dependent
variable, we employ a log-linear approach to the analysis, where Yt is logged
to account for the distribution of characteristics to meet the assumption of
normality. However, as velocities are normally distributed, the linear regression
approach is used.
We defined the level 2 (trip) analysis as:
fl 0=yo0 +Uj
lkj~YkO+Uki

where yo0 is the mean of the intercepts across trips for user j; y,0 is the mean of
the slopes across trips for voronoi j; U0, is the variance in the intercepts for user
j; and U,,. is the variance in the slopes for user j.
Recognizing that individuals who decided to begin their trips during times
of rain or snow may have different tolerances to the conditions, we further
considered the impact of weather conditions on this subset of users by
employing a crossover analysis to within-person effects during specific periods
(for more on this approach, see Lombardi (2010). To accomplish this, we
employed a three-level regression model, where we define each level by index
trip, individual and voronoi. We identified each trip that occurred during a
period of rain or snowfall as an index trip, and assigned comparison trips from
seven days each before and after the time of index trip. The choice of seven
days allows us to control for the day of week and indirectly purpose of the trip.
As seasonality and trip type interacted with each variable, trips were
categorized and analyzed separately for each meteorological season and by trip
time category by weekday or weekend, and time of day (such as commuting
hours, from 07:00 - 09:59 and 16:00 - 18:59). Trips were deemed to be transit
trips if either the trip start or end location was within 50 meters of a heavy
or light rail stations-the MBTA Red, Orange, Blue or Green Line stations in
Boston, or BART or MUNI stations in San Francisco.
Significant parameters are presented with those at a 1% level of significance
are highlighted. Variables with lower than 95% significance were dropped
from the results. As the duration and distance analyses were formed using a
log-level approach, the model coefficients were exponentiated to obtain the
linear effects on the unlogged outcome variables to ease interpretation of
these effects. The resultant coefficients for velocity are presented as the effect
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of a one-unit increase of the predictor variable. The results in each table were
divided into the different meteorological seasons, with each further subdivided
into trip classifications.
4. RESULTS
Utilityand Commuting Trips
The results of the multivariate, multilevel analysis which identified the
magnitude of weather effects on the hourly volume of trips are presented in
Tables 2.03 and 2.0.4, and on trip duration in Tables 2.05 and 2.06. To enable
interpretation of these effects, the model coefficients were exponentiated to
obtain the linear effects on the unlogged outcome variables. These coefficients
reflect the multiplicative effect for a one-unit change in the independent
weather variable on the number of trips begun in the first analysis, and the
duration of trips in minutes in the second.(Washington, Karlaftis, & Mannering,
2010) The results in each table were divided into the different meteorological
seasons, with each further subdivided into trip classifications.
Trip purpose had a substantive impact on the magnitude or significance of
weathers effects as well, where some trips such as commutes are less flexible
than those assumed to be discretionary such as weekend trips. These varying
effects can also be seen with snow, which only fell in Boston during the study
period. For non-commuting hour trips in the autumn and winter, there was a
statistically significant negative effect, yet there were no significant effects on
transit-oriented trips. In the same period, effects were significant for elective
non-commuting hour, weekday trips.
We also found differences in the associated effects between the two cities of
the various weather conditions (Figure 2.02, for instance). This is likely due to
the overall profile of weather in each city. For instance, San Francisco generally
sees larger positive effects of a degree change in air temperature for elective
travel-an increase of 8.0% in overall weekend trip counts for a 52C increase
in San Francisco versus 6.5% in Boston. This may partially be due to San
Francisco's more even climate. For the same reason, a degree increase during
the winter is associated with a much larger effect in Boston perhaps in part
due to the city's colder climate-a 13.5% versus 2.5% increase in weekend trip
counts for a 59C increase in air temperature. The effect of precipitation was
always negative and more severe in San Francisco. Much like with temperature,
this may be due to general flatness of weather in San Francisco, as Boston sees
nearly twice the annual rainfall of the Bay Area. For instance, the effect of a
moderate rainfall of 5.0mm per hour is associated with a 29.0% decrease in
trip counts during the weekend.
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Table 2.03. Impact of Weather Factors on
Hourly Trip Counts in Greater Boston

All

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Weekday
Transit (Commute)

Non-Commute

Weekend

1.011
0.995
1.004*
1.041
0.728

1.013
0.993
1.005

1.126
1.076*
1.188

1.063

1.026*
0.995*

1.027
0.994*
0.997
0.861
1.141

Variable

All Trips

All Weekday

Commute

Temperature (*C)
Humidity (%)
Wind Speed (km/h)
Precipitation (mm/h)
Snow
Thunder
Cloud Cover
Heavy Cloud Cover
Fog

1.009 *
0.995*
1.004
1.023
0.845*

1.006
0.998

1.005 *
0.998 *

0.708
1.527

0.773

1.120
1.045*
1.083

1.008 *
0.996 *
1.003 *
1.029 *
0.730 *
2.071 *
1.129 *
1.069 *
1.121

1.079*

1.085*

Temperature ('C)
Humidity (%)
Wind Speed (km/h)
Precipitation (mm/h)
Snow
Thunder
Cloud Cover
Heavy Cloud Cover
Fog

1.017
0.996*
0.998*

1.015 *
0.997 *
0.998

1.004
0.994*

0.890'

0.844 *

0.783'

0.801 *

1.139*

1.179 '

1.117*

1.078

Temperature ('C)
Humidity (%)
Wind Speed (km/h)
Precipitation (mm/h)
Snow
Thunder
Cloud Cover
Heavy Cloud Cover
Fog

1.025'
0.997'
1.004'

Temperature ('C)
Humidity (%)
Wind Speed (km/h)
Precipitation (mm/h)
Snow
Thunder
Cloud Cover
Heavy Cloud Cover
Fog
Temperature ('C)
Humidity (%)
Wind Speed (km/h)
Precipitation (mm/h)
Snow
Thunder
Cloud Cover
Heavy Cloud Cover
Fog

1.019'
0.993'
1.005'
1.087'
0.862

0.311 '
1.078'
1.080*

1.021 *
0.997 *
1.003
0.929

*

Season

1.018'
0.998'

0.486*

1.192

1.018'

1.022'
0.997'
1.003
0.869'

1.214*

1.138*
2.291

1.143 *

1.012 *
0.993*
1.008'

0.993'
1.004

0.997
1.011 *

1.010

1.070'
1.094*

1.145 *

1.116'

1.169

1.010'
0.997'
1.003 *

1.008*
0.997'

1.190 *

1.015 *
0.995 *
1.006 *
1.070*
0.340 *
1.828
1.232 *

1.674 *

1.465 *

0.012'

1.112*
1.106'

1.043'
1.007'

0.261
1.198
0.869'

1.014 *
0.992*

1.021
0.994'
1.017'

1.089
1.114

1.108

1.018'
0.994'
1.007'
1.079'
0.448'

1.025'
0.986'
1.005'
1.151'
0.624

1.214'

Note: Coefficients indicated with no asterisk are significant at a=0.05 and coefficients indicated with an asterisk (*) are significant at a=0.01. Variables
corresponding to all insignificant coefficients were omitted during the model estimation process.
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1.191

2.604'

Table 2.04. Impact of Weather Factors on
Hourly Trip Counts in the San Francisco
Bay Area

Weekday
Transit (Commute)

Non-Commute

1.009

1.008 *

1.011,

1.009

1.016*

0.993'

0.994*

0.994

0.99*

0.994

0.989*

Wind Speed (km/h)

1.007*

1.004'

1.009'

Precipitation (mm/h)

0.978*

1.011

Snow

1.868'

Cloud Cover

1.224 *

1225'

1.565 *

1.707*
1.214
1.317*

1.611 *

1.165

1.770*

1.005*

1.005*

0.994*

0.994*

0.988*

1.008'

1.015*

Temperature (*C)

1.005*

1.004'

Humidity (%)

0.993*

0.995*

Wind Speed (km/h)

1.007'

1.005*

Precipitation (mm/h)

0.975*

0.979

0.945

-

-

-

1.245 *

1.240

1.357*

1.565'

2.757*
1.107'

1.842*

Cloud Cover

1.191 *

0.997*

1.540
'

1.774

'

1.242

1.252

Heavy Cloud Cover

1.077

Fog

1.505'

Temperature ('C)

1.062'

1.043'

1.042'

Humidity (%)

0.998'

0.997'

0.996'

0.997'

Wind Speed (km/h)

1.014'

1.009'

1.013'

1.008 *

1.818'
1.045'

1.095'
1.026'

0.733

Precipitation (mm/h)
Snow

1.157

2.651

1.473

Thunder

1.200
1.023

Fog

Snow

Spring

-

-

1.023

Heavy Cloud Cover

1.022
0.942'

-

-

-

Thunder

1.003'

0.954

-

Temperature ('C)
Humidity (%)

Winter

Weekend

Commute

All Trips

-

-

-

-

-

-

All

All Weekday

Variable

-

Season

1.240 *

1197

Thunder

1.265 *

Cloud Cover

1.283

Heavy Cloud Cover

0.958

1.301

'

1.411

0.924

Fog

0.995

Wind Speed (km/h)

1.016 '

1.021

1.034

1.011

1.018

1.051

*

1025'

Humidity (%)

1.031

1.027

0.004

Precipitation (mm/h)
-

-

-

1.151 *

1.104

1.208'

Temperature ('C)

1.033'

1.032

1.051 *

Humidity (%)

0.997'

Wind Speed (km/h)

1.003

Snow

1.010 *

*

Temperature (*C)

-

-

-

Summer

Thunder
Cloud Cover

1.156

Heavy Cloud Cover
Fog

1.026'

*

0.995

1.025'

1.018'

'

0.920'

Precipitation (mm/h)
Snow

1.037

*

1.062

-

-

-

-

-

-

Autumn

Thunder
Cloud Cover

1.214'

Heavy Cloud Cover
Fog

1.162 *

1.141

1.064'

1.106'

1.358

1.303'

Note: Coefficients indicated with no asterisk are significant at a=0.05 and coefficients indicated with an asterisk (*) are significant at
insignificant coefficients were omitted during the model estimation process.

1.164'

1.305'

1.055'

0.928'
1.363

a=0.01. Variables corresponding to all
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Table 2.05. Impact of Weather Factors on
Trip Duration in Greater Boston

Season
All

Variable

All Trips

All Weekday

Commute

Weekday
Transit (Commute)

1.002 *

1.001

1.001 *

1.001

Humidity (%)

1.000 *

1.000

1.000 *

1.000*

Wind Speed (km/h)

0.999 *

1.000*

0.999

1.000*

0.999*

Precipitation (mm/h)

0.995

0.995

0.987*

Snow

1.087 *

1.110'

1.156

1.110*

1.066

Thunder

1.123 *

1.120

1.134

1.120

1.010*

1.016*

1.010'

Cloud Cover

Weekend
1.001

1.020

1.014

1.082*

Fog
Temperature (*C)

1.001

*

Heavy Cloud Cover

Winter

Non-Commute

Temperature (*C)

1.002

1.002 *

Humidity (%)

1.001

1.001
0.999

Wind Speed (km/h)
Precipitation (mm/h)

0.986 *

0.991

Snow

1.068 *

1.060'

0.991
1.086'

0.908'

0.949

1.060'

Thunder
Cloud Cover

1.060

Heavy Cloud Cover

0.955
1.106'

Fog
Spring

Temperature ('C)

1.002 *

1.002'

1.002'

1.002'

Humidity (%)

0.999 *

0.999'

0.999'

0.999'

Wind Speed (km/h)

0.999 *

0.999

0.999

1.088 *

1.146

1.146

1.000

0.999'

0.999'

0.998

Precipitation (mm/h)
Snow
Thunder

2.312

Cloud Cover

0.984

Heavy Cloud Cover

1.026 *

1.036'

1.042*

1.036'

Humidity (%)

0.999 *

0.998'

0.999

0.998'

Wind Speed (km/h)

1.003 *

1.003'

1.004'

1.003'

1.022

1.033

1.022

1.029'

Fog

Summer

0.995'

Temperature (*C)

0.998'
1.003

Precipitation (mm/h)
Snow
Thunder
Cloud Cover
1.026

*

Heavy Cloud Cover
Fog
Autumn

Temperature ('C)

1.002 *

1.002'

1.004

1.002'

1.002*

Humidity (%)

0.999 *

0.999*

0.999

0.999'

0.999'

Wind Speed (km/h)
Precipitation (mm/h)

1.016

Snow

2.770

Thunder

0.989

1.107

Cloud Cover
Heavy Cloud Cover

1.034'

1.022'

1.022'

1.025'

Fog

Note: Coefficients indicated with no asterisk are significant at a=0.05 and coefficients indicated with an asterisk (*) are significant at a=0.01. Variables
corresponding to all insignificant coefficients were omitted during the model estimation process.
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Table 2.06. Impact of Weather Factors on
Trip Duration in the San Francisco Bay Area

Variable

Season
All

All Weekday

All Trips
1.002

Temperature (*C)
Humidity (%)

Commute

Weekday
Transit (Commute)

Non-Commute

1.001 *

1.001 *

1.002 *

1.000 *

1.000 *

1.000 *

Weekend
1.001
0.999

Wind Speed (km/h)
Precipitation (mm/h)
-

-

0.983

0.990 *

-

Snow
Thunder

1.015
0.988 *

0.990 *

1.100 *

1.097 *

*

Cloud Cover
Heavy Cloud Cover
Fog

Winter

Humidity (%)

1.134 *

0.999 *

0.999 *

-

-

1.070

1.001

1.001 *

Temperature (*C)

1.014

1.097 *

0.999 *

0.999

-

-

0.999

0.999

Wind Speed (km/h)

Snow

-

Precipitation (mm/h)

Thunder

Spring

1.035 *
0.986 *

1.029

1.025
0.987

*

Cloud Cover
Heavy Cloud Cover

0.972
1.104

1.147 *

1.089

Fog

1.105 *

1.09 *

Temperature (*C)

1.010 *

1.004 *

1.007

Humidity (%)

1.001 *

1.001

1.001

Wind Speed (km/h)
Precipitation (mm/h)
-

1.021
0.980

*

--

-

-

-

Snow

Thunder
Cloud Cover
Heavy Cloud Cover
Fog
Temperature (*C)

0.991

Humidity (%)

0.997 *

0.998

Wind Speed (km/h)

1.003 *

1.003

*

Summer

1.004

-

Thunder
Cloud Cover
Heavy Cloud Cover

-

Snow

1.003

2.239

Precipitation (mm/h)

1.054 *

1.064

1.035
0.984

1.041
1.048

0.955

Fog
Temperature (*C)
0.999 *
1.001 *

Wind Speed (km/h)

1.003

Precipitation (mm/h)
Snow

1.000
1.001

-

-

-

-

Humidity (%)

*

Autumn

Thunder
Cloud Cover
Heavy Cloud Cover
Fog

0.998
0.985

0.986
1.089

1.027

Note: Coefficients indicated with no asterisk are significant at a=0.05 and coefficients indicated with an asterisk () are significant at a=0.01. Variables
corresponding to all insignificant coefficients were omitted during the model estimation process.
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Figure 2.02. Differing effects of an
additional millimeter of precipitation
between the two cities.

Conditional Marginal Effects of Precipitation (mm)
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The AOMO also recorded trip duration automatically, which allowed us to
investigate weather impacts on how long a trip was, which has been difficult
to enumerate with many other survey-based pedestrian studies due to
the challenges of human perception. Generally, the magnitude of effect on
time was small. Air temperature, for instance, has a very weak effect on trip
duration, where it is associated with less than 1% increase in time for each
additional degree when it is significant, and humidity was associated with less
than 0.5% per additional percent. Snow lead to increases of trip duration when
present, where both commuting and transit trips saw an associated increase in
trip times in the winter (8.6% and 6.0%), and transit times in spring (14.6%).
Recreationaland Utility Trips
Across all activities and analyses, we observed the impact of temperature
and humidity to be fairly modest. For each positive categorical change in
temperature, the observed differences were often less than 1.0% in the
duration and distance traveled, and substantively insignificant with velocity,
in each trip. Although we saw a slight increase in velocities during summer
utility trips in San Francisco, associated effects in both cities are generally
substantively insignificant in either direction.
Table 8.07 presents the coefficients where trip velocity is the outcome variable.
We found precipitation was negatively associated with utility trip velocities
documented on the AOMA, with the effect slightly larger in Boston than San
Francisco. For instance, an additional centimeter of precipitation per hour in
autumn was associated with a difference of -0.1kph in the predicted velocity in
Boston than San Francisco. In this study, snow only fell in Boston, where it was
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associated with slower trip velocities. For a 1.0 cm increase amount of snow
fallen, we observed an associated effect of -1.5kph on the predicted velocity
for springtime utility trips, which may be due to the unseasonable, lingering
effects of winter. However, we found no significant relationship in winter, which
may be due to mode shifting and the resultant decrease in the number of trips.
Paradoxically, we saw an overall associated increase in velocity for recreational
run activities, which gave evidence for the crossover analysis discussed below.
In Table 2.08, we present the results regarding trip duration (in seconds) as the
outcome. We observed that precipitation had a negative associated effect on
trip duration, possibly due to the increase of pedestrian discomfort and risk for
injury. We intuit that individuals curtailed trips rather than traveling faster to
their destination, as we also saw negative effects on velocities. The effect of an
additional millimeter of hourly rain was associated with -7.10% in recreational
walk trip durations during the spring and -3.30% during the autumn in San
Francisco, and -2.80% during autumnal recreational runs. In Boston, we
observed an associated effect of -2.0% spring recreational runs. The exception
to this negative trend was with summer runs in Boston (+0.9%), where the
associated effect on velocity was also positive. The presence of thunderstorms
had large effects on trip duration in Boston across both utility and recreational
trips, although in different ways. For utility trips, we saw significant associated
increased in trip time (+234% in spring and +10.8% in autumn), which can
partially be explained by the drop in the number of trips taken during these
periods. We saw an associated shortening of recreational trips, with a -17.1%
change in duration for recreational walk activities and -12.2% in run activities.
Results of the analysis of trip length (in meters) are presented in Table 2.09.
We generally found the presence of more statistically significant relationships
between length and weather in Boston than San Francisco with recreational
trips, where few variables had significance. Where they were, we also found
the influence to be fairly small, relative to those in Boston. The variable that
did have some statistical power was light cloud cover, where the associated
effect was always positive in San Francisco (ranges from +1.7% in the winter
runs, to +6.9% for spring walks). In Boston EOMA trips, for reference, we
found negative associated effects of about 3.0% across many seasons. In these
recreationally-oriented trips, we also noted that thunder had a large effect in
Boston, where we observed a -16.7% associated effect for recreational walks
and -12.0% for run activities.
A caveat to this analysis for utility trips is that trip length is more likely to
be established as destination points are more likely to be set during the
start of the trip than in recreational trips, where the individual may curtail or
increase trips based on they feel. This is likely substantiated as effects were
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Table 2.07. Weather Effect Coefficients on
Trip Velocity

San Francisco

Boston
Fitness Walk

Utility Walk
Temperature (*C)

0.007

Humidity (%)

-0.006

-0.001

0.002

0.000

Utility Walk

Fitness Walk

Fitness Run

-0.007

0.002

0.002

0.002

0.000

Wind Speed (km/h)

-0.002

-0.002

0.004

-0.001

Precipitation (mm/h)

-0.054

-0.049

-0.019

Snow

-0.102

0.044
-

0.238

0.030

*

-0.117

Thunder
Cloud Cover

-

All

Fitness Run

0.022

-0.042

0.006

0.002

Heavy Cloud Cover
Winter

Temperature (*C)

0.000

Humidity (%)

-0.015
0.001

Precipitation (mm/h)

0.001

0.000

0.006

Wind Speed (km/h)
-0.033

-0.038

Snow
Thunder

Spring

0.218

0.084

Temperature (*C)

0.005

-0.010

-0.001

Humidity (%)

-0.002

0.002

0.000

Wind Speed (km/h)

-0.002

Precipitation (mm/h)

-0.059

-0.020

Snow

-0.152

0.146

Thunder

5.848

-0.007

Humidity (%)

0.000

-0.006

0.003

-0.002

-0.139
-

-

-0.392

-0.007

-0.003

0.003

-0.001

0.005

-0.001

-0.005

Wind Speed (km/h)
Precipitation (mm/h)

0.002

0.002

-0.063

Heavy Cloud Cover
Temperature (*C)

-0.006
0.003

-0.026

Cloud Cover

Summer

-0.015

-0.075

Heavy Cloud Cover

-

Cloud Cover

-0.126

0.008

-0.117

-0.078

0.220

0.051

0.066

-0.031

0.003
-0.001
-0.174

Snow
-0.130

Thunder
Cloud Cover

Autumn

Humidity (%)

0.002

Wind Speed (km/h)

-0.003

Precipitation (mm/h)

-0.070

0,002

0.000

-0.059

0.001

0.005

-0.004

0.122

-0.029

0.246

0.080

1.311

Thunder

-0.051

0.045
-0.038

Note: Coefficients indicated with no asterisk are significant at
the model estimation process.
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0.004

0.001

-

Snow

Heavy Cloud Cover

0.003

0.016
0.045

-0.012

-0.006

Temperature (*C)

Cloud Cover

0.318
0.056

Heavy Cloud Cover

0.047

a=0.05 and coefficients indicated with an asterisk (*) are significant at a=0.01.

0.042

Variables corresponding to all insignificant coefficients were omitted during

Table 2.08. Weather Effect Coefficients on
Trip Duration

San Francisco

Boston
Fitness Walk

Utility Walk

Fitness Walk
1.002

Fitness Run
1.002

1.001

1.003

0.999

Humidity (%)

1.000

0.999

1.000

1.000

1.000

Wind Speed (km/h)

0.999

1.000

0.999

0.999

0.989

0.972

0.982

1.013

0.980

1.030

0.989

0.974

Temperature (*C)

Precipitation (mm/h)
Snow

1.095

Thunder

1.124

*

0.959

Heavy Cloud Cover

1.015

Temperature (C)

1.002

Humidity (%)

0.999

0.890

Cloud Cover

Winter

Utility Walk

-

All

Fitness Run

1.006

1.002

0.999

1.000

1.004
0.999

0.999

1.000

Wind Speed (km/h)
0.986

Snow

1.078

0.968
-

Precipitation (mm/h)

-

Thunder

Spring

Cloud Cover

1.028

Heavy Cloud Cover

0.987

Temperature (*C)

1.002

1.005

0.999

Humidity (%)

0.999

0.999

1.000

Wind Speed (km/h)

0.999

1.000

Snow

1.092

Thunder

2.344

Summer

Temperature (*C)
0.998

Wind Speed (km/h)

1.003

1.002
1.000
0.998

0.929
--

1.157

-

0.974

1.025

1.052

0.985

0.969

1.024

Humidity (%)

1.003

0.676
0.966

Cloud Cover

0.985

0.999
0.980

Precipitation (mm/h)

Heavy Cloud Cover

1.003

0.952

0.998

0.997

0.998

0.999

0.998

0.999

1.003

0.999
0.840

1.009

Precipitation (mm/h)
Snow
0.829

Thunder
Heavy Cloud Cover

Autumn

0.878
0.925

Cloud Cover

1.016

1.055
0.959

1.026

Temperature (*C)

1,002

1.002

Humidity (%)

0.999

0.999

1046
1.004

1.000

1.001

Wind Speed (km/h)

1.001

0.999

Precipitation (mm/h)

0.998

0.996

0.967

0.972

0.972

1.083

Snow
Thunder

1.108
0.951

Cloud Cover
Heavy Cloud Cover

1.034

0.984

0.973

Note: Coefficients indicated with no asterisk are significant at o=0.05 and coefficients indicated with an asterisk (*) are significant at a=0.01. Variables corresponding to all insignificant coefficients were omitted during
the model estimation process.
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Table 2.09. Weather Effect Coefficients on
Trip Length

San Francisco

Boston
UtilityWalk
1.005

1.002

Humidity (%)

1.000

0.999

Wind Speed (km/h)

0.998

1.000

Precipitation (mm/h)

0.974

0.989

Snow

1.055

Temperature (*C)

0.959

1.019

Fitness Run

1.025

1.018

1.029

1.019

0.991

Heavy Cloud Cover
Winter

0.979
0.885

Thunder
Cloud Cover

Fitness Walk

0.999

-

Temperature (*C)

Utility Walk

Fitness Run

-

All

Fitness Walk

1.005

Humidity (%)

1.006

1.003

0.998

0.999

0.999

0.972

0.978

0.982

Precipitation (mm/h)

0.965

Snow

1.054

-

Wind Speed (km/h)

Thunder
Cloud Cover

1.016

1,027

1.041

Heavy Cloud Cover

Spring

Temperature (*C)

1.004

1.003

0.999

Humidity (%)

0.999

1.000

1.000

Wind Speed (km/h)

0.998

1.000
0.854

Snow

1.122
-

10.623
1.069

0.970

Cloud Cover

Summer

1.001

0.998
0.976

Precipitation (mm/h)
Thunder

1.003

Heavy Cloud Cover

0.978

Temperature ("C)

0.998

0.996

Humidity (%)

0.999

0.999

Wind Speed (km/h)

1.002

0.999

Precipitation (mm/h)

0.970

1.009

1.000

0.833

Thunder

0.880

*

1.030

1.044

0.931

Cloud Cover

-

Snow

Heavy Cloud Cover

Autumn

Temperature (*C)

1.005

1.001

Humidity (%)

0.999

0.999

Wind Speed (km/h)

0.998

0.998

Precipitation (mm/h)

0.981

0.967

0.973

1.033

1.033

Snow
Thunder
Cloud Cover

0.972

Heavy Cloud Cover

0.973

Note: Coefficients indicated with no asterisk are significant at
the model estimation process.
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a=0.05 and coefficients indicated with an asterisk ()

are significant at

a=0.01. Variables corresponding to all insignificant coefficients were omitted during

Table 2.10. Crossover Coefficients

Trip Distance (meters)

-0.0204*
0.0415*

-0.0566*

Snow (0,1)

Rain (0,1)
Snow (0,1)

-0.0665*
-0.0743*

-0.0540*
-0.0530*

Rain (0,1)

Utility Walk

San Francisco
Fitness Walk
0.154*

-0.289*

-

-

-0.0961*

-0.0829*
-0.0357*

-0.0860*
-0.0821*

Fitness Run
0.0454
-

Fitness Run

-

-

Trip Duration (seconds)

Rain (0,1)
Snow (0,1)

Boston
Fitness Walk
0.0552*
-0.168*

-0.0224*
-

-

-

Trip Velocity (kph)

Utility Walk
-0.0974*
-0.256*

Note: Coefficients indicated with no asterisk are significant at a=0.05 and coefficients indicated with an asterisk (*) are significant at a=0.01. Variables corresponding to all
insignificant coefficients were omitted during the model estimation process.
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generally small across all weather conditions considering AOMA activities.
The maximums we found with utility trips were with cloud cover during the
summer in San Francisco (+4.4%) and Boston (+4.1%).
We also found differences in the associated effects between the two cities
of the various weather conditions. This is likely due to the overall profile of
weather in each city. For instance, we found opposite directions of the impact
of cloud cover in many cases between the two cities. Generally, the effect
was positive in San Francisco and negative in Boston. This is especially the
case with regard to trip duration, where the associated impact of cloud cover
overall was -4.1% in Boston and +3.0% in San Francisco, with substantial

differences between the associated effects in the spring (A percentage =7.8) and
autumn (A percentage=13.2). With regard to the length of recreation activities, we
found an overall associated decrease of EOMA runs in Boston of 4.1% with
cloud cover, while the same condition was associated with a positive increase
of 1.9%. Velocities of EOMA run activities saw a similar difference in direction,
where the associated effect was positive in San Francisco, ranging from +1.6%
in summer and 8.0% autumn, and negative in Boston, where the effects
ranged from -7.8% in summer and -2.6% in spring. Temperature also saw, in
some cases, different directions of effect. In San Francisco, the relationship
with an increase of temperature was positive, although in Boston, we saw an
associated negative effect for springtime recreational run activities.
The results of the crossover analysis, concerned with within-user effects, are
presented in Table 2.10 for dependent variables of trip velocity, duration and
length, respectively. The outcomes are separated by whether the index trip
began during a time of rainfall and snowfall. Like for the overall analysis, a
log-linear approach was used for duration and distance and their effects were
exponentiated to ease interpretability, while velocity used a linear approach. In
this study, we consider the impact of whether the precipitation event occurred,
rather than amount. Generally, we found that associated effects on velocity
were weak or not significant. We found that durations are negatively effected
by precipitation where the effects on fitness walks is -9.61% in San Francisco
and -5.66% in Boston, and -8.29% with runs in Boston. Snow had a weaker
associated effect than rain. We also see a curtailing of trip length of 6.65%
with utility walks in Boston and 2.24% in San Francisco. Fitness runs in Boston
saw trips 8.60% shorter with rain, and 8.21% with snow.
In comparing the two cities overall, we found that weather effects were
substantively weaker on San Francisco trip takers than those in Boston for
those trip takers. Boston utility walking trips saw the most variables with
associated influences, while San Francisco saw few effects with all trip types
except recreational runs with duration as the outcome variable. Generally, the
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associated effects of the weather conditions were modest with the exception
of precipitation, thunder and cloud cover.
Precipitation had associated impacts on the trip outcomes in both cities. In
San Francisco, there were small associated impacts with rain across all activity,
with the largest being an associated decrease of 3.3% on the duration of
fitness runs. In Boston, both rain and snow had a negative associated effect
on velocities and had longer associated trip durations for an increase in the
amount of precipitation in either case. We also found thunder had a significant
negative effect in Boston across outcome variables between utility walking
activities and recreational runs. However, these effects were smaller for the
walking activities, likely due to the non-elective nature of those trips.
5. DISCUSSION
The results provide insights in terms of identifying and quantifying to what
extent weather characteristics influence the characteristics of pedestrian
activities and how they vary across the population by season, by time and by
intention. Several important elements in this regard can be identified.
In considering utility and commuting characteristics with the AOMA,
temperature, overall, had a positive relationship with trip frequencies regardless
of other weather and seasonality, with it having a greater effect during
weekends versus weekdays. Relative to temperature, wind effects had generally
smaller, positive effects on trip frequencies (with the exception of Boston's
winters where wind chill could explain the negative effect observed. Light cloud
cover was positively associated with trip frequency and duration in both cities.
Substantively speaking, weather factors had little impact on the duration of
trips once a trip was initiated, although a statistically significant relationship
present. Presuming that the AOMA indeed recorded many required trips as
previously mentioned, it is likely that adverse weather would affect whether
the trip started or not rather than the duration: once a trip initiated, the
weather conditions showed minimal impact. We can understand this through
physiological terms as well. A person can only walk so quickly or slowly due
to human physiological limits, despite the impetus to avoid adverse weather
conditions.
The physical environment plays a role in mitigating or intensifying the effects of
weather. To promote active transportation, it is, therefore, essential to take into
account the safety and comfort of pedestrian travel in the design and use of
the pedestrian realm. Mitra & Faulkner (2012) found that although short-term
weather conditions did not appear not to limit active transportation to school
generally, built environment interventions designed to facilitate active travel in
these specific incidents of weather and season could have benefits increased
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activity overall. Morency, Voyer, Burrows, & Goudreau (2012) empirically found
that higher number of outdoor falls were preceded by rain and followed by
falling temperatures, or were concomitant with freezing rain. Therefore, to meet
the goals in promoting health and active living, the design of urban spaces in its
relation to weather and environmental conditions should be an inherent part of
any planning and policy conversation.
Seasonality mitigated the effects of weather conditions, and sometimes
changed the direction and magnitude of weather effects. Perhaps related to
the personal discomforts experienced when walking in warm weather, we saw
that temperature had an associated slowing on non-elective trips, although
the relationship was positive across the other seasons for these trips. Similarly,
warmer temperatures were associated with longer distances and durations
of recreational runs in Boston during cooler months, when the relationship
was otherwise negative during the summer possibly due to the warmer
temperatures bringing greater environmental comfort.
The applications enabled an understanding of how individual travel choices
are made with consideration to activity intention. Trip purpose had a
substantive impact on the magnitude or significance of weather's effects as
well, where trips from the EOMA are more flexible and elective than OAMA
trips. In considering the difference between walking activity in San Francisco,
for example, the effect of wind speed was negative for OAMA velocities
although it was positively associated with recreational walking trips from
the EOMA. For the duration of trips in both cities, increased clouds were
associated with longer utility walking trips from the OAMA, and with shorter
recreational walking trips from the EOMA. We also found impacts in opposite
directions when considering springtime temperatures in Boston, and autumnal
precipitation in San Francisco with regard to trip velocity. Despite the potential
difference in population in those who beginning their trips during times of
inclement weather, the crossover analysis revealed few substantive differences
in the associated magnitudes of significant effects. Where differences existed,
the direction of effect tended to remain the same.
The results of our study are consistent with prior studies establishing
the relationship between certain weather conditions and pedestrian trip
frequencies. In comparing previous studies, we observed similar overall effects
although the magnitudes differed. For instance, previous studies performed
in Vermont found positive effects of increasing temperature and precipitation
and negative effects of wind on trip frequencies at a single intersection in
Montpellier (Flynn, Dana, Sears, & Aultman-Hall, 2012) and positive effects
of temperature on trips recorded through the Vermont travel survey (Altman
et al., 2010)-both consistent with the findings in our Boston analysis.
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However, the Montpellier study found no relationship with humidity, which is
inconsistent with the negative effect found in this study. Cervero & Duncan
(2003), in using the 2000 Bay Area Travel Survey, found negative effects of
precipitation, consistent with this study in San Francisco.
While these pedestrian-focused studies faced limitations in their scale, our
findings are also consistent with larger scale studies considering weather
impacts on public transit utilization where travelers often are exposed to
weather during some portion of their trip. Like pedestrian volumes, ridership
on transit is higher in good weather (Guo, Wilson, & Rahbee, 2008), while
colder temperatures and precipitation have negative effects on transit ridership
(Changon, 1996; Cravo, Cohen, & Williams, 2009). We observed similarities
with studies that reported differing effects based on when the trip was taken,
such as the magnitude effect differing based day of the week (weekdays and
weekends) and by season (Cravo et al., 2009). In Chicago, rain had stronger
effects during traditional working hours, when commuting trips tended to
occur, than in morning and evening periods where more discretionary trips
happened (Changon, 1996).
In many ways that are often invisible to the general public, insights into
individual trip characteristics affect policies that affect our everyday
experiences in the city. For instance, the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices for Streets and Highways includes a walking speed of 1.2 m/s for
calculating pedestrian clearance intervals for traffic signals (Fitzpatrick, Brewer,
& Turner, 2006). We find that that calculation does accommodate the average
trip, although severe weather effects such as snow and thunder would make
it difficult for some to cross in time. These insights, for example, can inspire
new draft guidelines that better reflect the activities of pedestrians and in
recognition of the differences between inhabitants of different cities.
Although these standards often are written nationally or internationally,
specific mitigations may require local considerations. The specific behaviors
found in this study may be explained by the differences in climate between
the two cities. Of note, we find that during the study duration, there was little
variation in temperature in San Francisco which may establish a different
baseline for sensitivity to changes in weather.
While the study of weather and its impact on pedestrian movement is not
new, the depth of empirical data now available presents new opportunities
to develop deeper insights into pedestrian behaviors (e.g., across urban
microclimates and between cities of differing climates in relation to the
differing bioclimatic-felt-experiences of pedestrians). Despite the
previously highlighted limitations, our study demonstrates the utility and
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potential for locative data to glean new insights into how pedestrians respond
to environmental conditions through their travel characteristics (e.g., the
availability of measured trip duration data, which may be unique to this study).
Confirmatory results support the validity and generalizability of using this new
type of data that also opens up avenues of study that are otherwise beyond
the limits of traditional public health surveillance approaches such as travel
surveys. In addition, the heavy-tailed distribution of trip duration characteristics
are comparable with previous studies (Rhee et al., 2011).
6. CONCLUSION
In this study, multilevel regression analysis of locative, mobile application data
allowed us to observe weather conditions effects on the velocity, duration
and distance of a trip when accounting for within-user variances. Although
the associated effect of temperature and humidity was relatively modest, we
observed associated effects of cloud cover and precipitation on these trip
characteristics. These associated effects differed between trip purpose (utility
walking, recreational walking and recreational running), as well as between
season and location, where the magnitude and direction of a particular variable
may differ based on these factors. These effects were mitigated by season and
location, where both the magnitude and direction of a particular variable may
differ based on these factors.
This study has larger implications for planners and policymakers as the
understanding of these environmental characteristics can aid urban planners
and transportation engineers better adapt and design the physical environment
to be conducive to pedestrian traffic. For urban planners, the codification of
urban design standards requiring overhead shades or architectural overhangs
may help protect pedestrians from rain and precipitation where high numbers
of pedestrians traverse, and engineers can minimize risk for slips and falls
by specifying weather-appropriate materials and interventions for walking
surfaces. Policymakers can better allocate resources in transportation and
public health, for instance, to areas with greater numbers in the streets, and
thus greater exposure to injury, risk, and environmental hazards (mitigated by
the health benefits of active transportation), to increase pedestrian comfort
and service. While this study finds clear associations between weather and
active mobility behavior, we also see these new datasets as opening new
opportunities to understand the more challenging aspects of the urban
environment and its impact on individuals' well-being.
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THREE

WALK TH S WAY
I

Urban-Scale Analysis Of Walking Activities
in the Built Environment
RESEARCH ESSAY TWO

Walk this way, walk this way
Walk this way, talk this way
Just give me a kiss
Like this.
"Walk This Way",
Aerosmith
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PREFACE
The essay is based on work as part of a research collaboration between the
MIT Senseable City Lab and the Liberty Mutual Research Institute for Safety
under a project entitled "A Walking Map of the City." While text and data
analysis presented in this essay are the sole product of the author, the author
acknowledges the intellectual contributions from the project team members
in preparation for publication: Santosh Verma, ScD for analytical and editorial
assistance, and Theodore Courtney, MS and Paolo Santi, PhD for editorial
assistance.
This essay is the product of an article currently under peer review for
publication:
Vanky, A., Verma, S., Courtney, T., Santi. P., & Ratti, C. (2016). Effect of
Weather On Pedestrian Trip Count and Duration: City-Scale Evaluations
Using Mobile Phone Application Data. Manuscript submitted for
publication.
Moreover, the results were included in the following conference presentations:
Vanky, A., Verma, S., Courtney, T., Santi. P., & Ratti, C. (2017, March). Walk
this Way: A Data-Driven Analysis of the Built Environment and Walking
Activity in Boston and Cambridge. In D. Luberoff (Chair), Neighborhood
Planning. Symposium conducted at the meeting of the Boston Area
Research Initiative, Boston, MA.
Vanky, A., Verma, S., Courtney, T., Santi. P., & Ratti, C. (2017, March).
Enumerating Human Activity in the Built Environment using Mobile
Application Data. Mobile Methods. Symposium conducted at the meeting
of the Association of American Geographers Annual Meeting, Boston, MA.
The paper has also undergone internal peer review at the Liberty Mutual
Research Institute for Safety. Since they are based on the same source, the
articles mentioned earlier and this essay are closely concerning their data,
analysis, arguments and conclusions.
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ABSTRACT
Characteristics of the built environment-pedestrian-oriented amenities,
destinations, infrastructure and design features-are thought to influence
people's propensity for walking. To what degree, if any, do these various
physical characteristics influence how much and for how long people walk?
We answer this by analyzing large-scale spatiotemporal pedestrian activity
records collected from mobile phones users in Boston and Cambridge,
Massachusetts and San Francisco, California using geographically weighted
regression methods. We affirm previous studies in that activity characteristics
are moderated by the features of location, and that infrastructure for walking,
transportation access, and destinations have a positive influence on walking
volume. Localized architectural features and pedestrian amenities such
as benches have unclear relationships, while measures of social concern
have a strongly associated effect on walking counts. Walking durations are
largely invariant to these factors. These findings support the contention that
development of pedestrian-oriented neighborhoods with proper infrastructure
and diverse amenities can positively influence walking behavior.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the promotion of walkable neighborhoods has gained
prominence in several domains. In public health, the concern of high obesity
rates, confounded by low amounts of physical activity has drawn attention to
the creation of communities amenable to non-motorized, active transportation
(United States Department of Heath & Human Services 1996). In real estate
development, there is interest in developing walking-oriented developments,
as existing research has shown a positive correlation between walkability and
the price per square foot of commercial real estate and the rents of apartments
(Leinberger & Alfonzo 2012). Within urban planning, policies promoting
transit-oriented development and "new urbanist" policies (e.g. Calthorpe 1993;
Duany et al. 1991), where proponents argue that such pedestrian friendly
features will lead to a decline in car usage in favor of active transportation
options (Pushkarev 1975).
Moderating human behavior is the nature of place. Various disciplines-from
economics, sociology, public heath and urban planning-find that there is
evidence that physical environments influence human behavior (Ananat 2011;
Frank & Engelke 2001; Oliver 2001; Wolff 1973). These discussions all relate
to a more fundamental question of whether the physical character of the built
environment-urban design-see more pedestrian activity, and what the effect
of pedestrian-oriented attributes have on walking. The underlying hypothesis
is that the prevalence of such pedestrian-friendly factors may have an impact
on the prevalence of pedestrian trips. Bargh and Ferguson (2000) and Bandura
(1986) demonstrate that certain determinants including physical or structural
environmental factors (objective and perceived) have impact on the behavioral
choices made by individuals, including those related to mobility (Sallis et
al. 2009). However, in the creation of these spaces lack a single agreedupon theoretical framework (Handy et al. 2005) to analyze these complex
interrelationships with urban form.
Among the past challenges in analyzing pedestrian-level trip characteristics
was the difficulty in acquiring data on non-motorized travel behaviors and
the lack of micro-level attributes of the built environment (Federal Highway
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Administration, 1999). Using trip diaries, Cervero and Klockelman (1997)
was able to demonstrate that the inclusion of micro-level land use factors vis
a vis density, land-use diversity, and pedestrian- oriented designs did have an
impact on mode choice, encouraging non-motorized options in statistically
significant ways. However, in that and subsequent studies (Lee & Moudon
2006a, for example), quantifying built environment and urban attributes
remain a challenge due to the greater detail and resolution of data that is
needed for pedestrian trips than with automobile trip. Studies have relied on
the recollection of individuals through travel surveys which may lack precision,
or faced challenges with long-term adherence to specifically-programmed
study devices such as pedometers (Wolf et al. 2007). The introduction,
adoption and increased ubiquity of connected devices and mobile applications
are availing an opportunity to overcome these challenges. In addition to
the incredible temporal and spatial scale of activity data availed by these
technologies, we are able to understand behaviors at an individualized level in
large numbers and longitudinally.
Given the opportunities availed by new, locative data, the intent of this study
is to perform statistical tests using variables that describe characteristics
of the built environment in Boston and San Francisco. We link these spatial
factors with the travel behavior data collected from mobile applications to
develop aggregate models of the impact of the built environment on pedestrian
activity characteristics-trip counts, initiations, and duration. We do this by
also addressing differences between individuals at the city-scale and between
cities. In discussing the study, we begin with an overview of precedent studies,
then discuss how this study builds upon the literature with a methodological
summary of the mobile application data used as the dependent variable as
well as the independent variables and the resultant statistical effects between
them. We conclude with a conversation about the implications of the study's
findings, with consideration about how the built environment may be designed
and planned to accomplish the goal of increasing walking activity based on the
resulting associations.
2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Despite the opportunities to use a new rich quantity and deep resolution of
data will greatly surpass prior research, studying the actual behavior exhibited
by scores of individuals in various types of spaces and paths, can open new
doors to understanding in a crowded, but still unsatisfied field. Cervero and
Klockelman's 1997 study opened up an interest in using objectively measured
and individually observable micro-scale environmental behaviors to create
a conceptual framework for evaluating land-use and transportation choices.
This includes the profound proliferation of studies during the 2000s due to
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opportunities offered by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to investigate
built environment factors as it pertains to public health.
Recent research efforts in urban planning have focused on the idea that land
use and design policies can be used to promote non-motorized mobility such
as walking (Handy 2002). The development of appropriate measures for the
built environment and travel behavior is an essential element in the search
for this "good urban form." Neighborhood design has a major role in fostering
walkability. Already, there is relatively strong evidence of association between
site design and pedestrian activity, particularly with compact development
patterns and the promotion of walking behavior (Ewing et al. 2006; Hess
et al. 1999). Cervero and Klockelman (1997), Lee & Moudon (2006b) and
subsequent studies have concentrated at the macro-scale diversity of land-use
functions, finding strong associations between the high mix of functions and
activity. In particular, access to open space was associated with walking at
levels recommended for health (Giles-Corti & Donovan 2003), and the density
of diverse land-use functions was negatively associated with minutes walked
(Ewing et al. 2003). Forsyth et al. (2008) found that walking and total physical
activity are affected by street pattern, 'pedestrian-oriented' infrastructure
and amenities, and mixed use or destinations-in shorthand, design, and
destinations.
Among the more contentious characteristics often associated with walkable
neighborhoods is the aspect ratio of the street. Also often referred to as the
"enclosure" of the street, the normative thought argues that the width of the
street, building to building, should not exceed the heights of fronting buildings
in order to maintain a comfortable sense of enclosure (Alexander, Ishikawa,
Silverstein, & Alexander, 1977). The ideal ratios are often of argument, where
noted urban designer Allen Jacobs (1987) argues the ideal ratio should not
exceed 1:2, while the LEED Program's Walkable Streets prerequisite prescribes
a 1:3 ratio. Other designers have recommended proportions as high as 3:2 and
as low as 1:6. While the ideal ratio differs from author to author, it is agreed
that this enclosure offers an intangible "sense of position, of identity with the
surroundings" that "embodies the idea of here-ness (Cullen 1961)" while also
mitigating environmental extremes by creating urban microclimates (Oke
1988).
Perceived and real safety issues hinder efforts toward promoting walkability,
mitigating the effects of use and design aspects within a given neighborhood;
people are more reluctant to walk neighborhoods that they feel are not safe
(Hutch et al. 2011). These challenges are also exacerbated by the disparities in
communities, as there are lower perceptions of safety from traffic and crime in
poorer neighborhoods than those wealthier ones (Sallis et al. 2011). A national
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survey found that twice as many low-income respondents as moderate-income
respondents worried about safety in their neighborhoods (Hutch et al. 2011).

&

Prior studies have attempted to bridge this gap by adopting quantitative
technologies, despite the limitations adherent to the long-term adoption of
single-use, recording technologies such as pedometers (Wolf, Guensler,
Bachman, 2007). Several studies have accelerometers to record physical
activity: Frank et al. (2005) recorded 357 adults over two days, and Forsyth
(2008) recorded over 715 adults over seven days, for example. Studies like
Ewing (2005), Ewing et al. (2003) and Kelly-Schwartz et al. (2004) have
also used quantitative measures of physical activity with objective built
environment measures but have found some, but inconsistent associations. A
challenge of using these types of technologies, and with some of these studies,
is the required amount data needed for reliable measurement of regular activity
(Masse et al., 2005).
New opportunities are now available with the near pervasiveness of
smartphones in understanding human mobility patterns at a substantial
temporal (longitudinally over time) and spatial scale (at the breadth of and
across cities), with a level of detail heretofore unavailable, as individuals
often naturally carry their devices with them throughout the day (Ballagas et
al. 2006). The opportunistic use of mobile phone data, with active mobilephone tracking, allows for a much more granular scale of analysis (Asakura
& Iryo 2007). The use of GPS technologies in the automated collection
of transportation activity data have been found to provide high-resolution
spatial and temporal data, enabling the mass participation of subjects and
the collection of enormous amounts of information in the long-term (Shoval
2008). This has the benefit of collecting a high volume of data on individual
users with superior accuracy and reliability than when the user is asked to
recall their past activities (Forrest & Pearson 2005).
3. METHODOLOGY
Data
We consider two primary dependent variables in enumerating the effects of
environmental factors: the number of trips that occurred in the unique area and
duration of that activity. Whereas previous studies aggregated the variables
spatially through a buffer around discrete points of interests (Sevtsuk 2010;
Lee & Moudon 2006b; Forsyth et al. 2008), the size of the spatial analysis
and investigation of general walking activity in this study requires a different
approach. The independent variables are therefore aggregated into grid cells
of 200 x 200 meters overlaid over the site. This distance is determined to be
&

approximately a three-minute walking distance for pedestrians (Newman
Kenworthy 2006).
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Using the AOMA application data, we calculate the duration by the
timestamps of the users' activities when s/he entered and exited a cell. We
similarly calculate the quantity of trips by counting the number of trips that
passed through the same cell (Figure 3.01).

Rosom & Camrbndge, MA

Figure 3.01. Trip count quintile maps
and the extent of the study in each case
study site.

San Franctsc, CA

For the independent variables, data on transportation and pedestrian facilities,
land use, amenities and urban form came from Geographic Information System
(GIS) databases provisioned from the cities' respective open data portals.
To consider the effect of destinations and services (Lee & Moudon 2006b;
Forsyth et al. 2008), we collected locations of individual establishments
from the InfoUSA1 2014 database where geographic coordinates and
associated addresses allowed us to match each business to a particular
building and location within the study site. Of these businesses, we focus on
those establishments that in the literature, serve as so-called destinations
for pedestrians (Forsyth et al. 2008). Similar to Sevtsuk (2010), we use
businesses categorized under North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS) three-digit codes of 442-446 (merchandise retail), 451 and 453
(miscellaneous retail), and 722 (restaurants and eating venues). We also
generate an entropy index, that varies between 0 and 1 (where 1 represents a
perfect balance of land uses considered), to quantify the amount of land use
mix present within the cell, using a similar method as Cervero (1989). Entropy,
originally used to quantify the uniformity of gaseous mixtures in energy
systems is used here and elsewhere in the land use literature to gauge the
balance of land uses within a certain cell.
We also include an area's Walkscore 2 among the explanatory variable to
test its associated effect on the presence of walking activity. We note that
the Walkscore variable does not meet the assumption of independence,
as the score is created from the presence of and proximity to business
establishments, transportation locations and other factors already considered
in this study. However, we include it as a proxy for generalizable "walkability"
(Duncan et al. 2011). This data was collected through the Walkscore API at
a spatial resolution of 200 feet x 200 feet within the study site and averaged
within the grid cell.

Ihttp://www.infousa.com
2

http://www.walkscore.com
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Calculated-variables were created from the available data to account for design
attributes of the built environment. We generate the coefficient of variation as
a measure of the variation or dispersion of building heights within each grid
cell. We also generate the average street aspect ratio, often associated with a
sense of "enclosure," for each cell, as defined by the average ratio between the
height of fronting buildings along a street and the width of the street canyon on
the same street.
We present the full list of independent variables in Table 3.01, and the
operational methodology of each of these characteristics within this analysis,
and a description of these variables in Table 3.02.
AnalyticalApproach
We examine the variables for skewness and distribution and perform
transformations as necessary. We note that the dependent and several
independent variables show a heavy-tailed distribution of trip characteristics,
consistent with prior studies (Rhee et al. 2011), and therefore requires a log-log
or log-level transformation to satisfy the assumption of normality. We note
these transformations in Table 3.03, with the results. With so many variables,
and with interest in model parsimony, we tested the variables grouping
potential and selection. We used a pairwise Pearson correlation analyses to
examine the levels of correlations among the variables. We also performed a
principal components analysis to identify general patterns of variable grouping.
Although assigned to a certain cell, the independent variables may
autocorrelate spatially. We also tested for spatial autocorrelation by calculating
Moran's I as a measure of the observed distribution the variables against a
hypothetical random distribution of the same number of points (Anselin 1988).
With a value of 0.827 for trip counts in Boston and 0.808 in San Francisco, for
instance, we do find a high amount of spatial autocorrelation and, therefore,
the assumption of variable independence is not met. To overcome this
challenge, we employ a spatial regression approach that accounts for these
autocorrelations by generating a spatial weight to the relationships of each of
the explanatory variables, accounting for Euclidean or network distance.
In considering the count of trips, we defined model as the following, with a
spatial autoregressive error term, where spatial influence comes only through
the error terms:
X +,E

=
k=1

e =A~WE+ u
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Table 3.01. Variables and their References
in Literature and Operational Strategy

Operationalization

Variable

Inventories Referenced in
Previous Studies

Destinations
Density of building entrances

Density of Buildings

1

Density of retail businesses

Density of Buildings

2

NAICS 442 - Furniture Stores

Density of Venues

3, 4, 5

NAICS 443 - Electronics Stores

Density of Venues

3, 4, 5

NAICS 445 - Food

Density of Venues

NAICS 446 - Health and Beauty

Density of Venues

3, 4,5
3,4,5

NAICS 451 - Music, Sports and Books

Density of Venues

3,4,5

NAICS 453 - Misc. Retail

Density of Venues

3,4,5

NAICS 722 - Restaurants and Eating

Density of Venues

3,4,5

Density of schools

Density of Buildings

Density of religious buildings

Density of Buildings

Density of medical buildings

Density of Buildings

Density of government buildings

Density of Buildings

Density of civic and cultural buildings

Density of Buildings

Density of residential buildings

Density of Buildings

1

1,3

Land Use
Employment Density (Average Jobs/Acre)
Parks and Natural Areas

Percent of Total Parcel Cell Area

1, 3

Residential

Percent of Total Parcel Cell Area

1,3

Commercial

Percent of Total Parcel Cell Area

1,3

Office

Percent of Total Parcel Cell Area

1,3

Industrial

Percent of Total Parcel Cell Area

1,3

Parking

Percent of Total Parcel Cell Area

1, 3

Empty

Percent of Total Parcel Cell Area

1, 3

Land Use Mix (Entropy)

Entropy Index

Total Built Area

Percent of Total Parcel Cell Area

5

Street
1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Sidewalk (km/cell)

Sidewalk Length per Cell Area

Bike lane length (km/cell)

Total Length per Cell Area

intersections

Density per Cell Area

Signaled intersections

Density per Cell Area

3

Density of subway station entrances

Density per Cell Area

3,5

Density of bus stops

Density per Cell Area

3,5

1,3,5
4, 5

Amount of roadway per unit Cell Area
Class 1 Road length per cell

Total Length, in Meters

Class 2 Road length per cell

Total Length, in Meters

Class 3 Road length per cell

Total Length, in Meters

Class 4 Road length per cell

Total Length, in Meters

Class 5 Road length per cell

Total Length, in Meters

Ground elevation change

Change in Grade (Absolute, in Meters)

1,4

Amenities and Aesthetics
Street Enclosure (Aspect Ratio)

Average Ratio

Building Heights
Building Height Consistency
(Coefficient of Variation)

Average Height per Cell Area, in Meters
Correlation of Variance

Benches

Density per Cell Area

1, 3

Streetlights

Density per Cell Area

1,3,4, 5

Street Trees

Density per Cell Area

1,3,4, 5

Walkscore

Average Score per Cell Area

Crime Reports

Density of Incidents per Cell Area

311 Reports

Density per Cell Area

Negative 311 Reports - Other

Density per Cell Area

1,2,3

Social

1. Irvine Minnesota Inventory
2. Ewing, Clemente & Handy (2005)
3. Cain, Millstein, Sallis, Conway, Gavasch, et. al (2015)
4. NEWS (2003), although the system is perception-based
5. Forsyth, Et. Al 2008
6. Sevtsuk, A. (2010)
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Table 3.02. Descriptions of the Variables

Mean
Dependent Variable
Trip Counts
Trip Duration

Boston
Min
Std. Dev.

Max

Mean

San Francisco
Min
Std. Dev.

Max

333.09
1,773.03

14.90
16.00

0.00
0.00

8,303.00
8,304.33

246.64
2,276.66

600.96
853.97

125.28

2.79

0.67
0.19
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01

1.00
0.00

1,600.00
729.00

75.57

9.83

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

330.00
14.00
20.00
43.00
20.00
1,590.00

0.16
0.12

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

66.50

56.80
17.04
0.43
0.40
5.50
0.22
10.58
55.05

0.00
0.00
0.00

367.00
202.00
4.00
4.00
119.00
3.00
205.00
350.00

0.00
936.76
0.00
487.61
0.00 38,800.00
0.00
3,012.83
0.00
1,112.39

20.83
6.09
20.65
4.20
0.99

1.18

0.06
0.00

764.05
40.00

1.00 7,297.00
273.00 8,092.00

Destinations
Density of building entrances
Density of retail businesses
Density of schools
Density of religious buildings
Density of medical buildings
Density of government buildings
Density of civic and cultural buildings
Density of residential buildings
Land Use
Employment Density (Average Jobs/Acre)
Parks and Natural Areas (Sq. Meters, in Thousands)
Residential (Sq. Meters, in Thousands)
Commercial (Sq. Meters, in Thousands)
Office(Sq. Meters, in Thousands)
Industrial (Sq. Meters, in Thousands)
Parking (Sq. Meters, in Thousands)
Empty (Sq. Meters, in Thousands)
Land Use Mix (Entropy)
Total Buildable Area (Sq. Meters, in Thousands)

Street
Sidewalk (km/cell)
Bike lane length (km/cell)
Intersections per unit area
Signaled intersections per unit area
Density of subway station entrances
Density of bus stops
Amount of roadway per unit area
Class 1 Road length per cell
Class 2 Road length per cell
Class 3 Road length per cell
Class 4 Road length per cell
Class 5 Road length per cell
Ground elevation change
Amenities and Aesthetics
Street Enclosure (Aspect Ratio)
Building Heights
Building Height Consistency
(Coefficient of Variation)
Benches
Streetlights
Street Trees
Social
Walkscore
Crime Reports
311 Reports
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1.19

0.17
0.10
0.05
0.02
159.11

257.66

22.38

63.63

35.60

0.00
0.08
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.21
0.07

352.63
29.16
8.84

4.60
29.61
4.17

0.32
456.85

1.89
0.17
4.31
0.32
0.07
0.73

0.88
0.28
4.10
0.65
0.40
1.13

0.00 20,600.00
173.12
0.00
0.99
0.00
1,912.06 51,700.00

0.95

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.29

60.42
0.31

0.46
10.02

0.53
8.11

0.00
0.00

0.46

0.20

0.00

1.76

3.67

7.93

24.73

23.69

65.98

50.20

0.00
0.00
0.00

122.00
168.00
541.00

72.54

19.91

8.00

100.00

12.77
12.66

42.72
22.49

0.00
0.00

2,226.00
326.00

39.64

0.00

161.99

1.03
500.38

0.02
0.01
0.05
0.02
0.01
0.03

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
18.00
6.00
11.00
11.00

60.06

4.51

24.28

2.64

123.98

5.25

180.84

5.22

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
106.38

0.43
0.15

66.59

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.20
91.46

5.00

55.57

234.06

148.23

0.37

22.34

93.76

0.00

270.94

2.25

432.00
293.00
293.00
332.00
328.00

0.00

0.00

1.88
48.00
7.00
6.00

0.24
0.28
0.31
0.07
0.22
0.08
0.39
0.01
1.82

0.00

5.64

5.48

4.04

36.96

3.75

2.54

38.76

47.35

9.21

2.11

0.03

884.45

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

11.03

8.41

3.36

1.33

814.96

8.38

2.32

22.12

0.36

15.71

1.50
20.24

0.05
0.28

0.00
0.00

38.04
71.02

0.15
0.70
42.73

0.00
0.06
0.20
0.82

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.44
54.00
78.00
267.00

76.75
54.52
13.42

0.43
2.73
0.39

1.00
100.00
0.00 4,447.00
1.00
270.00

96.74

8.95

where Y is the count dependent variable; P, is the regression coefficient
associated with matrix of observations on the explanatory variables X, cis a
vector of spatially autocorrelated error terms using the weights matrix W, A
is the spatial error coefficient; and u is a vector of uncorrelated error terms.
Where there is no spatial dependence, then A=0 (Viton 2010). We thereby
account for autocorrelation in the error with the weights matrix. We take a
similar approach with duration, where Yis the amount of time, in seconds.
4. RESULTS
We show the results of the spatial regression analysis with both trip counts and
duration as dependent variables in Table 3.03, separated by case study city.
We find that despite the importance of destinations in the literature, few have
significant effects at the urban scale, with the largest effect being in the density
of retail venues. Here, a 10% increase in the number of retail businesses per
cell, all else being equal, yields a 1.17% increase in the number of trips in
Boston, and 0.85% in San Francisco. This is also evidenced by the slight, but
significant effect of commercial land use on trip counts, where a 10% increase
in the area of commercial uses yields a 0.3% in trips in Boston, and 0.18% in
San Francisco. We see similar, but small, effects of office land uses, where a
similar 10% in the area of offices yields a 0.1% increase in trip counts in both
cities.
When we re-analyzed the model with the disaggregated retail types in lieu of
the composite variable, we find that the effects of stores, about trip counts,
mainly come from music, book and sports stores (NAICS 451) and restaurants
and eating venues (NAICS 722) in San Francisco. We found that in San
Francisco, a 10-unit increase in the number of eating venues is associated with
a 0.20% increase in trip count. A similar increase in the number of music,
book and sports shops has an associated 0.68% increase in trip counts. None
of the individual variables had statistical significance on Boston's trip counts,
although furniture stores (NAICS 442) did have a slight effect on the duration
when the composite variable did not. A 1-unit increase in the number of such
shops was associated with an increase in trip duration of 0.15%. These effects
may likely be due to the characteristics of the districts where these may be
found. In Boston, for instance, furniture stores are inclined to be concentrated
in particular "destination" squares and main streets, rather than distributed
within the neighborhood.
Curiously, our study departs from the normative theory on the positive effects
of density and diversity of these so-called destinations. The density of building
entrances as a proxy for the density of all functions within a cell area had
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Table 3.03. Regression Coefficients of
Spatial Characteristics on Overall CityLevel Volume & Average Duration of Trips

1

Total Trip Count
Boston
Destinations
Density of building entrances'

Average Trip Duration'
Boston

San Francisco

San Francisco

-0.090
0.117

-0.092

Density of retail businesses'

0.085

0.015
-0.044

Density of schools

0.001

Density of religious buildings
Density of medical buildings
Density of government buildings

0.001

-0.014
0.037

0.000
0.004

-0.006
-0.010
-0.004

0.001
-0.096
-0.001
-0.075

0.013

0.000

-0.005
-0.015

0.008

Density of civic and cultural buildings
Density of residential buildings'
Land Use
Employment Density (Average Jobs/Acre)'
Parks and Natural Areas'

-0.011
-0.010
-0.006
0.031

0.158
0.007

Residential
Commercial'

-0.010
0.025

Office'

0.012
-0.004

Industrial
Parking'

0.008

Empty
Land Use Mix (Entropy)'

-0.016
0.022

Total Built Area'

-0.033

-0.011

-0.008

0.001
0.022

0.092*

0.107

0.010
-0.016*

0.004

-0.033
0.007

0.003

-0.002

0.018

0.012
-0.002

-0.001
-0.003

0.010
-0.003
0.002
-0.055*

0.003
-0.002

0.016

-0.013

0.104
0.287

0.006
-0.031

0.000
0.041*

0.009

0.010
-0.133
-0.053
0.035

-0.008
-0.007

0.011*
0.003
0.014
-0.006
0.031
0.046

-0.004'
0.014'

Street
Sidewalk (km/cell)
Bike lane length (km/cell)
Intersections per unit area'

0.081*

Signaled intersections per unit area

-0.058
0.079
0.077

0.027
0.043

0.031

0.184
-0.110
0.112

0.032
0.972

-0.001
0.009

1.406

1.834
-0.328
0.018

0.077

0.058
0.026

-0.099
-0.026

0.525
0.154
-0.031

-0.106
0.012
0.226

-0.021

-0.020

0.020

-0.012
0.037

0.000
-0.025

0.000
-0.007

0.030
0.056

0.018

Streetlights
Street Trees

0.000

-0.009
0.010

0.032
0.006
0.003

-0.016
0.005
-0.002

Walkscore
311 Reports'

0.012"
0.020
0.064"

0.011"
0.071*
0.059"

0.004'
-0.006
0.032*

-0.003"
-0.008
-0.003

Constant
Lambda

2.076"
0.930"

2.473"
0.951"

6.150"
0.699"

8.092*
0.849*

0.544*
0.011

Density of rail transit station entrances
Density of bus stops

0.059

-0.012
-0.004

Amount of roadway per unit area

Class 1 Road length per cell
Class 2 Road length per cell
Class 3 Road length per cell
Class 4 Road length per cell
Class 5 Road length per cell
Ground elevation change'
Amenities and Aesthetics
Street Enclosure (Aspect Ratio)'
Building Heights
Building Height Consistency
(Coefficient of Variation)
Benches

0.610
1.071

0.035
0.011

Social
Crime Reports'

1. Log-transformed variable
Significance is noted as: * a=0.05, **
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a=0.01

negatively associated effects on trip count in both cities. A 10% increase in
the number of entrances was associated with a 0.9% decrease in the number
of trips in both communities. Absent from our model was a uniform effect of
land use mix. While not significant on trip counts in either city, it had differing
effects on trip duration: In Boston, a 10% increase in the entropy measure is
associated with a 0.55% decrease in duration, and in San Francisco, a 0.14%
increase, all else being equal.
To test the assumption that transportation availability has an impact on where
and in what number people may walk, we evaluated the effects of transit
availability by considering the density of stops for buses and rail. We find
significantly positive effects of bus stops with the number of trips in both sites,
where an additional stop in associated with an 8.00% increase in Boston, and
6.07% in San Francisco. There is a lack of parallel, significant effects with the
density of subway and rail station entrances, however, where in Boston, there
is an associated 8.22% increase in trips for an additional stop, while there is no
significant effect in San Francisco. Although we note the density of stations and
trip activity in the core, many stations in the periphery of the case study cities
did not have similarly large numbers of walking activities in proximity.

Figure 3.02. Market Street through the
Mission District in San Francisco (left),
Cambridge Street through Inman Square,
Cambridge (right).

We find physical provisions for walking-sidewalks-to have effects on
the total count of trips. This analysis also showed that the availability of
sidewalks is essential to increasing pedestrian activity. Although we do not
find significant effects on the duration of trips, the amount of sidewalks has
an effect on the number of trips. An additional kilometer of sidewalks is
associated with an 8.44% increase in trip count in Boston and a 1.41% increase
in San Francisco. Similarly, we also saw significant associations with the
amount of dedicated bicycle lanes the number of journeys, where an additional
kilometer of lane length is associated with an increase of 72.29% in Boston
and 33.24% in San Francisco. Paradoxically, intersections and signal, which
may ease street crossings for pedestrians, did not show significant effects on
trip counts. Signalized intersections did have a negative effect on duration in
Boston, as perhaps an indication of faster transits enabled by that piece of
infrastructure.
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Road facility type had unclear relationships with pedestrian activities, as few
types had significant effects on walking characteristics. In San Francisco,
proximity to the largest road types-limited access highways-had a positive
effect on counts, where an additional kilometer of highway was associated
with a 20.2% increase. We found positive effects of limited access highways
with trip counts, but these effects are likely due to their proximity to other
infrastructure. In San Francisco, Interstate 80 runs through the increasingly
popular South of Market (SOMA) district and Highway 101 next to the
Mission District (Figure 3.02, left), and the analysis is likely counting activities
on smaller streets with the limited-access highway, rather than due to the
highway itself having a positive effect.
In Boston, we find a very strong association with class 4 roadways, which
are common avenues within the city. An additional kilometer of this type
of roadway is associated with a pronounced 523% increase in trips. This is
likely due to the historic nature of the city many of the squares in Boston and
Cambridge straddle these moderately-sized roadways (Figure 3.02, right).
Less influential, however, are the specific facilities on the street. We found
no significant effects of benches or trees on the count or duration of trips.
Streetlights only had an effect in one outcome variable, where an additional
ten streetlights per cell was associated with a 5.76% increase in trip counts in
Boston.
Despite the emphasis of design in prior studies, architectural attributes
had mixed results between the two cities. Although statistically significant,
enclosure, heights or consistency along a street had substantively weak effects.
A 1-meter increase in average height is associated with a 1.21% increase in trips
in Boston, with the opposite effect in San Francisco to the same degree. This
effect in Boston is moderated by a significant effect of the aspect ratio where
a 10% increase in the aspect ratio (taller, rather than wider) yields a 10.6%
decrease in trip counts. A 0.1 increase in the coefficient of variance measuring
building height consistency is associated with a 0.02% increase, all else being
equal. Although enclosure and consistency had effects in Boston, they lacked
significance in San Francisco. These variables did not have any significant
effects on the duration of trips in either city.
We find that there are positive and significant effects of our measures of
social concerns, as measured by the density of 311 reports on both counts and
duration in Boston, and with counts in San Francisco. Here, a 10% increase
in the number of reports is associated with a 0.64% increase in trip volume
and 0.32% increase in duration in Boston, and 0.59% increase in trips in San
Francisco. Reported crime, paradoxically, has an associated positive effect on
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trip counts, where a 10% increase in crime reports is associated with a 0.64%
increase in the number of trips in Boston, and 0.71% in San Francisco. It is also
associated with a substantively negligible decrease in duration in San Francisco
of 0.08%.
Both crime and 311 reports, however, may be a function of the density of trips
from which individuals may be present to observe and report incidents, rather
than a direct measure of any occurrences of negative events. This may be an
alternative explanation of the positive associations with crime.
We also find statistically significant, but substantively weak effects of the cells'
Walkscore. For a 10-point increase in the Walkscore, we find an associated
1.21% increase in the count in Boston's trips, and a 1.11% increase in the
quantity of San Francisco trips.
Generally, we find that few variables had a significant effect on the trip
duration. Only three that had an effect in both cities: Walkscore had
substantively insignificant associations in both Boston and San Francisco, and
employment density and land use entropy had significant effects in opposite
directions between the two cities. Whereas a 10% increase in the entropy
measure was associated with a 0.55% decrease in trip duration in Boston,
it was associated with a slight 0.14% increase in San Francisco. With regard
to employment density, a one-percent increase in average jobs per acre was
associated with a 1.07% increase in duration in Boston, yet a 3.30% decrease
in San Francisco.
Commuting and Weekend Trips
Trip intent may moderate the effects of built environment characteristics. To
estimate these effects, we considered the effects on the volume of commuting
and weekend trips. We did not evaluate the effects on trip duration as the
associated effects on the composite outcome were substantively weak. To
estimate commuting trips, we isolate those activities that occurred between
7:00 - 9:59 am and 4:00 - 6:59 pm on weekdays, and weekend trips as those
that took place on Saturday and Sunday. Although we cannot conclusively
ascertain intent, such as commuting trips, we can estimate behavior through
this filtering. We present the regression coefficients for both Boston and San
Francisco in Table 3.04.
Generally, we did not see substantively different effects between the
aggregated and the commute and weekend trips, although certain variables did
lose or gain significance when intent was considered.
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Table 3.04. Regression Coefficients of
Spatial Characteristics on Trip Volumes, by
Intent/Time

Commute

Weekend

Total Trip Count

Total Trip Count

Boston

1

San Francisco

Boston

San Francisco

-0.155
0.321
0.001
0.002
-0.003
-0.004
-0.002
0.083

-0.119
0.062
-0.030
0.038
0.006
-0.074
-0.001
0.014

-0.239
0.279
0.001
-0.003
-0.007
-0.016
-0.003
0.102

-0.106
0.087
-0.030
0.051
0.004
-0.123
-0.001
-0.038

Land Use
Employment Density (Average Jobs/Acre)'
Parks and Natural Areas'
Residential'
Commercial'
Office'
Industrial'
Parking'
Empty'
Land Use Mix (Entropy)'
Total Built Area'

0.242
0.014
-0.015
0.036
0.041
-0.013
0.027
-0.035
0.023
-0.144

0.083
0.005
-0.023
0.022
0.012
-0.002
0.013 **
-0.001
0.027
0.088

0.216
0.020
-0.024
0.039
0.030
-0.037
0.010
-0.029 **
0.048
-0.079

0.070
0.013
-0.012
0.021
0.016
0.003
0.008
-0.007
0.034
0.045

0.108
0.503
-0.012
-0.017
0.105
0.048

0.082
0.263
-0.005
0.018
0.040
0.054

0.090
0.647
0.052
-0.065
0.102 **
0.049 **

0.107
0.261
-0.008
0.012
0.051
0.051

0.290
0.702
0.818
1.133 **
-0.401
0.027

0.127
0.080
0.206 **
0.164
0.024
-0.034

0.000
0.659
0.983
1.787 **
-0.155
0.031

0.115
-0.200
0.099
0.030
-0.045
-0.026

Amenities and Aesthetics
Street Enclosure (Aspect Ratio)'
Building Heights
Building Height Consistency
Benches
Streetlights
Street Trees

-0.191
0.010 **
0.282 **
-0.003
0.051 **
0.000

-0.012
-0.008
0.214
0.035
-0.009
0.003

-0.260 **
0.007
0.105
0.027
0.044 **
0.002

-0.028
-0.012 **
-0.044
0.033
0.020
0.007

Social
Walkscore
Crime Reports'
311 Reports'

0.009
0.034
0.133

0.011
0.062
0.076

0.005

0.007 **
0.052
0.059

Constant
Lambda

1.161
0.936

0.572
0.941

1. Log-transformed variable
Significance is noted as: * a=0.05,
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**

a=0.01

**

**

0.041
0.182

*

1.357
0.932

**

*

Street
Sidewalk (km/cell)
Bike lane length (km/cell)
Intersections per unit area'
Signaled intersections per unit area'
Density of rail transit station entrances
Density of bus stops
Amount of roadway per unit area
Class 1 Road length per cell
Class 2 Road length per cell
Class 3 Road length per cell
Class 4 Road length per cell
Class 5 Road length per cell
Ground elevation change'

*

Destinations
Density of building entrances'
Density of retail businesses'
Density of schools
Density of religious buildings
Density of medical buildings
Density of government buildings
Density of civic and cultural buildings
Density of residential buildings'

1.780
0.950

We also saw changes in land-use effects in these analyses. With commuting
trips, we saw fair consistency with the aggregated analyses, although there
also significant effects of the total built area on commuting volume when
compared to the lack of significance in the aggregated analysis, although the
relationship is in opposite directions between the two cities. For weekend trips,
we found that Boston gained significance in the positive association of parks
and natural land uses (0=0.020) and the negative one with industrial areas
(R=-0.037) although the effects are substantively small. In San Francisco, we
saw a gain in significance with the positive effect of land use entropy and a loss
of significance in the effect of residential land use area.
We also found different effects of transportation facility types. Although Class
4 roadways maintain similar magnitudes of effects in Boston, in San Francisco,
we found that Class 1 roadways lose their significance during commuting and
weekend trips, and significant effects for smaller road types that are akin to
Boston. For Bay Area commuting trips, we saw a kilometer increase in Class 3
road types within a cell is associated with a 0.206 increase in trip counts, and
a similar increase in Class 4 types is associated with a 0.164 increase, all else
remaining equal. We also saw a gain in significance in the positive effect of
transit station entrances in San Francisco over weekend trips. In Boston, there
was a substantive increase in the magnitude of effect of transit stations for
commuting (P=0.105) and weekend (P=0.102) trips.
5. DISCUSSION
Understanding the relationship between the characteristics of the built
environment and pedestrian behaviors have impacts on public health
outcomes, with implications for urban development. There are still new
opportunities to understand these behaviors about the physical environments
in which they occur to better inform the design of urban spaces with regard
to the physical design, destinations and programs, and social contexts. Of
particular interest is parsing how these various factors may influence the route
choice behaviors of a population at scale.
Travelers through Harvard Square in Cambridge or Mission District in San
Francisco are likely to intuit the interrelationship between built form and the
density of retail programs-the larger avenues like those linking the many
squares in Boston, or Mission Street in San Francisco support hustle and bustle
of many activities in proximity. As a result of this relationship, there may be
two explanations why these mid-sized road facility types attract so many trips.
Firstly, these larger streets and number of activities may serve to cognitively
anchor trips (Manley, Addison, Cheng) when pedestrians make their route
choices. Their "imageability" allows pedestrians to easily locate themselves
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within the larger context of the city (Lynch 1960) and in doing so, aids the
pedestrian in the navigation of their trip. Secondly, with the variety of amenities
available along these routes, hedonistic aspects of the experience such as the
social and sensory stimuli have influence individuals to choose certain routes
over others (Zacharias, 1997).
It is unsurprising that these streets also, many times, contain bicycle lanes to
allow bikers similar access to the various amenities available. This may, in part,
explain the strong association with walking activity.
Despite the influence of macroscopic factors, we did not see significant effects
of those characteristics that could be deemed designed amenities at a smaller
scale, including benches and street trees, when considered at the urban-scale
(except for Boston's slightly positive effect of streetlights). While these may
improve the visual appeal and comfort of a particular street, they were not
associated with the trip outcome characteristics. Architecturally, we find that in
Boston the results correspond with shorter and wider ratios with their negative
effect, although it is mitigated by a positive association with height. In San
Francisco, despite the lack of significant effect of the aspect ratio, we also see a
positive effect on counts toward shorter buildings.
Although the literature shows that schools, government, civic and cultural
buildings have positive associations with walking activity (Moudon et al.
2006), we do not find significant effects on the characteristics of walking in
this study. That is not to say there are not effects. As this study is considering
effects at an urban scale, the few number of these types of buildings within
the city are likely the reason why their effects are not statistically significant.
As previous studies have considered these destination variables at localized
scales, one should not interpret their lack of significance in this study as the
invalidation of previous studies, but speaks more directly, perhaps, to its
pronounced impacts at the localized, neighborhood scale.
In addition to the draw of certain programmatic elements, access to public
transportation can induce walking activity to and from stops. The effects on
trip count were not uniform, however. Although we found positively associated
effects with the density of bus stops, we did not find significant effects of
rail stations in San Francisco. This is remarkable, as people have a general
preference rail transit over bus transit (Scherer 2010; Vuchic 1991). This lack of
significant effect may in part be explained by the relatively few stations each
city has relative to the total city size, thereby statistically affecting the model.
Further, the political priorities of implementing heavy and light rail systems
are not solely to maximize ridership, but also to accomplish social and equity
objectives for the community (Garrett & Taylor 1999). As such, the placement
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of stations may not be where foot traffic or catchment is maximized but rather
where social need may be greatest. In San Francisco, these stations include
Balboa Park and Glen Park stations along the southern end of the BART system
some stations including those in the Sunset and Parkside neighborhoods to the
west and south along the MUNI system.
The significant effects in Boston may be explained by the tighter network of
the MBTA within the smaller footprint of the city, despite the many peripheral
stations in Boston's Dorchester and Roxbury neighborhoods, and in West
Cambridge. Even so, the effect of a transit station is nearly the same as a bus
stop, despite the lower cost and increased flexibility of the latter.
This may also be an indicator of the perennial "last mile" challenge in
transportation planning, where many who rely on these systems lack adequate
transportation to their final destination from the stations. With the flexibility
and relatively low cost of buses, it is feasible that the placement and number
of bus stops are better suited to increase catchment, and make it easier for a
larger percentage of the population to walk to transit compared to rail. Such
efforts would explain the positive effects found in the analysis.
This study also attempted to capture social concerns through the availability
of open, geo-located data. Among these variables is the inclusion of 311 citizen
reports, although they pose a challenge in their interpretation. By their nature,
the 311 reports are self-reported accounts of specific aspects of concern and as
such represent two interpretations. As a negative, they are evidence of social
disorder through the presence of graffiti, trash and broken infrastructure. As
a positive, they are a product of social concern, with more eyes on the street
offering more social accountability agents. The positive effect of 311 reports
and trip counts in both sites, and trip duration in Boston, perhaps affirms
the latter interpretation and in support of the influence of social interactions
between residents and in support of Jane Jacobs's view that vibrant street life is
associated with larger aspects of neighborhood safety and community (Jacobs
1961).
We also found positive associations with the number of streetlights with trip
counts in Boston. Continuing Jacobs's arguments, "the light induces [people]
to contribute their own eyes to the upkeep of the street" (Jacobs 1961),
thereby, at least in Boston, affirming the relationship between social awareness
and activity on the street. Despite this focus on socially-provided safety, there
is a paradoxical positive association of crime and trip counts in San Francisco,
notwithstanding prior studies showing that lower crime rates tended to have
more walking activities (Doyle et al. 2006).
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We found evidence of differing program uses, and potentially pedestrian
motivations, between the week and weekends. For instance, when compared
to weekday trips, we find a gain in significant positive associations with trip
volume with parks and natural areas and negative associations with industrial
areas during the weekend in Boston. The lack of significance of parks and
natural land uses with commuting trips in San Francisco, and its significance
otherwise points to evidence that commuting behavior prioritizes different
factors than trips when the individual has less flexibility.
The analysis also posed questions about the availability of parking. We found
significant positive associations with trip counts with the amount of parking
available for commuting trips, which may point to the recording of pedestrian
trips to and from parking lots, as individuals drive to work. However, parking
lost significance during the weekends. This may also allude to mode-shifting
to public transportation in San Francisco during weekends, as we saw a gain
of positive association of trips near public rail transportation. For planners
and developers, this poses a challenge as pedestrians do not find consistent
utility in parking lots throughout the week, especially considering their large
requirement of land.
Although the use of individualized and longitudinal data from mobile devices
offers opportunities to understand individual activities with great detail and
breadth, the use of this type of data often poses unique challenges. Of primary
concern is for the anonymity of the subjects involved, as the continuous
tracking of the application may reveal patterns that make identification
possible. As such, the use of this data had two specific implications on the
study: first, the population was not necessarily representative of the larger
population, and second, some detail was lost for the sake of privacy.
Our censoring process leaves us without detailed biographical data that
would allow for testing of the representativeness of the users in this study
against the population of these case study communities. Although national
trends finding near pervasiveness of mobile phones across all demographics
(Smith & Page 2015), we find that users' trip origination points are generally
in younger census tracts relative to the general population of the case study
cities (Figure 2). Prior research has shown that different socioeconomic groups
have different rates and times of day of walking (Pucher & Renne 2003), and
the influences that impact recreational physical activity differ between them as
well (Burton et al. 2003), which may reduce the generalizability of the findings
in this study to other cities.
To further prevent re-identification, we also remove a random distance of
0-100 meters from the start and end of each trip to avoid inadvertent revealing
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of home or work locations through the frequency of visits across all journeys.
Short distance trips, therefore, are underrepresented. The strength of certain
characteristics may negatively impact those variables associated residential
neighborhoods such as residential land use, housing type and smaller-sized
streets as potentially seen with the lack of significant association with the
Class 5 road length variable. However, despite this concern, we note that there
is a similar distribution of trip lengths with previous studies and surveys (Rhee
et al. 2011).
With this study, we did not control for self-selection, as the users may have
chosen to live or be in proximity of locations with the certain attributes prior
to the study. Although we follow individuals over time through the course of
this survey, we cannot control for whether subjects have self-selected into
particular types of environments. As the observations we collected passively,
it was not possible to locate individuals in different locations in the city to
observe whether their behaviors would change over time in response to
these spatial characteristics. As the analysis sought to privilege breadth by
considering a city as the unit of analysis, the study lacks a null condition for
the variables-where certain parameters do not exist in the physical city. We
caution that this analysis remains associative and not causal, although the
study opens new opportunities for further investigation toward finding causal
associations with walkability.
Despite these challenges, the use of newly availed digital data is allowing
for the empirical measurement of individual, trip-level activities that was
previously impossible to test, particularly at a breadth and depth that are
beyond the limits of traditional approaches such as surveys. This presents new
opportunities to develop deeper insights into pedestrian behaviors and avail
the ability to understand the influence of the built environment in richer ways
that may ultimately contribute positively to the well-being and quality of life of
urban inhabitants.
Although we find positive associations for policy-makers and real estate
developers, we acknowledge that changing the built environment is difficult.
Often, the development timeline of construction projects can stretch many
years, and the benefits on walking activity may be difficult to measure,
regardless of the data and technologies available. However, there are broad
public benefits to be gained. Despite the presence of small coefficients, we
note that even a small 1% change in activity can have major impacts on public
health, real estate value and the intangible aspects of quality-of-life.
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FOUR

WALK ON BY
Built Environment Characteristics of
Aggregated Revealed Path Choices

RESEARCH ESSAY THREE

Walk on by,
Now you really gotta walk on by,
Baby never even see the tears I cry,
Now you really gotta walk on by.
"Walk On By",
Dionne Warwick
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ABSTRACT
To understand the influence of the built environment on walking and pedestrian
route choices, this study tested the effect of spatial characteristics against
pedestrian walking behaviors. We analyzed 505,511 trips recorded by a mobile
activity-tracking application of 6,424 individuals in Boston, Massachusetts and
8,256 in San Francisco, California over a 51-week period. We calculated the
revealed preferences of these users by analyzing trip paths, compared these
activities against generated alternate shortest distance routes. We related
the differences to attributes of the built environment. The findings suggest
that pedestrians are sensitive to the presence of retail destinations and transit
availability. Despite this, architectural and street-level design features have
mixed effects. The study's findings may guide future efforts in building better
pedestrian route choice models, and inform the design of walkable urban
spaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Urban design can be a powerful tool for improving the overall health of
residents (Jackson 2003) through its implicit potential to promote of walking
activity and active transportation. The assessment of these characteristics is
a fundamental question for policy initiatives that aim to encourage walking
activities.
As a result, many disciplines-from economics, sociology, public heath and
urban planning-found that there is evidence that physical environments
influence human behavior (Ananat 2011; Frank & Engelke 2001; Oliver
2001; Wolff 1973). There has been interest in specifically enumerating the
relationships between walkable access to attributes in the built environment
(and for reviews of some of this literature, see Ewing & Cervero, 2001; Saelens
& Handy, 2008; Talen & Koschinsky, 2013, for example). Increasing evidence
points to the moderating effect of the built environment on the use, facilitation
or inhibition pedestrian-oriented infrastructure by pedestrians. With this
interest focused on understanding the factors related to, and developing
strategies for, increasing walkability and pedestrian comfort in urban
environments. This interest includes developing strategies for densification,
pedestrian-oriented infrastructure and so-called complete streets, and the
development of mixed-use neighborhoods (Talen 2013).
Studies that have informed policies in the promotion of such communities
have often been limited in their ability in analyzing pedestrian-level trip
characteristics, and in acquiring data on non-motorized travel behaviors
(Federal Highway Administration, 1999), and often rely on shortest time or
distance measures. However, as Certeau (1984) poetically points out, a street
level walker moves in ways that are tactical, rather than necessarily efficient
or centrally-planned, taking shortcuts and paths despite the strategic grid of
the street. In an attempt to enumerate these behaviors, commonly used stated
preference surveys are often used because the cost of collecting and analyzing
high-resolution, complex network data have limited revealed preference studies
to small samples and descriptive analysis (Hood et al. 2017).
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This research proposes a new assessment approach that can quantify
the perceived utility of the aspects of the built environment-through
characteristics of design, destinations, diversity of land uses, among other
factors-on walking activity based on pedestrians' revealed route choice.
Specifically, this study investigated the degree to which local characteristics of
the built environment influenced the population-level selection of routes in the
case study cities of Boston, Massachusetts and San Francisco, California.
We leverage the proliferation of personal mobile devices and their geolocation
services to understand when, where and the general nature of pedestrian trips.
The temporal and spatial scale of activity data availed by these technologies
allows for an understanding of behaviors at an individualized level in large
numbers and longitudinally. We compare these spatially-aggregated trips
against calculated shortest distance trips and link this travel behavior
information with spatial characteristics to develop spatially-aggregate models
of the impact of the built environment on pedestrian activity outcomes-trip
volume and trip length. We do this at the city-scale and between cities, and in
consideration of commuting, weekend and transit trips.
In discussing the study, we begin with an overview of precedent studies,
then discuss how this study builds upon the literature with a methodological
summary of the mobile application data used as the dependent variables, and
the use of this information to ascertain pedestrian's revealed preferences in
their path choices. We conclude with a conversation about the implications of
the study's findings, with consideration about how the built environment may
be designed and planned to accomplish the goal of increasing walking activity
based on the resulting associations.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
As it is believed that because pedestrians move more slowly than vehicles,
individuals on foot are more aware of and sensitive to their surroundings,
and these factors influence the choices made by people where they choose
to walk. Because walking is such a fundamental aspect of human activity,
behavioral characteristics have been questioned in, and theorized from, many
disciplines. The understanding of route choice can be anchored in, for example,
the understanding of navigational tools (Streeter et al. 1985), awareness and
anchoring to landmarks (Lynch 1960; Golledge et al. 1992; Sadalla et al. 1980),
situational awareness of optimal routes (Helbing 1991), and environmental
factors (Cools et al. 2010).
Each of these factors is mitigated by the design and configuration of the built
environment, however, and much attention is now placed on the relationship
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between urbanism and walking.
Pedestrian Path Choices

&

Until recently, research had not sought to understand the specific behaviors
related to pedestrian and active transportation route options. Traditionally,
route-choice studies assume that pedestrians always choose the shortest
route to minimize distance or walking time (Borgers et al. 2006; Bovy
E. Stern 1990). This has also been substantiated by recent surveys finding
individuals preferred the shortest route in their route planning. Agrawal et
al. (2008) found that 82% of respondent's state that the shortest route is
"very important," while only 1% state that it is "not important." Seneviratne
and Morrall (1985) interviewed 2685 pedestrians, and nearly three-quarters
(72.4%) of the respondents chose the shortest route, and a majority of
respondents stated that they chose their routes because they believed they
were the quickest. Twenty-one percent (21.7%) stated it was because of
habitual behavior; their chosen route was the one they had always used,
presumably originally chosen because it was the shortest.
Secondary were factors such as safety (although it was not made clear how
individuals had a perceived sense of safety) and landscaping, quick crossings
at signaled intersections, and destinations and shops. Aesthetic elements of
the built environment, on the other hand, were rarely mentioned as important
route choice factors (Weinstein Agrawal et al. 2008).
Empirical evidence has not shown that individuals always take the shortest
path, however. Papinski, Scott, & Doherty (2009) demonstrated that while
travelers indicated a preference to minimize travel time when deciding what
route to travel, participants took into consideration a desire to minimize the
number of potential stops (due to lights or signs), as well as avoid congestion
and maximize route directness. Borst et al. (2009) examined the walking
routes of elderly individuals in the Netherlands and found that only 20% of the
chosen routes were the shortest. Zhu & Levinson (2015), however, found that
most people did not choose the shortest path. Differing from other studies,
the researchers used GPS trackers to reveal routes people took. No subjects
followed the shortest distance path unless it also coincided with the shortest
travel time path, of which only about two-third did. The researchers did not
investigate attributes of why individuals took the routes they did, nor did they
constrain the study to only non-motorized mobility.
Despite the added distance, time and effort to take these paths, individuals
may find the value of the effects of these built environmental attributes.
In other words, there may be hedonic value in the experience of these
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characteristics, which may make up for the additional "costs" associated with
these longer trips. For instance, factors that may be considered attractive,
such as pedestrian amenities and diverse destinations, may provide hedonic
motivations for walking activity in certain areas (Helbing et al. 2001; Millonig
Schechtner 2007), while factors like crime or crowding may also have implicit
prices that should be considered against those beneficial considerations
(Williams 1991).
Recent research efforts in urban planning have focused on the idea that land
use and design policies can be used to promote non-motorized mobility such

as walking (Handy et al. 2002; Talen 2013). The development of appropriate
measures for the built environment and travel behavior is an essential element
to promote, and effect patterns of mobility use-neighborhood design has a
major role in fostering walkability.
There is relatively strong evidence of an association between site design and
total pedestrian activity, particularly with compact development patterns and
the promotion of walking behavior (Ewing 2005; Hess et al. 1999). Although
the specific criteria have varied between studies, a majority of studies
investigating this relationship focus on the effect of the three D's: density,
diversity, and design (Cervero & Kockelman 1997). In recent years, the D's
have been expanded to include distance to transit and destination accessibility
(Ewing & Cervero 2010; Michael et al. 2011). Southworth (2005) identifies
six criteria for the design of a successful pedestrian network: connectivity,
linkages with other modes, fine-grained land use patterns, safety, path
quality, and path context. Boarnet et al. (2011) also found the importance of
infrastructure with sidewalks, street crossings, traffic and destinations to have
strong associations with walking over design and aesthetic attributes such as
furniture and architectural treatments. Others found that overall neighborhood
attractiveness and well-maintained facilities for walking had positive effects
on walking behavior (Michael et al. 2011). Conversely, the presence of litter
was perceived as unattractive for walking and changes to topography, which
increase the perceived resistance to walking, are associated with decreases in
walking. (Borst et al, 2009)
Later revealed preference studies have shown causally that pedestrians
consider a variety of environmental factors, not just distance, in choosing the
optimal route between the origins and destinations, inferring the perceived
utility of each route attribute and use it for project evaluation and selection by
the pedestrian (Guo & Loo 2013). However, pedestrians still tended to value
route distance and safety more than amenities such as retail opportunities,
affirming Agarwal et al. (2008), but their actual decisions revealed that these
amenities were crucial and were even the most influential factor in route-
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choice decisions.
Built environment attributes' effects are mitigated by purpose, especially
among utility and leisure trips (Wilson et al. 2012). Cyclists were more
sensitive to distance and less sensitive to other infrastructure characteristics
for commute trips (Broach et al. 2012). One possible explanation is that
discretionary or leisure walking allows for the exploration of the surrounding
environment when compared to more constrained commuting or non-elective
trips (Guo 2009).
Revealed Preferences
Much of the prior research has been done with the stated preference, rather
than the revealed preference (or actual behavior). In Samuelson (1948)'s
critique of stated preference (at least in an economic context), is that
characterization about behaviors require theoretical assumptions about
motivations and not necessarily verifiable through observation; individuals'
started preferences may not correspond with their actual behavior or revealed
preferences (Wardman 1988). Further, stated choice experiments often
limit the variation of attributes, where normally only two or three levels are
presented for each attribute. Such treatment oversimplifies the richness of the
pedestrian environment (Guo & Loo 2013).
While external validation of stated preference research can be overcome with
good experimental design, the results must still be verified by actual behavior.
Despite these limitations, stated preference surveys are often used because the
cost of collecting and analyzing high-resolution, complex network data have
limited revealed preference studies to small samples and descriptive analysis
(Hood et al. 2017).
Many studies considering the availability and use of bicycle infrastructure
have opened digital data collection means to non-motorized transportation
studies. Menghini et al. (2010) demonstrated the results of the first bicycle
route choice model based on a large sample of GPS observations, using records
extracted from a larger long-duration GPS dataset using a mode detection
algorithm. The study, performed in Zurich, found that cyclists tolerate only
short detours from the shortest distance path. Other variables considered,
such as the number of traffic lights, topography change, and utilization of
bicycle infrastructure, had small effects. Hood et al. (2017) demonstrated
through GPS records of cyclists that steep slopes were disfavored, while the
number of lanes and crime rates had no effect for San Francisco. Broach, Dill,
& Gliebe (2012) demonstrate that facility type mattered most in route choice
behavior for cyclists in Portland. The findings suggest that cyclists are sensitive
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to the effects of distance, turn frequency, slope, and intersection control. The
preference for off-street and quieter facilities is consistent with findings from
Winters et al. (2010) which compared a cyclist's typical route based on recall
to the shortest path.

&

Although without digital technologies in their study, Muraleetharan
Hagiwara (2007) used survey-based revealed preference techniques to
understand the impact of localized pedestrian level of service (as a function
of the provisioning of sidewalks) on route choice. On longer travel paths,
pedestrians diverted from the shortest-path route and shifted to paths
with high levels of service. On shorter routes, pedestrians tend not to avoid
sidewalks or crosswalks with low levels of service. This suggests that when
pedestrians choose routes, they consider the overall levels of service, and
preferring better facilities, in combination with the moderating factors of
lengths of sidewalks and crosswalks.
Technologies
Despite moving toward ascertaining revealed preferences, studies have
had a difficult time collecting longitudinal data of non-motorized active
transportation of people over time. Studies have been limited by challenges
associated the lack of longitudinal data on individuals who participate in
these studies (Arvidsson et al. 2012; Handy et al. 2006). This is mainly due to
difficulties in collecting precise data regarding trips with paper surveys. Recent
research, such as Broach, Dill, & Gliebe (2012) and Hood, Sall, & Charlton
(2011), have begun using GPS trackers to estimate route choices for cyclists
and Zhu & Levinson (2015) with pedestrians.
The use of GPS technologies in the automated collection of transportation
activity data have been found to provide high-resolution spatial and temporal
data, enabling the mass participation of subjects and the collection of
enormous amounts of information in the long term (Shoval, 2008). Unlike the
motorized or cycling precedents, which are limited by the number trackers
available, people often carries these devices with them regularly throughout
the day (Ballagas et al. 2006) allowing for extensive population-scale data
previously unavailable for research. The duration of participation is often short,
however, as the long-term adoption of single-function recording technologies
tend to be a problem in studies still, as subjects stop charging them or forget to
bring them along (Wolf, Guensler, & Bachman, 2007).
The recent onset of smartphone-based locationing has opened new data for
analysis of non-motorized travel behavior (Bierlaire et al. 2013), and with their
increasing pervasiveness will become more used as a data collection tool.
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Studies that compared data collected with mobile devices, such as cell phones
and PDAs, against conventional paper-based means have demonstrated the
effectiveness of mobile data collection strategies. Studies comparing data
gathered using conventional paper-based means with data collected using
mobile de- vices (e.g., cell phone, PDA) demonstrate the effectiveness of
moving towards mobile data collection strategies (Ohmori et al. 2006). Fn
addition to allowing for passive data collection which frees the subject from
having to recall trip details, they can also provide precise data such as the
exact start and end trip times and locations, and links traveled, allowing for
new opportunities to understand pedestrians' revealed preferences in space.
Few studies have made utilized this technology to understand route behavior
studies of pedestrians, however.
3. RESEARCH DESIGN
Similar to Essay 2, only trips that began, ended or traversed through Boston
and Cambridge, Massachusetts or San Francisco, California were included in
this study. Due to the calculation of shortest paths, and the dependency on
data regarding characteristics of the built environment, the study was limited
to these communities to ensure similar quality and quantity of data along the
parameters of interest.
CalculatingShortest Paths
As each of the raw trip records contains waypoints represented as a set of
latitude and longitude coordinates and timestamps, it is possible to compare
the actual taken against the shortest path. Through a locally-implemented
version of Graphhopper', we query the shortest path between the starting

Figure 401 The original route taken by
an individual (top), and the calculated
shortest path through the Boston
common (bottom)

and ending coordinates of each trip within the AOMA dataset. Graphhopper
utilizes mapping data from OpenStreetMap to define the road network. As
the focus of this study was pedestrian routes, pedestrian facilities such as
sidewalks and park footpaths were also included into the network of suitable
paths for pedestrians from which GraphHopper can calculate a path. We
implement the A* routing algorithm through the API to generate a new path
and trip record that minimizes the distance traveled between the start and
end points of the trip. Figure 4.01 shows a sample of an original and calculated
shortest path trip record, and a description of the originally taken routes and
these calculated paths are presented in Table 4.01.
Variables
Despite the various lenses for why individuals do not take the shortest path, as
described previously, we focused on characteristics of the built environment

'GraphHopper Map-Matching library:
https://github.com/graphhopper/
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Table 4.01. Distances Walked in Each City
Transit Commute

All Trips

San Francisco Bay Area
Commute
Weekend

918.23
278.62
569.06
1105.11

883.38
276.02
562.31
1085.89

1015.38
340.87
658.23
1238.93

1121.68
349.44
692.82
1339.78

1013.35
336.54
640.56
1210.335

987.81
366.17
653.61
1215.21

590.42
184.99
388.39
753.08

606.63
209.10
421.6821
789.83

578.6456
192.5628
377.5879
742.214

605.2223
192.7462
390.8659
780.9271

561.1213
187.9476
363.2374
703.9932

610.0644
233.2903
415.9024
768.778

Variable

All Trips

Greater Boston
Commute
Weekend

Actual Trips Taken (in meters)
Mean
25th percentile
50th percentile
75th percentile

885.43
273.18
555.26
1071.39

1017.83
288.42
597.46
1180.32

571.481
179.2679
375.5838
727.1341

590.4377
179.48
383.51
752.57

calculated Shortest Path (in meters)
Mean
25th percentile
50th percentile
75th percentile

Transit Commute

to explain how certain physical attributes influence travel behavior. In this
study, we used the spatial characteristics as with essay two (Vanky, A., et. al,
2017). We presented the full list of independent variables in Table 3.01, and the
operational methodology of each of these characteristics within this analysis.
We considered two dependent variables in enumerating the effects of
environmental factors: the difference in the number of trips that occurred and
the difference in total traveled length of within each cell between the taken
(original) and shortest (calculated) paths. Trips were categorized and analyzed
separately for the category of a journey such as weekend and during weekday
commuting hours, from 07:00 - 09:59 and 16:00 - 18:59). Trips were deemed
to be transit trips if either the trip start or end location was within 50 meters
of a heavy or light rail stations-the MBTA Red, Orange, Blue or Green Line
stations in Boston, or BART or MUNI stations in San Francisco.
Whereas previous studies aggregated the variables spatially through a buffer
around discrete points of interests (Sevtsuk 2010; Lee & Moudon 2006b;
Forsyth et al. 2008), the size of the spatial analysis and investigation of
general walking activity in this study requires a different approach, therefore
we aggregate the activities into a regular grid, defined with 200-meter by
200-meter cells. This size was determined to be approximately a three-minute
walking distance for pedestrians (Newman & Kenworthy 2006). These cells
were chosen to help compensate for uncertainty in the location estimates, and
account for precision errors in the position of specific waypoints and spatial
characteristics, while still maintaining adequate spatial accuracy.
In doing so, we also note that several independent variables show a heavytailed distribution of trip characteristics, consistent with prior studies (Rhee, et
al. 2011), and therefore requires a log transformation to satisfy the assumption
of normality, which is noted in Table 4.02.
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AnalyticalMethod
To generate the difference in counts in each cell i, we counted the total number
of trips (or flows f) that began in, ended in or crosses into a polygon. Each of
those occurrences only counted as one total event within the cell. We counted
these trips for both the calculated shortest paths and the actually taken routes
and generated the measure simply as:

fAdffer.n) = (f.gi)i-fsXhr,0)

2.

Unlike Malleson, et al. (2017), we did not take the absolute value of fdffe,,,,,)
to generate a relative measure, as we were interested in the difference in
counts that would uncover the revealed preference of the individuals. We also
calculated the differences in trip lengths (L), in meters, in cell j, as:
a

L4fr*mC(J) = ZO, - Si
1-0

3.

where o. is the total distance of the original (taken) path i, and s, is the distance
of the calculated shortest path. Similar to the count measure, we subtract
the length of shortest paths that occurred in the cell to generate the user
population's total revealed preference. Both outcomes variables were normally
distributed, and unlike essay two, required a level-log or level-level approach
to the statistical analysis. Figure 4.02. shows the areas in each city where
the differences are most and least pronounced with regard to trip counts and
length.
4.,,

Despite the utility found in understanding predilections toward certain spaces
through the analysis of trip duration, the prior studies in this thesis showed that
effect of climatological and built environment factors are substantively weak.
Further, without precise estimations of trip durations for the calculated shortest
paths, the differences in time spent in a cell not be possible to accurate
generate.
Similar to Essay Two, we tested for spatial autocorrelation by calculating
Moran's I as a measure of the observed distribution the variables against a
hypothetical random distribution of the same number of points (Anselin,1988).
We do again find a high amount of spatial autocorrelation and, employ a spatial
regression approach that accounts for these autocorrelations by generating

Figure 4.02. Differences between
aggregated taken routes and shortest
paths, in quintiles. Image 1 and 2 are the
differences in counts in Boston and San
Francisco, respectively. Images 3 and
4 are the differences in the total length
traveled in each cell.

a spatial weight to the relationships of each of the explanatory variables,
accounting for Euclidean or network distance.
In considering the count of trips, we defined the model as the following, with a
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spatial autoregressive error term, where spatial influence comes only through
the error terms:
n

PgX
i= + e
k-1

E = AWe +u

where Y is the predicted differences in the count or total length; 6k is the
regression coefficient associated with the matrix of observations on the
explanatory variables X cis a vector of spatially autocorrelated error terms
using the weights matrix W, A is the spatial error coefficient; and u is a vector
of uncorrelated error terms. Where there is no spatial dependence, then A=0
(Viton 2010). We thereby account for autocorrelation in the error with the
weights matrix.
4. RESULTS
Table 4.02 presents the coefficients of the multivariate, spatial regression
analysis for all trips, separated by case study city. The results consider the
difference between the number of trips taken versus the number of trips with
the calculated shortest path within a cell and the difference in total length of
trips between the two. Table 4.03 are the results of the analysis done with
estimated trip intent. Certain independent variables were log transformed
to account for the distribution of characteristics to meet the assumption of
normality, and are noted in the respective tables.
To appropriately consider the various spatial variables, we first control for
employment density where we find consistent positive effects of jobs on
walking. This is consistent with other studies (Leinberger & Alfonzo 2012;
Newman & Kenworthy 2006; Hajrasouliha & Yin 2014).
Retail business density has a positive effect on route behavior. We find an
associated increase in relative trip counts and cumulative trip length across all
trip types in Boston, where a 1% increase in the number of retail businesses per
cell, we find an associated relative increase of 51.82 in trip counts and 18.94
cumulative kilometers traveled. We also found a positive effect of businesses
with weekend trips in San Francisco, which may be more destination-oriented
journeys, where the effect is associated with an increase of 5.42 trips and 1.12
kilometers.
Other types of destinations had mixed effects, including opposite directions
of magnitude for the density of government buildings, and mixed significance
between the cities for the density of medical, civil and cultural, and school
buildings. In San Francisco, we saw a negative association with residential
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Table 4.02. Regression Coefficients
of Spatial Characteristics on Relative
Differences

Difference in
Trip Counts per Cell
San Francisco
Boston

3.595

10.535 *
3.993

18.936"

1.999

-0.084
11.292 **

-8.524 *

0.193

-2.879

-5.835

-0.289

-1.818

-3.513
9.629 "

1.267 **
-22.078*

-1.451
0.381

0.487
-9.672

21.654 **
-6.440

-0.132
-43.884*

*

Density of schools
Density of religious buildings
Density of medical buildings
Density of government buildings
Density of civic and cultural buildings
Density of residential buildings

-8.478

-3.514
51.816 **

*

Destinations
Density of building entrances
Density of retail businesses'

Difference in
Travel Length (km) per Cell
San Francisco
Boston

5.526"
2.222

0.036
-28.728"

5.328'
-0.219
0.607

5.073
-0.275
1.563

Land Use
10.500"
0.266
1.974

Commercial'

-1.793

-0.232

-0.490

0.293

Office

3.593 *

1.354

0.632

0.706

Industrial'

-3.605 *

0.845

-0.728

0.045

Parking
Empty'
Land Use Mix (Entropy)'

-2.950
-2.247
2.746

0.122
-0.894
-0.071

-0.311
-0.751
2.123

0.255
-0.877"
-0.042

Total Built Area

10.860

-3.668

-0.069

0.442

Sidewalk (km/cell)
Bike lane length (km/cell)
Intersections per unit area
Signaled intersections per unit area

-15.612 "
1.168
-34.031 **

3.315
16.074 **
0.309

-18.322

-0.304

Density of subway station entrances
Density of bus stops
Amount of roadway per unit area

75.226 **
-0.342

Class 1 Road length per cell
Class 2 Road length per cell
Class 3 Road length per cell
Class 4 Road length per cell

Street

*

*

15.549 *
-0.596
1.381

Employment Density (Average Jobs/Acre)
Parks and Natural Areas'
Residential

3.955*
12.520 **

-3.794
17.418'

-0.584
13.291

12.063 *
3.854"

27.408 **
0.295

9.416"
4.190"

187.214"
-22.621

-10.386
-30.910

41.136"
-16.724

-2.682
-22.809

526.370 **
98.672'

-10.775
2.545

97.451"
35.339*

-12.388
-8.238

-2.907
8.803

-41.943 **
-8.339'

-17.758
3.238'

-10.757
-4.083

Street Enclosure (Aspect Ratio)'

-14.515

3.806

1.532

-2.121

Building Heights
Building Height Consistency
(Coefficient of Variation)

4.108"

0.444

1.335"

0.697

-16.972

-12.643

2.121

-21.810

Benches

15.580 **

-7.542

6.234"

1.708

-1.270
-0.439

-7.951
2.454"

-0.720
-0.325'

-1.745
1.189"

0.407"

-0.072

0.021

-0.124

17.124"

4.891 **

10.325"

4.666"

311 Reports'

23.808"

0.194

5.090"

0.765

Constant
Lambda

-73.883"
0.476"

79.227'
0.768"

2.099
0.620"

16.643
0.959"

*
*
*

Class 5 Road length per cell
Ground elevation change'

-

-3.894"
-0.130

Streetlights
Street Trees

Social
Walkscore
Crime Reports'

1. Log-transformed variable

Significance is noted as: *a=0.05,

*

*

Amenities and Aesthetics

a=0.01
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Table 4.03. Regression Coefficients
of Spatial Characteristics on Relative
Differences, by Intent/Time
Difference In Travel Length (km) per Cell

in Trip Counts per Cell

18.754

1.269
-0.145
0.701"
0.061
0.245
-0.149
0.085
-0.360"
0.065
0.484

0.354
24.341 **

-1.000
0.990

1.620
3.967
-0.457

1.180
4.105

0.340
5.107"

0.329

4.249
2.179

6.052"
3.914"

-0.365
3.802

66.635

-1.325
-3.693
5.266

-1.586
0.939
-2.044
3.284
11.437"

-1.846
-3.517'

-6.614
11.920
3.584

0.031

0.196

1.321

1.304"

3.518
1.744
47.799
11.806 "-0.882
-0.009

23.898"
-8.330
49.030
9.661
-8.290
1.242

-5.531
1.406

-0.877

-0.429

0.085

0.586"

0.360"

-27.977
-8.785

-50.061
-5.283

-3.654
2.007

-3.273
2.800

0,285
2.384"
-0.052
-Of25

1.452
2.140"
-0.771"
-0.090

-0.026
3.589 **

-0.053
3.801

1.591
0.577"

-8.367
1.913 "

-0.282
1.045"

0.006
0.139

Benches

-5.720
6.163

-8.623
6.100 "

1.246
6362"

Streetlights
Street Trees

0.473
-0.297

-0.766
-0.075

-3.028"
-0.084

-18.381
4.223
-3.273
1.319

0.748
2.520"
-0.306
-0.099

0.097*

0.230 **

0.144*

-0.196'

6.758"

14.776"
9.157

5.985 *

5.685"

4.322'
11.187 -

1.558

-0.002

-1.270

0.022
3.573"
1.334"

0.023*
3.250"
2.462"

-5.718
"

-29.387*
0.470 "

-33.011*
0.835

63.801
0.957 *

21.688
0.967 "

34.573
0.955

1.674
0.723"

1. Log-transformed variable
Significance is noted as: *a=,0.5,

0.819
a=0.01

"

"
"

"

"
"

Constant
Lambda

"

Social
Walkscore
Crime Reports'
311 Reports'

-2.307
0.826*

-13.084
-1.589

"

1.789
-0.205
1.287"-0.153

0.151
-0.236
-0.125
-0.541*
-0.248
0.073

15.147"
0.963*

-0.714
-8.445 **
-4.286
-3.795*
-3.382*
-0.991

-0.579
-7.163*
-3.590
-1.696
-4.109
-1.477

1.995
-1.698
2.505
-2671
-4.159
-0.373

-0.145
0.092

-1.193
0.288"

-1.462
0.377

-5.751

-6.393
-1.482
-0.511
0.357*

-14.604*

2.530*
-0.658
0.375 "

0.001
4.781"
1.772"

-0.072

-0.003

-0.001

1.716 "
0.457

1.068 **
0.105

1.216*
-0.200

2.082
0.835

14.792'
0.930 **

-1.617
0.957"

-3.863
0.940"

21.935*
2.257
1.846
15.255
-7.862
0.559

1.771

-0.329
-0.828
0.672

"

-12.083 "
-0.052

Building Height Consistency
(Coefficient of Variation)

6.749
-19.443
-5.352

-0.337
12.659"
24.558*
0.040

*

-2.765
0.827

"

23.806
0.321

"

8.755
4.124

-0.810

*

-0.151
-18.420

-5.675
3.158

2.156
-19.774
-8.442
-5.265
-10.420*
-3.726

"

112.854 **

"

102.338 **
-17.544
263.721f"
24.336

"

18.582
19.734
179.330
37.896 **
14.313
-1.753

-

-0.037
-1.253'
-0.149
-0.340

"

0.080

"

1.897"
0.045
0.475
0.191
0.227
0,072
0.036
-0.119
-0.029
-0.351

"

1.511
-0.084
0.005
-0.163
0.193
-0.394
-0.257
0.066
0.996
-0.057

"

1.461
-0.028
0.341
-0.173
0.358
-0.286
-0.077
-0.237
0.992
-0.542

6.783*
-0.440
2.711
0.247
0.723

4.317

Building Heights

-1.653
-0.990
0.198
-11.973
0.053
-17.995"

0.799
-0.041
0.022
-0.081
0.269
-0.222
-0.014
-0.464"
0.315
0.070

-49.700

4.361"

Amenities and Aesthetics
Street Enclosure (Aspect Ratio)'

-0.513
-0.762
0.168*
-2.666
0.003
-9.847"

-1.015

Class 4 Road length per cell
Class 5 Road length per cell
Ground elevation change'

4.831"
0.124

0.167 **
-6.464-"
0.020
-5.803"

-0.083

27.781
86.033
43.860

1.555
0.467

-0.661
0.316
3.301
1.154

-0.060

-22.879
40.640 **

of
1

1.122"
-0.973
-0.743

-0.489
-0.459
-0.082
5.107"
-0.101

-4.687
0.986*
-30.720"

-33.244
8.485."
-0.161

Density of subway station entrances
Density of bus stops
Amount roadway per unit area
Class Road length per cell
Class2 Roadlength percell
Class 3 Road length per cell

-0.942

"

"
"

4.558
20.012 **
-3.175
18.515*

0.010

-1.780
6.206
0.133*

*

4.683*
18.503 **
-4.247
16.350
11.037"

6.981
-0815
5.123"
-0.135
-0.053
-1.154
-0.842
-2.232"
-0.720
-3.116

0.091*

Transit

Commute

Weekend

"

-8.516 **
-14.475
-7.626
21.084
105.444

0.364
-0.204
0.148
0.695
1.763

-3.607**
7.326

-

-6.095
2.601
-14.255

-5.105
1.217"
-60.615"
0.157
-77.126 "*

-3.410

3.929"
0.045*

Transit

"

-3.755.
5.072
-8.481"

-3.743*

"

7.148
0.296
1.849'
1.094
0.529
0.252
0.181
-0.305
-0.004
-2.438

0.749

23.142"
0.820
-8.484

12.555 **
3.230

*

5.177
-0.005
-1.231
-0.149
0.942
-2.272*
-1.454
0.915
4.296
5.936

0.014

Street
Sidewalk (km/cell)
Bike lane length (km/cell)
Intersections per unit area
Signaled intersections per unit area'

"

2.121

3.973
0.086
0.596
-0.837
2.349"
-1.459
-1.077
-0.168
1.706
3.083

0.470
-0.085
-0.565
0.157
0.883
-0.731
-0.082
-1.530**

"

-31.910
0.031
-25.623"

Son Franelsco

Commute

-

Parking'
Empty'
Land Use Mix (Entropy)
Total Built Area

3.163
16.856
-6.339*

Weekend

Transit

-

Industrial'

3.809"
13.594"
-2.196

-2.095

"

Land Use
Employment Density (Average Jobs/Acre)'
Parks and Natural Areas'
Residential'
Commercial'
Office'

0.172

-0.198
5.423 **
-4.394

2.618
-1.276

"

of

3.138

15.083

Commute

-0.004
5.324
-1.863

-0.067
4.110 **
0.129
3.239
2.579
2.618
"

Density of schools
Density of religious buildings
Density of medical buildings
Density government buildings
Density of civic and cultural buildings
Density of residential buildings'

-2.541
22.108

Weekend

"

"

-4.463
6.488

"

Destinations
Density of building entrances'
Density of retail businesses'

Transit

Commute

"

Weekend

Boston

San Franclsco

"

Difference

Boston

"

_&

00

areas and journeys across all categories of trips. Overall, we find an associated
relative decrease of 43.88 trips and 28.73 kilometers of cumulative travel
for a 1% increase in the number of residential buildings. These effects are
particularly pronounced for commuting and transit trips, where we saw an
associated relative decrease of 47.70 counts and 9.85 kilometers for the same
1% increase in residential buildings for the previous, and 77.13 trips and 18.00
kilometers for the latter. This is mitigated, however, by a positive effect of
overall residential acreage on travel distance.
Empty, vacant land has a negative effect on where people decide to walk
although how these lots effects trips differ between the two cities. In Boston,
the effect is seen with more elective and flexible weekend trips, where a
1% increase in empty land is associated with -1.53 relative trips and -0.46
kilometers of relative cumulative travel. In San Francisco, the effect is seen,
generally, with overall trip length (1=-0.88) and points to individuals avoiding
these areas. The effect is mainly seen with inflexible commuting and transit
trips where a 1% increase is associated with 1.25 fewer commuting trips and
2.23 less transit trips, and 0.36 fewer kilometers of cumulative commuting
travel and -0.54 kilometers of transit travel.
Unsurprisingly, we found positive effects of transit stations and commuting
and transit-intended trips. However, transit stations still had a positive effect
on the number and length of trips made on the weekend, which shows the
important role transit has in supporting walking activity. In Boston, cells with
stations are associated with 8.49 more trips taken, and 5.27 more kilometers
traveled over the calculated shortest paths for weekend trips, per additional
station. In San Francisco, the effect is 11.04 additional trips and 2.18 kilometers.
San Francisco sees additional significant effects for bus stops, where an extra
stop is associated with 4.36 more trips and 1.32 additional kilometers for these
weekend trips.
The physical configuration of street infrastructure plays an essential role in
facilitating walking, and certain factors showed effects on walking activity.
Paradoxically, the total availability of sidewalks had differing effects in each city.
It is worth noting that both cities have large amounts of sidewalks, and with
their pervasiveness, may lose their effect in the model for road class typology.
In Boston, Class 3 and 4 roads have an effect on both outcomes, where an
additional kilometer of Class 3 roads in a cell is associated with 526.37 more
trips and 97.45 more kilometers of travel, and Class 4 roads are associated
with 98.67 more trips and 35.34 more kilometers over the shortest path
calculation. Although we did not find significant positive associations in San
Francisco, we did see significant negative effects of Class 2 and 3 roads on
travel length (P=-22.81, -12.38), as well as residential Class 5 road on counts
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(P=-41.94) and kilometers (0=-10.76) traveled over the shortest paths. Despite
a generalizable preference for smaller road types, we did see significant positive
effects in Boston of the largest Class 1 roadways, although these effects are
only significant for transit and commute trips, where the proximity of transit
to these roadways be the reason for the association. Interestingly, we found a
negative effect of topography on the relative trip count in San Francisco which
may point to the influence of the Bay Area's severe topography.
Despite the interest in architectural-scale considerations for walkability, we
found substantively weak or statistically insignificant findings. We did not
find significant effects of street enclosure, perhaps pointing more toward the
importance of what is on the street rather than the street canyon itself, as well
as a lack of significance for building height consistency in all but relative length
in San Francisco, where there is a substantively weak negative effect (P=21.81). Street level amenities do have positive associations on route choices,
although each city saw different effects. Benches have a positive effect on trip
counts (P=15.58), and length (P=6.23), which is substantively large as a single
bench is associated with a substantively significant increase in relative activity.
Street trees have a similar effect in San Francisco, perhaps point to climate
relief and comfort, where an additional tree per cell is associated with 2.45
more relative trips and 1.19 more relative cumulative kilometer of travel.
We found Walkscore to have significant but weak effects, when significant.
San Francisco did not see a significant association on either aggregated
outcome, while Boston saw only an associated effect of 4.07 additional trips
over the shortest paths for a very large 10-point increase in the Walkscore.
Paradoxically, we saw a negative effect of Walkscore on trip length and counts
over the shortest paths calculation for weekend trips. Also interesting is
the positive effect of crime reports across all trip considerations; where the
aggregated analyses show an associated 17.12 trips and 10.33 kilometers in
Boston, and 4.89 trips and 4.67 kilometers in San Francisco for a 1% increase
in reports of crime. We did find "eyes on the street" vis-a-vis 311 reports to
have positive effects on relative trip counts and length in Boston where a 1%
increase in reports is associated with a relative 23.81 increase in trip counts
and 5.09 increase in cumulative length. We saw the strongest effects of 311
reports to be with commuting and transit trips. Significant effects are also
present with weekend trips in San Francisco, where a 1% increase in reports
is associated with a 1.56 relative increase in volume and 0.46 kilometers in
cumulative length.
5. DISCUSSION
Our results provide insights regarding identifying and quantifying to what
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extent built environment characteristics impact the cumulative route choices
of Bostonians and San Franciscans, and how they vary across the population by
trip purpose.

&

An assumption of the data is that it indeed captures non-elective or utility
walking activity rather than recreationally-oriented trips, where the previous
better represents the majority of trips many make in the course of a day. Prior
studies have shown the distinct behaviors based on this dichotomy (Agrawal
Schimek, 2007; Lee & Moudon, 2006; Vanky et al., 2017, for instance). Several
results affirm this assumption. Firstly, we find the lack of significance with
parks and natural areas and increased trips over the shortest paths. People,
therefore, are not apparently going away from the most economical for these
land uses that are commonly associated with recreational journeys.
The filtering of the data based on commuting, transit and weekend trips allows
us to gain a sense of how individual travel choices are made with consideration
to activity intention. Trip purpose had a substantive impact on the magnitude
or significance of the built environmental effects as well, allowing an
understanding of the differences between more flexible weekend trips and
inflexible commuting and transit activities.
Affirming studies that have found the positive effect of transit availability (La
Plante & McCann 2008; Ewing 2005; Agrawal & Schimek 2007), we find that
across all trip categories and in both cities, the presence of transit stations
has a strong, positive effect on the difference in the number and length of
trips. Although two categories explicitly consider commuting, which would
have an association with transit infrastructure, weekend trips also have strong
associations with walking activities. Despite the rarity of transit stations
within the large footprints of each city, we do find a preference for this type of
infrastructure in both cities, which is seen in other cities (Scherer 2010). While
there was also a positive association of bus stops on both outcome variables in
San Francisco, we did not see effects in Boston, which differs from the findings
of Chapter 4 (Vanky et al., 2017). A potential explanation might be due to
the number of bus stops in Boston, not requiring individuals to deviate from
shortest paths, or despite the extensive service network, affirms the challenges
planners have in attracting bus riders versus other transit infrastructure (Bowes
& lhlanfeldt 2001).
Among the extant walkability literature, much emphasis has been placed on
the various D's. The Boston finding supports evidence found in prior studies
in the importance of destinations in the promotion of walking (for example,
Cervero & Kockelman, 1997; Lund, 2003; Sevtsuk, 2010). Across all types
of trips in Boston, there is a positive association in the difference of trips
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and the number of retail businesses. We also saw a positive association
with an increase in lengths walked, with higher associated magnitudes with
commuting and transit trips. While it could be explained that effect is related
to the location of retail stores along larger streets, where we also have positive
associations, the correlation of these two factors is fairly small (R 2 = 0.08).
Although we cannot directly ascertain intent, these characteristics may be
telling of two possible and related behaviors: 1) pedestrians are electing to walk
in areas with much more commercial activity and resulting street life, or 2)
pedestrians are choosing these streets as part of routine errand running as part
of their commutes. We did not find a significant effect in San Francisco except
for weekend trips, where the retail locales may be the reason for such trips.
Design and architectural factors had weaker effects on count and distance
traveled than some of the other factors. For instance, while urban design
literature places emphasis on the street enclosure, we did not find significant
effects on walking activity. The consistency of building heights only showed,
paradoxically, a negatively associated effect on distance traveled in San
Francisco, although there were positive effects of building height. Despite
having some significant effect on routes taken, street design factors did not
have consistent effects between the two cities. Street trees had a positive
effect on both count and length in San Francisco, yet there was no significant
effect in Boston. This may be due to the warmer climate in California versus
cooler temperatures in Boston. Benches had a positively associated effect
with both outcome variables across the different trip types, yet there was no
significant in San Francisco.
Much like Essay 2, this study to capture social concerns through the availability
of open, geo-located data. Among these variables is the inclusion of 311
citizen reports and crime reports, although they both pose a challenge in their
interpretation. Both reports may be a function of the density of trips from
which individuals may be present to observe and report incidents, rather
than a direct measure of any occurrences of negative events. This may be an
alternative explanation of the positive associations across both cities and all
trip categories with crime. Similarly, the 311 reports are self-reported accounts
of specific aspects of concern and as such represent two interpretations: an
indication of social ill, or the presence of socially-concerned residents.
With the previously mentioned challenges to generalizability due to the
purposeful case site study selection, self-selection challenges, and the lack
of null conditions for certain spatial parameters (causing the chicken-egg
problem in ascertaining causality) withstanding, the ascertaining of behavioral
differences against the shortest paths does face limitations. While paper or
survey-based preference studies often collect trip purpose and intent, our
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passive collection method faces a trade-off of this information for scale. For
instance, individuals could be deviating from shortest paths to drop kids off at
school or running an errand, which may be related to intention rather than the
mere proximity of certain destinations. This may be partly an explanation to the
effect of retail and trips in Boston, supported by the positive association of with
cumulative trip length with commuting and transit trips.
To ensure the privacy of the individuals in this study, we censor trips to omit
potential home and work locations. A random distance of 0-100 meters from
the start and end of each trip is removed. Short distance-trips, therefore,
are underrepresented, and biases against Class 5 roads where many home
locations can be found. Despite the apparent preference for the smaller Class
3 and 4 roads, the weak or non-significant effects of Class 5 facilities may be
a function this process. Despite this concern, we note that there is a similar
distribution of trip lengths with previous studies and surveys (Rhee et al. 2011),
which gives us confidence in the use of this data despite this limitation.
Further study may also account for within-individual variances in their
response to various spatial characteristics. As the observations were collected
passively, it was not possible to locate individuals in different locations in the
city to observe whether their behaviors would change over time in response
to these spatial characteristics. Therefore, we cannot directly test causal
associations through this method.
Facing similar challenges as Papinski et al. (2009), a future analysis could
also be opportunities for hierarchical evaluation-weighting for individuals
versus the population-as the field of spatial statistics continues to develop.
We caution that this analysis remains associative and not causal, although the
study opens new opportunities for further investigation toward finding causal
associations with walkability.
6. CONCLUSION
While understanding and assessing the pedestrian environment is critical to
improving facilities to encourage walking activities, current techniques often
rely on subjective preferences while overlooking the quantifications of the
utility of built environmental attributes. These techniques are often further
limited by small samples and limited spatial scales. This study proposed
an assessment method using locative data collected from mobile phones.
The utility of using spatiotemporal data is in its ability to reveal, with high
resolution, the locations and characteristics of pedestrian activities. In
particular, this data allows us to understand the revealed preferences of these
individuals in their regular mobility activities and points to the poor utility of
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simply using shortest-path calculations as a proxy for actual activity. In this
study, we considered the spatial aspects of the built environment that may
influence walkers to be attracted or repelled by certain areas when they chose
their walking paths.
The results indicate that pedestrians do consider aspects of the urban
environments in choosing their routes, and not just the shortest distance path.
We found that across all trip categories and in both cities, the presence of
transit stations has a strong, positive effect on the difference in the number
and length of journeys. We also found supporting evidence of the importance
of destinations vis-h-vis retail locations in the promotion of walking. Despite
the emphasis on local scale design attributes in the creation of walkable
neighborhoods such as building configurations against the street, and
pedestrian amenities such as trees and benches, we found weak and mixed
associations on route preference.
These findings can be used to help transportation and planning professionals
design and develop infrastructure and spaces that promote active
transportation by walking, contribute to improving travel demand models for
predicting pedestrian travel. Certainly, this aids in the creation and promotion
of so-called complete street initiatives (La Plante & McCann 2008) and new
urbanist developments (Talen 1999) centered around walkability. With the
multitude of mobile applications and online routing tools oriented toward
walking, these findings can also enhance route-finding tools available to
those traveling on foot. The improved understanding of walkers' preferences
can make those tools more relevant and useful by routing toward positive
attributes such as retail corridors and smaller streets, and can account for
the spatiotemporal eccentricities of commuting, transit and weekend trips,
ultimately creating more human-centered and pleasurable walks. Together,
these aspects may promote healthier communities and lifestyles through the
promotion of active (and pleasurable) transportation.
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CLOSING DISCUSSION

Yes we'll walk with a walk that is measured and slow,
And we'll go where the chalk-white arrows go,
For the children, they mark, and the children, they know
The place where the sidewalk ends.
"Where the Sidewalk Ends",
Shel Silverstein
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CLOSING DISCUSSION
Fundamental to the creation of urban space is an understanding of how
individuals are likely to behave within it. Gaining this knowledge requires "wellvalidated, durable criteria for successful outcomes" (Talen & Ellis, 2015). The
three essays of this thesis attempted to test the potential to leverage digital
data from quantified individuals to generate quantitative assessments of the
design or urban spaces. The ultimate intention is to produce conclusions
that may better inform the human-centric development of the physical, built
environment. In some cases, the findings between essays are conflicting, and
in others, they affirm prior theories. As a result, several overall observations
are discussed in this section as a means of distilling a few considerations for
potential action and further study encompassing the three studies performed
in this thesis.
Firstly, it is possible that this study is among those with the largest number
of subjects participating, and as a result can provide insights into policy
aspects that invisibly inform how urban spaces are shaped. For instance, the
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways includes
a walking speed of 1.2 m/s for calculating pedestrian clearance intervals for
traffic signals (Fitzpatrick, Brewer, & Turner, 2006). This value is similar to the
trip characteristics seen in the data but is significantly affected by weather.
In particular, severe weather like snow and thunder would make it difficult
for some to cross in time, which might drive the need to change standards
in communities that see different weather patterns. As such, the results can
inspire new draft guidelines that better reflect the activities of pedestrians and
in recognition of the differences between inhabitants of different cities.
Concerning weather, the results of this study are consistent with prior
studies establishing the relationship between certain weather conditions
and pedestrian trip frequencies. As mentioned in Essay 1, when compared
to previous studies, the overall effects were found to be similar, although
the magnitudes differed. Beyond providing a baseline for characterizing and
understanding pedestrian movements and how they vary with environmental
conditions, the findings open avenues for spatial interventions as the physical
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environment plays a role in mitigating or intensifying the effects of weather.

To promote active transportation, it is, therefore, essential to take into account
the safety and comfort of pedestrian travel in the design and use of the
pedestrian realm. To meet the goals of promoting health and active living, the
development of urban spaces in its relation to weather and environmental

conditions should be an inherent part of any planning and policy conversation.
Urban designers and developers can also take note that much of the effects
of weather can be remedied through design interventions. For instance, street
trees despite not having significant effects at the urban scale may still provide
greater comfort by protecting people from snow in Boston, and awnings can
shelter individuals from rain-both associated with lower walking activities.

Further, the findings also call for localized climatic considerations in urban
design. Although this has been the provenance of "energy saving," passive
climate adaptations in urban and street design may do much to promote
pedestrian comfort and overall walkability. For instance, the study finds that
during the study, there was little variation in temperature in San Francisco
which may establish a different baseline for sensitivity to changes in weather.
Any variation was more actively effecting of walking activities than Boston, and
would, therefore, require different building and street design strategies. This

specificity may inform different considerations in today's LEED and BREEM
standards, as well.

Mainly, the role of urban planning, rather than that of urban design, seems to
play a significant part in affecting walking activity. Firstly, the role of transit in

promoting walkability is among the most highly cited and affirmed findings in
the study of communities, and this study confirms its importance. However,

the results of Essay 2 and Essay 3 present both complementary as well as
opposing findings concerning transportation accessibility and walking.
The results clearly affirm the importance of transit and foot traffic, although
the impacts differ by city and study. When considering the effects at the urban
scale in Essay 2, there was a lack of significant effects of rail stations in San
Francisco. This finding differs from the outcome of Essay 3, where the presence
of transit stations has a strong, positive effect on the difference in the number
and length of trips in both cities. Although two categories explicitly consider
commuting, which would have an association with transit infrastructure,

weekend trips also have strong associations with walking activities. The
differences in effects may be due in large part to the density of stations
mentioned previously. Rail stations may be sparse, particularly in peripheral
areas like Boston's Dorchester and Roxbury neighborhoods, and in West
Cambridge on the East Coast. In San Francisco, these stations include Balboa
Park and Glen Park stations along the southern end of the BART system some
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stations including those in the Sunset and Parkside neighborhoods to the west
and south along the MUNI system.
Bus stops had a positive effect on walking counts in both cities in Essay 2,
but in the third Essay, the effects of bus stops were not significant in Boston,
although there was also a positive association of bus stops on both outcome
variables in San Francisco. A potential explanation might be due to the number

Figure 5.01. Walkable, yet empty, street
in Hanover, NH.

of bus stops in Boston, not requiring individuals to deviate from shortest paths,
or despite the extensive service network, affirms the challenges planners have
in attracting bus riders versus other transit infrastructure. With the flexibility
and relatively low cost of buses, it is feasible that the placement and number
of bus stops are better suited to increase catchment, and make it easier for
a larger percentage of the population to walk to transit compared to rail.
These findings should be taken, therefore, as support for the development
of transportation infrastructure as part of any conversation about walkable
communities.
The second aspect of planning that seems to affect walking activity is
the presence of so-called "destinations" from the influential Cervero and
Klockelman (1997) study. As previously mentioned, retail destinations
and eating facilities, in particular, have significant effect where people
walk. Relevant in both Boston and San Francisco, where real estate factors
are pushing asking rates for commercial space higher, the role of policy
intervention to support diverse retail amenities is of ever importance. If we, as
a community, are seeking to promote walkable neighborhoods, the availability
of retail destinations needs to be a part and needs to be affordable and
accessible. And while conversations in these communities often revolve around
the availability of affordable housing, similar discussions should be promoted
in supporting diverse and local retail businesses-especially since smaller
and varied businesses may face tighter margins than larger formula and chain
businesses. It is also a direction of future exploration to understand how the
online-retail space and smaller-format big box stores (such as Target and WalMart) will effect long-term walking activities and its relationship with retail
accessibility.
The differences between normative urban design theory and the findings
presented reflect the fundamental difference between walking and
walkability-the differences between actual activity and the theoretical
potential for walking. This is demonstrated by the European travel writer Bill
Bryson, who in his travels of the United States happened on an interesting
phenomenon in Hanover, New Hampshire (Figure 5.01). In his words, "nearly
everyone in town is within a level five-minute walk of the shops, and yet
as far as I can tell virtually no one walks." This is similarly reflected in the
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redevelopment in Jackson, MS presented in the Introduction (Figure 1.01). Jess
Zimbabwe, recalls:
"Ten years ago, when Mayor Frank Melton was attending the Mayors' Institute on
City Design, he drove me down these blocks of Farish Street to proudly show me the
in-progress capital improvements that he was sure would portend a revival of the
historic black business district of Jackson, formed out of the cauldron of Jim Crow
discrimination elsewhere in the city. As we walked the still 100% vacant street today,
[my four-year-old daughter] asked, "why is it so quiet?" [My husband] and I looked
at each other and cobbled together a long version of 'it's complicated.'"
With any discussion about walking and the built environment, Walkscore
always becomes a topic of interest. Various performance measures, such as
WalkScore, have been created to induce walking by attracting individual market
and development types to a place or pathway. For instance, WalkScore has
become increasingly popular in advertising for real estate, with its presence
on nearly ever housing and rental website including Zillow and Trulia, but
validations of the scoring algorithm have not been performed on a large scale.
This project, in trying to decouple walking activity and walkability, sought
to understand the salience preliminarily in using WalkScore as a proxy for
walking. In other words, does this measure really have genuine relationships to
real walking activity, as measured through the paths individuals take or are the
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Figure 5.02. Quintile map of walking
activities in Boston and Cambridge (top),
versus average Walkscore (bottom).

scores merely abstract?
In the initial investigations, Walkscore does not uniformly predict walking
activity. Walkscore was more strongly associated with walking activities at the
highest and lowest levels, and high WalkScore values show stronger positive
associations with walking activity, than small WalkScores values (Figure 5.03).
The inputs of WalkScore do not account for the complex attributes of the
built environment, which despite the number of amenities present, inhibits
walking activity. Additionally, the weighting of certain types of destinations
may be weakly associated with actual walking activity. In this evaluation, the
area around Back Bay station in Boston and the Embarcadero in San Francisco
are of note, as each had very high WalkScores but did not have a concomitant
number of walking activities in the dataset used in this thesis.
Subsequent research to this thesis is aimed at calibrating Greater Boston's
Local Access walkability index that was generated by the Metropolitan Area
Planning Council as a local alternative to WalkScore. While more work needs
to be done in testing and calibrating Walkscore (and walkability) to walking
activity, these initial findings pose questions about the reliance on this and
other proprietary scoring metrics, and serves as a future direction for research
and impact.
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These results certainly can be used to inform ongoing plans to shape walkable
streets. For instance, with the current Complete Streets plan for Sunset
Heights in San Francisco (the subject of criticism in the second essay), greater
emphasis may be placed on the mix of businesses on the street as well
as providing more amenities such as trees and benches to influence more

Figure 5.03. The general relationship

of Walkscore and activities (bottom) is
lares only a at valhest W kscore

walking activities in this otherwise "high Walkscore" area. In Cambridge,
Massachusetts, efforts are underway to reimagine Inman Square to provide
a safer environment for bicyclists and pedestrians, but this thesis shows that
emphasis should be given not to encumber the availability and flow of public
transportation, which is currently part of the debate around the new street
design for the neighborhood. Disparagingly, however, the growing support
walkable streets is still facing challenges as in Boston, for example, on-going
debates around the Commonwealth Avenue require neighbors to advocate for
the streets to deemphasize the primacy of automobiles' -despite having many
of the factors found in this research to be positively associated with walking.
So what can we expect in the future?
The use of newly availed digital data is allowing for the empirical measurement
of individual, trip-level activities that was previously impossible to test,
particularly at a breadth and depth that are beyond the limits of traditional
approaches such as surveys. This presents new opportunities to develop
deeper insights into pedestrian behaviors and avail the ability to understand
the influence of the built environment in richer ways that may ultimately
contribute positively to the well-being and quality of life of urban inhabitants.
What is exciting is that this thesis is situated at the beginning of an incredible
growth of personal and urban data. Experiments and new inventions are being
created to aid individuals in quantifying themselves, and certainly, as these
research projects tested, the resulting data can allow researchers to understand
the urban environment through the analysis of the multitudes of individualsfrom the quantified self to the quantified community.
Although we find positive associations that may be useful for policy-makers,
designers, and real estate developers, changing the built environment is
difficult. Often, the development timeline of construction projects can stretch
many years, and the benefits of walking activity may be difficult to measure,
regardless of the data and technologies available. However, there are broad
public benefits to be gained. Despite the presence of small coefficients, we

'See Boston Globe editorial, for
instance. (http://www.bostonglobe.
com/opinion/editorials/2014/08/06/
motorists-needs-should-not-drivingforce-plan-for-commonwealth-ave/
XJNlwLOD5Hxn8h9MCxFXLI/story.html)
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note that even a small 1% change in activity can have major impacts on public
health, real estate value and the intangible aspects of quality-of-life. This
study has larger implications for the understanding of these environmental
characteristics can aid urban planners and transportation engineers ultimately

better adapt and design the physical environment to be conducive to
pedestrian traffic. While these studies find clear associations between weather,
the characteristics of the built environment and active mobility behavior, we
also see these new datasets as opening new opportunities to understand
the more challenging aspects of the urban environment and its impact on
individuals' well-being.
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